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Milwaukee Sentinel, died Oct. 12th from
MILLINERY OPENINGS.
attack of typhoid fever. He has been
actively engaged in newspaper work
The first millinery opening this season
for more than 20 years, and previous to
his connection with the Sentinel was was that of Misses M. E. & L. F. Ellis on
business manager of the Chicago Inter Main street, Friday, Oct. 11th. Although
Ocean.
their opening was announced for but one
day, their store was thronged both Friday
UNIVERSALIST CONVENTION.
and Saturday, and their sales were large.
The Church of Immanuel, Rockland, While the popular.iblack and white effects
has been the scene of two important con- were seen here there were also many other
ventions this week, one being the 33d an- taking creations in greys and modes, which
PAGE 3.
nual convention of the Maine Universalist
are very stylish. One of the most stylish
Mulai El-Hassan’s Land....McKinley’s Last
Sunday school and the other being the 13tli
speech.
session of the Young People’s Christian hats here was of medium size, with black
PAGE 4.
Union.
chenille crown, a draped brim of black velThe Sunday School Convention convened
Editorials. ...Their Interests
The
Mutual
and trimmed with a black breast. Black
ikes-Sullivan Case...The News of Brooks... at 2 p. M., Tuesday, about (10 delegates in vet,
mty Correspondence.
attendance. Mayor Gould delivered the ad- ribbons were draped at the back and hung
dress of welcome and it being in his usual down in streamers. Not only was this sold
PAGE 5.
pleasing style was received by the delegates at once, but it was taken as a model and
11k- News of Belfast...Maine Good Templars.. with much satisfaction.
The response was
Churches....Yachts and Boats....Belfast
others were ordered from it, with slight
by Rev. W. K. Gaskin of Mechanic Falls.
■ather Report..Womans Foieign Missions.,
The report of the secretary, L. W. Coons, variations to suit the complexion or style
tine's Divorce Record..Aroostook Potatoes.
showed that there are now 02 active schools
of the wearer.
Large bird's heads and
page u.
in the State with an aggregate of 4,984
I
ib lgin of Proper Names.. First Settlers of Jack* pupils and an average attendance of 2,992. manufactured plumes are much used. A
Me...American Girl Wedded in London.,
This is a gain over last year of five schools handsome and expensive hat for a child
vel Entertainment Maine Peat Register of and 400 scholars.
Secretary Coons an- found a ready sale. It was a dark red fur
p Water Vessels. .The Flower Easiness..1)'- nounced with much
pleasure that the Rock- trimmed with ribbon to
nunzio Coming. Flora of Southern States..In- |
match, both the fur
land
school
had
made the largest
Sunday
iduality vs. Dress.
89more pupils than a year ago. and ribbon being in changeable effects.
gain,
having
7.
PAGE
Rev. M. Chapin has given the Sunday There were
large rosettes and bows around
Mystic Grange Fair. South Dakota’s New Sen- school a deal of conscientious attention, his
"i
Tranquillity Grange Fair..Maine Sporting course agreeing heartily with one of the the brim, and streamers at the back. The
ason.
speakers who had said that the training of window devoted to sofa pillows and covers
P A<»E 8.
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Maine Matters. The Great Xorthn Company are planning to erect 100
ttage houses at Madison for the help
s
will require....Maine’s
new mill
"Hugest postmaster is Benjamin J.
Voodman, aged 23, ol' Westbrook, the
"ii of the postmaster of that city, who
lied in August. lie has been a student
ne year at the University of Maine
uul plans to complete his college course
titer his four years as postmaster are
erved.
II is
appointment was anmunced Oct. nth....Thirty-live divorces
cere granted in the September term of
iie Supreme court of Androscoggin
ounty, which closed last Saturday.
here were twenty-two divorces granted
; the York county court just closed.
r is predicted that at least 500,000 tons
l ice will be harvested on the Keuneee this winter....Fire in Waterville
i>ct. lltli caused a loss of $15,000 in
me large wholesale and retail furniture
tnd crockery store of Reddington &
company on Silver street. The fire
carted in the basement and was confin’d there, the damage being largely by
moke in the other stories of the block.
I'lie loss is covered by insurance. AY.
I. Savage, a pipeman, was taken from
lie basement in an unconscious condiion....It is reported that Thomas AY.
I.awsonis to build a Union church at
Somesville, and present it to the town,
this will be an act characteristic of the
arge hearted and free handed man,
md will be much appreciated by the
itizens of Somesville. This, if done,
will be in honor of Mr. Lawson’s sister,
iho has lived at Somesville, on Mt.
; 'esert island, many summers and where
Mr. Lawson spent several weeks last
nniner.The State of Maine, as a
whole, is steadily growing in wealth, if
."t in population. During the past 11
> ears the valuation of the common\ calth has increased some $45,000,000.
A number of Maine cities are getting
iwake on the subject of good streets.
ii Portland a movement has been start•. d
looking to asphalt as a material.
There is no doubt that many of our
ities are away behind those of many
New England States in this respect,
! it pays to put down good roadways,
ven if the initial expense is large....
gross receipts of the music festival
re about $o.ooo.
This is in excess of
last year by about $1,200 and exeeds somewhat what is referred to as
e great "Xordiea
year,” when it was
ought high watermark was reached.
1
be new century, however, opens with
.ir more brilliant prospects....A lodge
t the Independent Order of
Good
1 emplars was organized in Rockland
i-cently by A. II. Xewbert, G. C. T„
ith thirty-two charter members. The
"blowing are the principal officers of
e new lodge: (’. T., ('. Richard AYard;
i., Mrs. John Johnson; s. J. T., Mrs.
I. Whitten; Sec., Ethel Sherman;
Pin. Sec., (Uadys t’onery; Treas., Mrs.
nhn Kichardson, Jr...The waterpower
t East New Portland, which for several years |has been allowed to run to
waste, has been purchased by the Nich■Is Manufacturing Co. of Norwich,
('oun., which company intends to manifacture small wooden articles of the
firch which abounds there. A new
lam will be constructed during the
cuning winter.
■

■

■

■
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Havanna’sdeath rate for
September was 15.64 per thousand, the
In 11 hikf.

owest in the history of the city, and
over than that of many large cities in
•lie United States and England. The
Vmerican sanitation introduced in Cuba
is a decided success.The
country has

implete confidence in Koosevelt. He
a party man with a clearly defined
policy and the country knows exactly
a hat to
expect of him.—Lowell, Mass.,
■

s

Mail.It
is
estimated
that Sir
Thomas Lipton has spent $1,300,000 in
his

attempts

to lift the cup. He probably would not begrudge the money
either if he could have the cup.Czolgosz has dropped wholly from the public
view. Under orders, he cannot be interviewed. The silence is likely to remain
nbroken until announcement of his
electrocution is made.The fact that
anada, with only one fifteenth of the
population of the United States, has a
trade of more than one-sixth of this
ountry is rather an astonishing revelation.It is rumored that Emperor William has instructed the Kiel Yacht club
• o challenge for the America’s
cup....
i.ieau aim
miner scare
is tne wily
Minnesota will be known hereafter,
this is a name that she is rightfully entitled to.
bast year she ground out
:u,lion barrels of Hour and churned 60,oi
i0,000 pounds of butter.Two hundred
thousand dollars are being expended in
'he building of school houses in Porto
Uico.Not a single president of the
I niteil States is buried at Washington.
...A Pennsylvania bridegroom of eighty
has been arrested for deserting his
seventy-two-year-old bride. The old
gentleman says if he had been ten
years younger he could have got away.
The postollice department has decided
to place the late President
McKinley’s
head on the new issue of postal cards,
which will appear shortly after IJec. 1
next. The design includes the year of
birth and year of death immediately at
the left and right respectively of the
name of McKinley, which will be directly under the head.Senator Chauncey
M. Depew is now a director or trustee
in more companies than any other man
in this country. lie is a director in 76
different companies, 49 of which are
railroad companies, is president of six
and chairman of the board of directors
of six or seven others. He is to marry
again. The prospective bride is Miss
Mary Palmer, a New Yorker by birth
and now residing in Paris....Lansing

“Warren, editor and publisher of the

children was an important movement to- attracted considerable attention, and conward better citizenship.
The pulse of the
tained some elegant goods. The latest fad
local school responded immediately to Mr.
Chapin’s touch and is now bounding at a in this line, known as the Gibson pillows,
rapid but healthful rate.
was much'admired,
liut the glove departThe amount paid by the State Sunday
ment showed to best advantage of all.
In
school for missionary work during the year
was 8214.
Among the recommendations addition to a line line in kids the Ellis sismade in the secretary’s report were the fol- ters carry an elegant stock of line reindeer
lowing :
gloves with silk lining and pearl clasps.
That the convention employ a Sunday
school instructor another year—a man who These gloves are not only warm and comis an expert worker.
fortable but they present a very dressy
That the present system of raising money
appearance.
—five cents per capita—on all Sunday schools
Mrs. R. P. Chase’s opening was advertised
be continued.
That all applications for missionary aid for Saturday, and as her goods were delivershould be made to the executive board.
ed as soon as sold her stock was rapidly reThat the secretary’s old record book,
duced. It.was not,however,impaired enough
which has been used since 1868, be turned
to prevent the late comers from finding a
over to the State Convention.
The committee on reports acted favorably large and varied assortment, as she had an
upon a majority of the secretary’s recom- unusually large stock and had
prepared for
mendations.
The constitution was so
The rooms were
amended that future State conventions a large opening trade.
may be held in September or October.
very attractively decorated with flowers,
The report of the treasurer showed referns, etc., and with the elegant line of milceipts of 81,024 and expenditures of 8124.
Tuesday afternoon interesting papers linery artistically displayed, formed a very
were read before the convention as follows:
pleasing picture. The stock comprised the
“The Teachers’ Meeting,” Mrs. W. R. fashionable blacks and
whites, both in solid
Rev.
R. It.
Ilunnewell, Pittsfield; “Ruts,”
Dix, Rumford Falls; “The Blessings and colors and combinations and the hats are
Discouragements of the Star System,” Miss generally larger than last season. The
Geneva McCrillisof Dexter; “Rally Day,”
Gainsborough style is very popular. Felt
Miss Laura Stetson, Lewiston. The features of the Tuesday evening session were cloths, breasts, long ostrich feathers and
most interesting addresses by Rev. W. F. whole birds are much used, but the breasts
Small of Gardiner and Rev. E. \V. Webber and birds are manufactured
and dyed in
of Hallowell. Mr. Small’s subject was:
“Some Ups and Downs in Sunday School imitation of the birds they represent. Some
Work,” and Mr. Webber’s subject was: bright colors are used, aud the once popular
“Working With God.”
castor shades are being revived. A pretty
Wednesday morning’s session opened
with a prayer and praise service led by feature in some of the hats is white velvet
Miss Mary Weed of Waterville. The sub- foliage, which is being used to considerable
ject was “God’s Message in the Life and extent in the black and white combinations.
Teachings of Jesus.”
Aigrets are not much used, although one is
he election ot officers resulted as follows:
President, Rev. W. E. Gaskin of; occasionally seen in combination where its
Mechanic Falls; Vice President, Mrs. Dana effect is needed to
complete an artistic deCrockett of Dexter; Secretary, Rev. E. W.
Webber of 11 alio well; Treasurer, Miss sign. One hat at Mrs. Chase’s was made
Georg ie A. Bradley of Portland; Executive entirely of very small feathers in modest
Committee, Rev. L. W. Coons of Portland, shades combined in a most effective color
Mrs. 11. D. Sears of Lewiston and Miss
scheme. In addition to the large sales on
Annie Greenhalgh of Rockland.
The papers of the morning session were: opening day Mrs. Chase took many orders
“The Sunday School Teacher’s Opportunity for future
delivery.
to Deepen the Religious Life," by Rev. J.
The millinery parlors of Mrs. B. F. Wells
M. Paige of Turner, and “The
of the
Duty
Home to the Sunday School,” by Rev. are as attractively furnished as any in the
Eleanor B. Forbes of Gray.
State and her opening day, Saturday, they
The convention adjourned at 10.45 and were a
centre of attraction for the ladies of
the delegates enjoyed a trolley ride to the
the city. Among the handsome creations of
State prison.
The report of the secretary showed that the millinery art one could specify but a
the State V nion has 500 J unior and son Senior
as all the prevailing styles were to be
members. The Union showing the largest few,
percentage of gain in membership was that found there. Blacks prevail to a great exat Pittslield, which gained 233 1-3 per cent.
tent, even for children, with white next in
The election of officers resulted as follows: popular favor, and a combination of the
President, Fred S. Rand of Portland; vice two in
great demand. One attractive hat
president, Miss Angelicas. Graves of Rockland; secretary, Miss Georgietta Ford of was in black and white, with cardinal under
Portland; treasurer, Arthur G. Vose of Au- the bn in and steel ornaments. Much of the
gusta; executive board, Man E. Briggs of material in this
store was imported and the
Auburn, Mrs. M. Cora Winship of Lewisforeign ribbons and laces produced a very
ton and Dr. C. S. Knight of Woodfords.
The convention closed Thursday night rich effect. An all black hat with
jet ornawith a sermon by Rev. L. W. Coons and
ostrich feathers and pompons was
communion service conducted by Rev. E. 11. ments,
Chapin of Rockland and Rev. J. M. Paige greatly admired. While the larger styles
of Turner.
are
most popular, some ladies find the
There were present at this convention 40 medium or
smaller styles more becoming to
and
10
ministers.
delegates
The local Universalists entertained the them, and the skill and taste of the milliner
delegates to the two conventions with the produce creations in millinery that are atcordiality for which they are well known.
tractive and stylish. This was seen in
The musical features were solos by J. II.
Wilson, Miss Eleanor Cote and Mrs. Lillian a medium size hat in black and steel
S. Copping, Tuesday,
Wednesday and shades, and in black and white felt with
Thursday evenings, respectively.
white breasts. A turquois blue trimmed
The committee on resolutions, comprising
Mrs. H. I). .Sears, Mrs. E. A. Brooks and with imported lace and a hat in the mode
Mrs. L. W. Coons, presented the following: shades were admired by many and these
“Resolved, That this convention appre- colors found many buyers. One of
light
ciates the generous hospitality of the Rockland parish for their entertainment, also blue and black, with steel ornaments and
the cheerful and hearty words of welcome feather brim was deservedly admired, as
from the mayor of the city.
was also a
hat with white
“Resolved, That the thanks of this con- silk brim. Gainsborough
Mrs. Wells was prepared this
vention be extended to the secretary, Rev.
to
his
L. VV. Coons, for
supply any demand, from the nicest
carefully prepared year
and interesting report, also to the officers to every-day wear, and her sale in all
grades
generally for their efficient work.
were beyond her expectations.
Up to the
“Resolved, That the religious training of
the young is being encouraged as never be- hour of closing Saturday night her parlors
fore and that we regard the Sunday school were thronged with ladies intent on
seeing
as an efficient means to an end that is of the
the best and latest in
millinery, and all
utmost value to our beloved church, wherewere
satisfied
that't
is
not necessary to go
fore we urge upon all the necessity of perto Boston or elsewhere for
sistent interest and effort in this work.
perfect satisfac“Resolved, That the thanks of this con- tion in that line.
vention are hereby tendered the officers of
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham had fine weather
the various railroad and steamship corporations from whom favors have been received, for her opening Tuesday, Oct.
15th, and her
also to the press of the city for their fair rooms were visited
by large numbers from
and full report of our work.”
The Y. P. C. U. convention organized at 2 early morning until the closing hour. The
o’clock Wednesday afternoon. The address show window was trimmed with black and
of welcome was delivered by Miss Angelica white, with
jet ornamentation, velvet flowS. Graves, president of the Rockland Union,
and was responded to by Harry S. Vose, ers and foliage, and two stylishly trimmed
I
hats. Mrs. Cunningham and her
the State president.
milliner,
Miss Dora M. Casey, bring out each season
Mackerel and Herring.
the new ideas, and always have a
good
showing in the latest shapes and colors.
Six schooners arrived in Boston Oct. 11th, Among the outing and ready-to-wear hats is
all loaded with line large mackerel. The a short back sailor in the newest shades of
first arrivals sold for 10 cts. per lisli, but the pearl, castor, brown, royal and black. Fur
price gradually dropped to 7. Sch. Kebecca, felts in Alpine styles were shown in various
Capt. Frank Perry, brought an enormous colors and the new Pan-American style
fare of 40,000 (ish, and sold them for 10 cts., trimmed with soft materials in Persian
that meant a tidy sum of *4,000.
Minercolors attracted much attention. Untrimva, Capt. Nelson Perry, also got the same
and
her
the
for
K.
11,000,
Mary
price
Hardy med hats are carried in great variety and
sold 20,000 at the same price.
Cither large trimmed to order in the latest
styles, colors
fares were sells. Richard Wainwright 30,- and
materials. Camel’s hair dress shapes in
Amos
Cutter,
15,000;
Mourmahal, 15,000;
ooo
The latter also had .15 bids, of split fine quality in black, pearl and castor were
and salted mackerel, making her total catch much admired and many orders were left.
In all, the total number of fish
over 20,000.
Turbans and flats prevail largjly.
Bell
brought to the wharf was 131,000, and the
received for their sale was crow’ii flats and turbans of reeded satin are
amount
total
*11,600.
entirely new and very stylish. Ostrich
Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 10.
A number of feathers are more in favor than
they have
vessels are now fitting away for Bay of been for many years, and
fancy feathers,
Islands after cargoes of salt herring.
Al- breasts, wings and pompons are popular.
ready a number have sailed and others will Pheasants’ breasts are among the most fash-1
be under way in a short time.
The fleet ionable, and padded wings stand high in
this fall promises to be the largest in the general appreciation. A great
variety of
salt
of
and
new velvets are used,
history
herring fishery.
including the novelty
in
Persian
panne
patterns, colored silk and
mirror velvets, and form a most satisfactory
Deputy Norton in Bangor.
line for medium and fine trade. Louisine
On Friday Deputy United States Marshal silks in soft finish, polka dot satin, the new
fine soft millinery felt and mohairs are
Norton brought John II. Sawyer of Blaine
among the favorites. The newest designs
to Bangor and arraigned him before U. S. in ornaments include oxidized, steel, jet,
Commissioner Charles H. Hamlin on the rhinestone, gilt, and gun metal. Many of
the designs are decided novelties and must
charge of not having paid the special U. S. be seen
to be appreciated.
tax as a liquor seller. He was held for the
The opposite side of the store is occupied
December term of the United States disMiss Hattie M. Black, who has her
by
trict court in Portland and furnished bail.
counters and show-cases filled comOn Wednesday Deputy Norton brought shelves,
with such a variety that one in
J.|Herbert Kerr of Calais to Bangor and ar- pletely
search for any article of ladies’ or children’s
raigned him before Commissioner Hamlin wear cannot fail to find
just what is wanted.
on the charge of
smuggling 1,726 pounds of Her line of gloves, hosiery, corsets, undersugar across the border from New Bruns- wear,
is most complete and of the best
etc.,
wick. Kerr was held in the sum of *300 for
quality, and her sales, especially on the
the December term of the district court.
opening days are

large.

Policeman Llewellyn H. Jipson died at
Robebts-Crockett. The home of Capt.
A. J. Crockett, 38 Rankin street, was the his home on Main street October 11th after
scene of a very
pretty wedding Thursday a painful illness of about two months. He
evening, which was largely attended by was
taking his annual vacation from the
relatives and friends of the contracting
parties, Willard Stillings Roberts of Read- Belfast police and serving as a special at
ing, Mass., and Miss Luella Belle Crockett Maple Grove Campmeeting in August, when
of this city, the niece of Capt. A. J. Crockhe was taken suddenly ill and was brought
ett.
The hour of the ceremony was 8 o’clock home. He was not able to leave the house
and the
approach of the bridal party was again. His case bad some unusual symptoms
indicated by the entrance of the two ribbon and the
physicians were unable to decide as
girls, little Misses Lucia Burpee and to its exact nature.
A post mortem exDorothy Bird. They were followed by the
ushers, George W. Leadbetter and A. M. amination showed chronic troubles in the
while
Misses
the attendants,
McFarland,
stomach and liver, an adhesion which stopHattie Wardwell anil Maude E. Knowlton,
connection between the stomach and
the bride and groom ped
immediately
preeeeded
with little Miss Ava Allen, the last ribbon the bowels and 2 large concretions in the
girl bringing up the rear. The bridal party common bile duct. Had an operation been
entered through the hall and parlor and
proceeded to the back parlor, where they attempted after his attack at Maple Grove
were met by the Rev. Robert W. Van Kirk, it could not have helped him.
Mr. Jipson
pastor of the First Baptist church, and the was born in Belfast in 185ti, and was a harceremony which united this young couple ness maker
by trade. For several years
as husband and wife was then performed,
the ring ceremony being used, the clergy- past he has been on the night police force
man and the bride and
groom standing of this city and has proved an efficient
under a canopy of white festooned with
officer. He was twice married. His first
white flowers and asparagus.
Mrs. A. M. McFarland was the pianist, wife was Annie M. Doe ami his second
rendering the beautiful strains of Lohen- Hattie Light, both of Belfast. He leaves to
grin’s march in her usual artistic manner.
mourn
their loss, his wife, three small
At the close of the ceremony Mr. Van
Kirk presented Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. children and his aged parents, Howard and
Roberts to the company and congratulations Lydia Jipson. The funerai was held at his
and best wishes were in order, some rice late home
Sunday afternoon, Rev. G. E.
also being soon in evidence.
The bride looked very charming and was Edgett officiating.
attired in a dress of white silk muslin,
trimmed with gauze ribbon ruchings, with
Lemuel Greer died at the home of his
veil, lace and ribbons. She carried white
sister, Mrs. Alma Woodbury of Morrill,
bride roses.
Miss Knowlton was gowned becomingly Oct. 11th, after being in failing health about
in white muslin, trimmed with lace and yel- two years of consumption. He was born in
low chilfon.
a son of Alanson W. and Mary A.
Miss Wardwell’s dress was blue liberty Morrill,
chilfon muslin, trimmed with blue velvet. Greer. The past seven years he has worked
Misses Knowlton and Wardwell carried for his brother Laurin in Boston, but was
pink bride’s roses.
obliged to leave on account of his health, in
The decorations were the handiwork of
Mrs. Fred F. Burpee and were very tasty July last, since which time he has been unand pretty, and the subject of many com- able to do any work.
He was one of four
plimentary remarks. The scheme in the sons aud three daughters of whom three
parlor was pink and green, juniper and now
remain, Levi and Austin Greer and
pink dahlias being used with fine effect.
1 he back parlor, where the ceremony was Mrs. Alma Woodbury of Morrill and Lauperformed, was decorated in green and rin Greer of Boston. He was unmarried.
white accomplished by the plentiful use of
The funeral was held at his late home Sunjuniper and white flowers. The canopy of
white under which the knot was tied was day, Mrs. Wentworth of Knox officiating.
and
beautiful.
specially noteworthy
The floral offerings were very beautiful.
The dining room decorations were red
and green, barberry branches with the There was a large attendance, as the debright red berries set off by the green foli- ceased was honored by all who kriew him
age making a very pretty scheme, while as an upright and worthy citizen, and was
ropes of asparagus passed to the corners of loved
by a large circle of warm friends who
the table, which was lighted with candelabra. Refreshments of punch, cake and sur- had come to know his true worth by close
prises were served at the close of the cere- acquaintance. The bearers were four of
mony. Miss Monira Crockett presided at his
life-long friends, Arthur Hatch, Justin
the punch bowl and the following young
ladies served: Misses Lucy Crockett, Vina Marriner, Arthur and Edward Sheldon. ExBlackington, Josie Woodside, Mary Norton, cellent music was rendered by the Morrill
Gertrude Knowlton and May Leaabetter.
choir.
The bride is the daughter of the late Capt.
Augustin W. and Mrs. Elzira A. Crockett
Stockton Springs has met with another
and is a native of this city, residing on
Rockland street. She is very popular in so- heavy loss in the death of Capt. Charles S.
cial circles here and a young lady of talent Rendell.
A man of affairs, of sterling inand culture. She graduated from Rockland
High school in the class of 1896, is a mem- tegrity, a wide acquaintance and keen
ber of the Shakespeare Society and of the observer of passing events, specially interFirst Baptist church. She has taught ested and identified with the interests of
school since graduating from the High
school, the last few years in this city. It is his own town, interested always in Sunday
needless to state that Mrs. Roberts will be worship and parish matters; he leaves a vamuch missed by a large circle of friends in
cancy hard to fill. Capt. Rendell began sea
this city.
Mr. Roberts is the son of the late James life when he was eleven years old and
Roberts of Reading, Mass., who founded a worked steadily up till at about twenty he
large wholesale grocery, provision and flour commanded the bark X. G. Hichborn, and
concern, which is still carried on in his thenceforward, in constant
service, was
name.
Mr. Roberts is a young man of ability, exemplary character and though not master of other larger vessels, until nineteen
known long in this city, has made many years ago he retired from the sea. A widow,
friends here.
sister of the late Hon. X. G. Hichborn, and
The happy couple were deluged with rice
as they left the house for Mr. Bowlers, next one sister are left. And so the mists gather
door, but they succeeded in making their along the shore lifting sometimes to an exescape from there to a lane off Willow street pectant soul.
But the waters are not deep
where a hack awaited them, and left for
across
parts unknown, while friends waited for nor the way long. It is only a step
them at the train without avail. It is re- to the mystic portals that open to the endported that the Bay View at Camden was less deep. “Hope sees a star and listening
their destination that night. Friday mornlove can hear the rustle of a wing.”
ing, Mr. and Mrs. Roberts contemplate visiting the Pan-American and will reside in
Reading, Mass.
The sad news has beeu received in NorthThe presents were many and beautiful,
but space prevents further mention.—Rock- port of the death of Arthur Crockett,
land Courier-Gazette.
formerly of that place, who dieil in Massachusetts. The deceased was the sou of
Wood-Sheldon.
A quiet wedding took
Capt. and Mrs. Isaac Crockett, and was a
place at the Methodist parsonage Wednes- young man of tine character and business
day evening, October 2nd. Carrie Marriner ability. Until a few years ago he resided
Sheldon, only daughter of J. F. Sheldon, in Xorthport, but recently moved to Massawas united in marriage to Maurice S. Wood.
chusetts, residing in Everett, Mass., where
The couple were attended by Bertha Wood, he was
engaged in bridge building. Besides
sister of the groom, and Mr. Edwin Perkins. his
parents he leaves two sisters aud tw'o
The bride was becomingly attired in a
brothers, Miss Emma Crockett and Mrs.
gown of white cashmere, beautifully trimGeorge Miller, Elmer and Oscar Crockett of
med, while the bridesmaid wore white mus- Everett, Mass. The death, due to typhoid
lin. The bride is a graduate of the Belfast
fever, was very sudden.
High School, and is now a teacher in our
Seklen Ernest Plummer was born in
schools.
The groom is an enterprising
Troy, Waldo County, Maine, May 20, 1858,
Their many and died in Detroit, Maine,
young barber of this city.
July 12, 1901,
friends unite in wishing them a long and and was 43 years, 1 month and 17 days old.
He
was the son of J. W. and Clarissa M.
life.
happy
Plummer and grandson of Rev. Samuel
who died in Detroit in 1872.
Xash-Mixer. a very pleasant occasion Plummer,
When six years of age his parents moved to
at the Methodist parsonage in Camden Detroit, where he lived till January, 1895,
when he moved to Newport and made that
was the marriage on the
morning of Oct. his
home the remainder of his short life.
5th, of Mr. Harry Nash of Wrentham, His father died in
December, 1888. lie was
Mass., to Miss Grace E. Mixer of Sears- married July 28, 1889, to Alice M. Knight of
mont.
The dinner was served after the Newport, with whom he lived happily two
and one month, not an unpleasant
ceremony, following which the happy years
word ever spoken by either, when she went
couple departed for Belfast, there to spend out from this
to her heavenly home, leaving
a few days in visiting friends and relaa lovely daughter 4^ months old, but in Detives of the bride.
Their home will be cember, 1893, when two years, eight and
one-half months old, she was transplanted
in Plaiuville, Mass., and their friends wish to that
heavenly clime, where sin can never
them only happiness in all the years that blight, nor sorrow ever distress, the little
heart
went to Jesus who said, “Suiter
shall come and go. Rev. Geo. M. Bailey, happy
the little ones to come unto me and forbid
pastor of the M. E. Church in Camden, was them not,” yet in all this deep affliction he
the officiating clergyman.
tried to be cheerful and was ever pleasant
and kind, but the sorrow of his heart was
Crockett-Black.
Miss Clara Black, there, doing its work, and he has gone
of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin C. Black where grief and sorrow can never enter.
daughter
of Northport, was united in marriage on He always loved music and began singing
in the choir when thirteen years old. He
Wednesday evening, Oct. 9th, to Leslie C. attended the New England Conservatory of
Crockett.
The ceremony was performed Music iu Boston, took and gave lessons, and
in the presence of a few friends and by sang in the Peoples’ Church while there
and Sunday evenings sang in South Boston,
Rev. Charles H. Bryant. The young couple and was
getting ready to go back there and
have many friends in town and received spend his days when his father was taken
which changed all his prospects for
away,
will
reside
at
the
many presents. They
life. He was
assistant postmasFrohock farm below Saturday Cove, which ter in Detroit appointed
in 1875, then postmaster till
they have leased and have begun house- 1895. In January, 1895, he was married to
Mrs. Rose Iloxie, then of Newport, who
keeping already.
survives him, and his mother, who deeply
feels the loss of a kind and loving son, one
Merriman-Bishop. Married in Island
sister, Mrs. E. J. Robertson of Detroit, two
Falls Oct. 7th at the home of the bride- nieces, Carrie and Mellie Robertson, and
one
nephew, Bernard Ernest Robertson.
groom by Rev. F. S. Dolliff, Mr. Albion
—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Merriman of that town and Mrs. Carrie
Almeda Bishop of Woodstock, X. B. Mr.
Congregational Statistics.
Merriman is one of our older and most
Rev.
Asher
Anderson of Meriden, Conn.,
citizens.
The
is
a
bride
highly respected
native of Woodstock, where she is well and secretary of the National Congregational
which
is in session in Portland,
Council,
favorably known. Mr. and Mrs. Merriman Me., has made public the report of the
have the congratulations and best wishes of statistics for the last three years, the period
covered since the council which met at
their many friends.
Portland, Oregon, in 1898. They are in part
as follows:
“Our figures, dating since January 1,
Married
Drew-Walker.
September
us 5,650 churches, a gain of 36 in three
18th in the Cong’l parsonage at Island Falls, gives
years. In the New England States we
Mr. Dyke L. Drew, one of the active and gained 18 new churches and lost ten.
The membership of these churches is 633,highly respected young men, and Miss
a gain of 7,485.
The members in the
Celia H. Walker, a popular school teacher of 349,
New England States are 248,695.
that town. The many friends of these young
New England lost in benefieenses $173,846,
people extend congratulations and antici- the Atlantic States $498,490, while the
east gained $56,150, Mississippi
pate for them a happy and successful life. Mississippi
west $28,877 and the Pacific States $40,The people of Island Falls hope they will
040, making a net loss of $547,260. The
continue to live there.
home expences for the three years have
been $21,246,465.
A wedding in
Drinkwater-Priest.
Cresceus New Record.
Northport which occurred
was

recently

that of Miss Bertha, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Priest, who was united in marriage to Elmer Drinkwater. The young
couple have many friends. They are residing at the home of the bride’s parents.

Toledo, October 11.—Cresceus lowered
the world’s trotting record this afternoon
on a half mile track one quarter of a second.
The record was previously held by himself,
having been made on the Toledo track one
year ago. It was 2,09 3-4.

Mrs. D. A. Wadlin is visiting in Corinna.
The family of W. R. Ford moved to Brockton last week.
Miss Sara L. Mason left
visit in Rockland.

Monday

for

a

Lewis O. Fernald was in Deer Isle last
week on business.
Horatio Welch went

from

Camden to

Bucksport Tuesday.
Edward Thorndike went to Boston Tuesa short visit.

day for

Leander Baker of

Chenoa, 111., is visit-

ing at Isaac Baker’s.
Capt. G. D. Pendleton went to Boston

Monday on business.
Miss Hattie Bates arrived home
from a visit in Boston.

Tuesday

Mrs. Joseph A. Monteflore left Monday
for a visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Prentiss

are

spend-

ing the week in Brewer.
Leslie Rawley left Saturday for Brockton,
where he has employment.
Mrs. Edwin A. Staples went to Boston
last week to visit relatives.
Elislia Knowlton went to Bucksport Tuesa visit of two days.

day for

James W. Knowlton left

Saturday

for

Boston, where he has employment.
Geo. R. Poor returned Tuesday from
business trip to North Adams, Mass.

a

H. P. Thompson returned home Monday
from a trip in Western and Central Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Bray left Monday
for a visit to the Pan-American Exposition.

Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Keene returned home
from a visit in Rockland.

Tuesday

Merton G. Norton has gone to the Butler
in Massachusetts, to work.

Hospital

Mrs. H. J. Locke and Mrs. S. R. Locke
visited friends in Bucksport the past week.
Miss Marion E. Hayford arrived home
yesterday morning from a visit in Brockton,
Mass.
Waldo B.
home.

Chas. R. Coombs and S. R. Locke have
been in the woods in the northern part of
the county hunting, a few days past.
Mrs. Marston Tibbetts of Seattle, Wash.,
has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ilazeltine a short time. She starts for home this
week.
Oscar Limeburner

Charles S. Bickford of Belfast

was

at the

Bangor House Thursday night—CommerJohn Cummings of New York City was in
Belfast and Searsmont last week on busi-

ness.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
moved to their new

R. Williamson have
home on Nortliport

avenue.

Miss Mattie M. Cross left Saturday for a
short visit in Massachusetts and Rhode
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. B. Eaton arrived home

Tuesday from the Pan-American Exposition
at Buffalo.
Oakes Aldus arrived home Tuesday from
Camden where he has been at work in
Bean’s shipyard.
Mrs. Verrill

Jones went

to

Brockton

Saturday '.to visit her husband, who has
employment there.
H. L. Woodcock returned Monday from a
duck hunting trip in Eggemoggin reach,
with E. H. Blake and friends.
Mrs. Chas. A. Wiley left Tuesday to
spend the winter with her brother, David
Berry of Valley Springs, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Knowlton returned
Tuesday from a visit to Willis E. Crabtree,
who has a farm in Alsted, N. II.

Capt. George T. Osborne arrived home
last Friday from Bath, where his vessel, the
sch. Emma S. Briggs, is discharging.
Leslie F. Neal has moved from the C. II.
Mitchell house on Cedar street to Mrs. F.
K. Prescott’s house on High street.
Col. and Mrs. Fred Atwood of Winter-

port were among the out-of-town people in
Bangor on Thursday.—Commercial.
Mrs. Gardner Willis of Taunton returned
home yesterday from a visit in Belfast. Her
mother, Mrs. Fannie E. shute, accompanied
her.
Frederick II. Moses, Horist, with extensive conservatories at Bucksport and at BarHarbor, tiled a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, Oct. 10th.
Lewis Sanborn is acting as Maine Central
station agent at Brooks, w-hile the local
agent takes a vacation. Renworth Rogers
is at Belfast station during Mr. Sanborn’s
absence.
Thomas E. Shea will appear at the Jefferson this week for the first time in seven
years, and he will confine himself entirely
to the most popular plays in his large repertorire.—Portland Press.
Messrs. Francis X. Pendleton, William G.
Sawtelle, Thomas iierry and Luther
Hammons left here on Monday to enter the
shoe factories at Auburn, where they have

employment.
Frank Palmer Wilson of this city, who
has been studying law in the otlice of Judge
George E. Johnson during the past y ear,
has entered the University of Maine Law
school at Itangor for a course.
Harold T. Sibley, who is taking a post
graduate course including administration
and finance in the Tuck Department at Dartmouth, has been appointed secretary to
Frank Haigh Dixon,Professor of Economics.
C. E. Hicknell began work recently on
the Gay kilns at the Point. The kins have
not been in operation for some time, but
will receive extensive improvements and be
put in running order when repairs are completed.—Rockland Star.
of the Rev. R. T. Hack, has just
been admitted to Williams College and has
received a scholarship of S200 for passing
the best entrance examination. He is a
graduate of the Portland High school.

Roy,

son

Capt. Charles E. Drinkwater of Northport has sold his schooner, the Lincoln, to
parties named Woods in Surry and will
sail for the present in the schooner William
H. Jewell with Capt. Seymour Chapman,
as mate.
Capt. Drinkwater has been sailing the cratt about a year.—Rockland Star.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley left the first
of the week for a short visit to II. II. Hilton
and family in Cambridge. Mr. and Mrs. II.
will soon leave for their home in Chicago,
where they are building a new house, which
is beautifully situated near the university

grounds.
Out of town guests at the Eoberts-Croekett wedding were Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts
and daughter Paulina, Miss Mattie Roberts
and James Roberts of Reading, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. E.R.Connerand Miss Lou II.Carter
of Belfast, Misses Delia and Esther Hills
and Isaac Hills and Mrs. Alvin Berry of

Northport.—Courier-Gazette.

Maurice Wentworth is visiting in Waldo
and vicinity having been absent from his
old home ten years, he is located at Roberts,
Montana, and is very loud in his praise of
the West. His family preceeded him some
two months ago and they contemplate spending the winter here and in Massachusetts.
Fred Stephenson has returned home from
Portland, where he was sent bySilver Cross
lodge, Knights of Pythias of this city, to
attend a meeting of the Maine lodges which
sent delegates to meet the supreme chancellor of the Knights of Pythias. Mr. Stephenson reports a very pleasant trip and the
meetings most instructive.

was

at home

a

tew

days the past week from Portsmouth, where
the sch. Edith B. Folwell, of which lie is
first officer, is discharging.
Miss Abbie Farnham and Mr. John Farnham of Oakland, Calif., were guests of Miss
Mary Jackson Tuesday. They came to
attend the funeral of Miss Farnham’s
mother, Mrs. Susan M. Farnham at Stockton Springs.
Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook, pastor of the
Baptist church, who has been critically ill
with typhoid fever, is rapidly improving

and expects to ride out the last of the week.
With his mother and sister Beulali he will
soon

begin

house

on

A. A. Knight returned last Saturday from
Massachusetts, where he has been at work.

cial.

Washburn returned to Hyde
a short stay at

Park, Mass., yesterday, from

housekeeping in
Northport avenue.

News of

the

the

Rogers

Granges.

The State Grange held a special
meeting
in Seaside Grange Hall, Belfast,
Tuesday,
Oct. 15th. The following named State officers were present: Master, Obadiah Gardner, Rockland; Lecturer, W. J. Thompson,
China; Secretary, E. H. Libby, Auburn;
Lady Ass’t Steward, Mrs. S. C. Thompson,
Winterport. The State Master called the
meeting to order at 1.30 p. m., ami opened in
the fifth, or county grange degree. I). 0.
Bowen of Morrill acted as Overseer; Edward Evans of Waldo, Steward; Howard
Murphy of Belfast, Chaplain; W. J. Thompson as Assistant
Steward; Mrs. S.C. Thompson, Lady Ass't Steward; Mrs. O. Gardner,
Flora. The fifth degree was conferred on 5
candidates after which the grange was
closed in the fifth and opened in the
sixth,
or State Grange
degree, which was conferred on 53 candidates. The State Lecturer
made a brief address on the work of the
order and the grange closed in season for
the State officers to take the 3.30 train. This
meeting was one of a series to be held, one
in each county, to prepare the members of
the order to attend the National
Grange,
which meets in Lewiston next winter, and
works in the seventh degree.

Morning Light Grange of Monroe at its
regular meeting Saturday evening, Oct. 12,
had as invited guests Northern
Light
Grange of White’s Corner, Winterport, and
Comet Grange of Swanville. Over one hundred visitors were present.
The Grange
Hall not being large enough to accommodate the three granges the meeting was held
in the Town Hall. The meeting was called
to order by Master Parker and
opened in
the fourth degree when the
necessary business of the Grange was transacted. After a
short recess supper was announced and
two hundred partook of the same.
After supper the following program was
given: Singing by the choir; address of
welcome, Miss Nancy Parker; rec., Miss
Linda Chase; music, Miss Nora
Lufken;
song, Mrs. Charles Brier; rec., Mrs. Alice

over

Palmer; song, Miss Ethel Chase; reading,
Mrs. Walter Fairbanks; song, Dr. il. A.
Holt;

rec.,

Hattie

Webber;

Miss Eva Cook; song, Mrs.
violin solo, .Mrs. Clarence
Stevens; rec., Mr. Snow; song, Mrs. Louise
Holt; song, Walter Fairbanks; rec., Miss
Edna Clement.

Worthy Master Smart of Comet Grange
made very interesting remarks for the
good
of the order, followed
by a number of the
visiting brothers and sisters. The program

was very fine and
every number was well
received. The chair balancing feat
by Frank
Nye was a success and he was heartily
cheered, but declined to repeat the act. The
address of welcome by Miss Nancy Parker
was very fine, also the
recitation of Miss
Eva Cook. Just before
midnight the grange
was closed and all felt as if
the evening had
been profitable.

Transfers in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Oct. 17, mm :
Fred T. Ilaley, Frankfort, to ( has. E.
Alley,
do.; land in Prospect. Fannie E. Downes,
Thorndike, to Walter B. Downes, do.; land
in Thorndike. John Hubbard et al., Philadelphia, to .Margaret A. Rolan, Winterport;
land and buildings iu Winterport. Peter
were

W
Ayer, Freedom, to Thomas s Keen,
Thorndike; land and buildings in Thorndike. Dorcas E. Johnson, Rrooks, to Amanda M. Seavey, do.; land and buildings in
Rrooks. Morris R. Call, Troy, to Emma F.
Call, do.; land in Troy. Mabel F. Moody,
Belmont, to Alfred A. Crockett, Montville;
land in Belmont.Win. K. Coombs, Islesboro, to Henry S. Howe, Brookline, Mass.:
land in lslesboro.
Frank R. Libby, lslesboro, to 11. S. Howe; land in lslesboro...I.il
lias X. .Staples, Stockton Springs, to Mary
S. Partridge, do.; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs.

High School Notes.
■

The boys are organizing a foot ball eleven
ami are in daily practice. Win. I’. Hussey,
’02, is captain and John C. Clement, ’02,

manager.

The weather

was

unfavorable for observ-

ing the planets Friday and Saturday eveunings. The clouds gave a short view Friday evening, but Saturday, which would
have been the best, was stormy and the
planets could not be seen at all. The conditions which will
nearer

planets

present to view all the
will not be presented

at once

again for many years.
Big Bangor Blaze.
Bangor, Oct. 14—The most disastrous
fire in point of property loss that Bangor has
known in years occurred Sunday afternoon,
when the frame buildings occupied by the
Bangor Beef Co., agents for the Swift Dressed Beef of Chicago, the C. M. Conant Co.
and others, were gutted, with a loss of $80,700, and a known insurance of $22,840.

FRAGMENTS OF NORTHPORT HISTORY.

Contagious

v-

Blood Poison

NORTH SHORE.

following, from The Republican
There is no poison so highly contagions,
of Aug. 30, 1000, gives an so
deceptive and so destructive. Don’t be
accurate history of North Shore:
too sure you are cured because all eaternal
What is known as the North Shore, signs of the disease have disappeared, and
North port, is admittedly the most the doctor says you are well. Many persons have been dosed with Mercury and
attractive of our
nearby summer Potash for months or years, and proresorts. Nature did its best here, pro- nounced cured—to realize when too late
that the disease was only covered up—
viding a sandy beach around which the
shore extends in nearly a semi-circle, uko Bogota Uko,
^rfac* to break
with high wooded banks and a valley out again, and to their sorrow and mortifiThe

Journal

about the centre down where the road
runs from the highway near the home
of Oscar Hills. The pioneer cottage
here was the 1’ote cottage, and its red

long
landscape.

cation find those nearest and dearest to
them have been infected by this loathsome disease, for no other poison is so
transmitted from parent to child
surely
as this.
Often a bad case of Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula or severe skin disease,
an old sore or ulcer developing in middle
life, can be traced to blood poison con-

conspicuous object in
the
It was rightly named
Buena Vista (fine view) and is now
n.fcas.f—1.
absorbed in the large and handsome
life, for it remains smoldering in the sysof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
cottage
Dougan tem forever, unless
properly- treated said
of New York, which bears the name of driven out in the
beginning. S. S. S. is
tlie Anchorage. H. J. Wood, then of the only antidote for this peculiar virus,
the only remedy known that can overMalden, now of Orono, next built and come
it and drive it out of the blood, and
occupied with his son, Prof. Wood, a it does this so thoroughly and effectually
pretty little cottage, north of the Bote that there is never a return of the disease
cottage ajid which was named Idlewild. to embarrass or humiliate you afterwards.
n/k ktU cures Contagious Blood
It is now the property of the Dougans.
1
Poison in any and all
■
roof was

a

&2S

^

Tlie next cottages built were a small
one by H. E. McDonald, and one of two

no
v^k stages;to contains
break down
jkju k^^ mineral
constitution ; it is

your
cupola by Dr. G. P. Lomvegetable and the only blood puriFred A. Carle. The Mc- purely
fier known that cleanses the blood and
Donald cottage was bought later by Dr. at the same time builds up the genera]
J. G. Brooks and has been greatly health.
Our little book on contagious blood
stories with
bard and

enlarged

and

improved.

It is named

Dr. Brooks also bought later all
the land in the rear of bis and the Dou/.eta.

gan cottages to the main highway, and
devotes part of it to a flourishing garden

is the most complete and instructive ever issued: it not only tells all
about this disease, but also how to cure
at home.
It is free and should^
yourself
be in the hands of everyone seekings';
for
it.
cure.
Send
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO- ATLANTA, QA.

poison

brarian. The library has from time
to time been increased by contributions
from other sources. There are now
about 400 volumes of well chosen works

t'theps
Poor

history, science, religion, biography,
high class fiction, etc. The gifts in-

of

Hon

clude valuable works from Rev. Geo.
E. Tufts, Hon. Joseph Williamson and
others. Mrs. White gives the library
annually the subscription to a number
of magazines, which for 1901 are McClure’s, Harper’s Magazine, Harper’s
Bazar and Youth’s Companion.
The

following

statistics in

regard

Help her over the moulting period
quickly and make pullets lay early
so as to
get eggs from both during
the winters You can do it by
feeding

Sheridan's

to

North port schools are from the annual
report of Hon. W. W. Stetson, State

^CONDITION

Powder

Superintendent,

for 1900:
Number of children between the
ages of 4 and 21.
Registered in spring and summer
terms.
AVerage number in spring and summer terms.
Registered in fall and winter terms,
Average number in fall and winter
terms.
Percentage of average attendance...
Different pupils registered.
Average length of spring and summer terms, 5 days per week, 10
weeks and 1 day.
Average length of fall and winter
terms, 8 weeks and 1 day.
Aggregate number of weeks of all
the schools.
Number of school houses in town...
School houses in good condition_
School houses supplied with flags...
Estimated value of school proper-

Not a food bat it
makes all the
food more effect- A
ive. Costal
every 10 days to 1
make a hen a I
profit instead of 1
a loss. In use for 1
over 90 years.
m
25c. a pack: five, W
91. 21b. can. $1.20 ;
six, 96-

143

cent*]

76
66
69
53
.42
85

language.

^
“How to Feed for Eggs"
and sample best poultry
free.
paper
I. 5. JOHNSON A CO..
4

several seasons bv Air. and Airs. W. A.
Clark of Belfast. It was sold this sea-

son

to

E.

Kennedy,

who also

bought

the Boberts cottage near by, built last
season.
The Boberts family of Bead-

ing, Alass., have done much to develop
this part of the North Shore, having
built four cottages. The first, near the
shore,

sold to Air. T.

George Hodworth of New York, who, with his
family and friends, lias occupied it for
several seasons past. It is one of the
finest cottages in this vicinity. A little
was

back from the shore is the neat cottage
and stable of Air. John Boberts, and

opposite,

cottage, built

a new

this sea-

for other members of the Boberts
family, hi the rear of the Howes cottage is the summer home of Hon. S. S.

son.

Brown of Waterville.

An

unoccupied
cottage, owned by a Boston family,
completes the list of buildings on what
is

known

the North

as

shore.

The

Dougans have a convenient boat-landing and a bath house, and there are
others along the shore, while the pleasMeet consists of Air. William Kotman’s naphtha launch, the Dodworth

ure

sloop Helen,

the Boberts

sloop Alarjo-

rie, rowboats, canoes, etc. The greater
part of North Shore was originally the
Bills farm, and the farm house of Air.
Oscar Bills and its commodious stables
are an important factor in North Shore
summer

life.

Since the above was printed Air.
Dodwortli lias built a yacht, the Caprice,
and the Roberts brothers have sold the
Anita. Roth
Alarjorie
are tine yachts, about 40 feet, and of
modern model and rig. The Caprice
was built by E. L. Alacomber of Belfast and the Anita by Roy Coombs of
Vinalhaven. The Alarjorie was wrecked shortly after she was sold by Air.
Roberts. A handsome rustic bridge
and built the

was

built in the

summer

of 1901 across

the ravine which crosses the

North

shore.
silt Til

SIIOIIE.

cottages in NorthIra AI. Cube of Chi-

One of the finest

port

was

built

cago in 1898.

by

It is located at the north-

few years Messrs. Hilton and Thorndike withdrew and the deaths of John
Hervey and Oakes Anger reduced the

Boston, Mass.
118
8
5
2

South Shore is

a

owning their cottages and remaining
throughout the season. A. H.A.Groeschner of
Watertown, Alass., has been
here several years with his family and
friends. He owns a fine cottage and
brought here the first steam yacht, the
Guinevere. He subsequently brought
the Idalette, a steam yacht 51 feet long,
and with roomy cabin and accommodations. lie has sold the Guinevere to

CASTOR
IA
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

which are among the wonders of the
world. We find miles and miles of

pipe, they
first and final account of administrator preThe Doyle school house, so-called, is mensely picturesque. The costumes of sented.
Estate of Betsey Fernald, Searsport; first
more than 100 years old, and said to be the women and children are simply
and final account of executor presented.
the oldest building in town. It is 20 indescribable.
The head-dress is in
Estate of James M. Colson, Montville;
feet square, 15-foot posts, and has a five pieces, “fearfully and wonderfully second and final account of administratrix
presented.
low, hip roof. There is a chimney about made” of white cloth, red flannel, lace,
Estate of John B. Lamb, Montville; first
and
a
between
colored
the
centre
of
over
the
the and final account of administrator presentmidway
very bright
cap
ed.
building and the southerly wall. There whole. Skirts are short and as full as
Estate of John M. Bowes, Lineolnville;
are four rows of benches, the rows next possible of dark stiff cloth, bound with first account of executor presented.
Estate of George Wentworth,-;
the wall containing six and the two red, worn over large hip pads.
The first and final account
of guardian presented.
Estate of John P. Haddocks, Swanville;
centre rows three each. The teacher’s waist is very gay; elbow sleeves; and a
first
and
final
of administrator preaccount
desk is in the centre of the north side, half square of still brighter cloth is
sented.
and a cast-iron box stove stands in the pinned smoothly about the neck.
Estate of Rebecca S. Burrill, Belfast;
A
middle of the lioor. Each bench and black felt apron, made with three inches first and final account of A. Cutter Sibley,
executor, presented by Joseph Williamson,
desk will accommodate two pupils. of red or blue and white gingham, sew- Jr., administrator.
Estate of Samuel W. Sargent, Searsport;
The original benches were replaced 20 ed at the top to gather into binding,
will approved; George Samuel Sargent apWooden pointed executor.
years ago by more modern ones bought which is also of gingham.
Estate of Frank R. Moody, Belmont; will
from a school-house in Belfast. The shoes complete the costume. The fashapproved; Mabel F. Moody appointed exedesks looked decidedly familiar to The ions and customs of the world have had cutrix.
Estate of Gardner Philbrick, Thorndike;
Journal reporter, who recently visited no effect upon these people. They dress
will approved; Eliza M. Philbrick appointthe school, and a close examination today as they dressed four hundred ed executrix.

secluded settlement Stetson in

of numerous cosy cottages, and is a
favorite resort, most of the people

a

the

school-rooms.

spoken in

lages adopt different ones. Here in this
great city the wealthy dress in the
height of fashion.

recent visit to Belfast con-

gratulated the pupils and teachers of
that city on the ample black-boards in
He

could

have

the same words of the North-

port schools, if the Doyle school-house
is a sample, for it is well supplied in
that respect, and the teachers and
pupils have evidently make the best
possible use of their resources, for the
school-room presents a very neat ap-

Ten Tents will buy a trial size of Ely’s
Cream Balm; enough to convince you that
it is the greatest of remedies for nasal
catarrh or cold in the head. Full size 50
cents. All druggists. We mall it.
ELY BEOS., 56 Warren St., New York.
153 Second Street, Albany, N. Y.
Messrs. Ely Bros.I suffered greatly
with catarrh and tried different remedies
without effect. After using one bottle of
your Cream Balm I found relief and I cannot praise too highly such a remedy.
Miss Cora Willard.
Sept. 27,1899.

pearance.

Those Worrying Plies!—One applicaSeveral years ago Mrs. Henrietta H. tion of Dr. Agnew’s Ointment will give you
comfort.
Applied every night for three to
White of Cambridge, Mass., establish- six
nights and a cure is effected in the most
ed a school at the Cove for the benefit stubborn cases of Blind, Bleeding or ItchDr. Agnew’s Ointment cures
of the town, for which she has contrib- ing Files,
Eczema and all itching and burning skin
uted more than $2,000. She has placed diseases. It acts like magic. 35 cents.
new wooden desks in the school house, Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—8
and employed a competent teacher.
In addition to this Mrs. White gave
the people a library of well-chosen

books, appropriate
community. Mrs. R. T. Herrick is lito the needs of the

420.

"lot tkm BOLD BUST twlnm do you* work I*"
{

M 33

410.

M 8

420.

FT 6

A Pleasant Dutj.—“When I know
any- White. Words and their uses.428.3 W 5-1
thing worthy of recommendation, I consider White. Every-day English.428.3 W 5-2
it my duty to tell it,” says Kev. Jas. MurWhitney. Oriental andlinguistic
ty.$1,500.00 dock of Hamburg, Pa. “Hr. Agnew’s Castudies.
404. W 6
tarrhal Powder has cured me of Catarrh of
Female teachers, fall and winter
Treatise on English
It is certainly magical Wilson.
terms.
4 live years standing.
in its effect. The first application benefited
Female teachers, spring and sumpunctuation. 421. W 6
mer terms.
5 me in five minutes. 50 ets. Sold by EdThe.library contains four English dictionGraduate of normal school.
1 mund Wilson and A. A. Howes A Co.—5
aries, the Century, the Encyelopajdic, WorAverage wages of female teachers
per week, excluding board.
cester’s and the Standard; and also dic$6.25
PROBATE COURT.
Average cost of teachers’ board per
tionaries of the French, German, Italian,
week.
$2.00
Paid for school superintendence....
Spanish, and Latin languages.
$30.00
Following is an abstract of the business of
October, 1901.
Money voted by town in 1899. $600.00 the Probate Court for Waldo
OctoCounty,
Excess of amount required by law..
$47.00
Amount raised per scholar.
$4.20 ber term, 1901:
Percentage of valuation assessed
Estate of William H. Burrill, Belfast;
AcroHs (..*?.>*2xjtry In hr Antomobilc.
for common schools.002
Charles B. Hazeltine appointed administraMr. and .Vs. Harry Decker's autoAvailable from town treasury from
Apr. 1, 1899, to Apr. 1, 1900. $626.00 tor with will annexed; account of A. Cutter mobile trip from Now York to BeauAvailable from State treasury from
1
Sibley, executor, presented by J. William- mont, Tex., i'the oil town.” iiv which ;
Apr. 1, 1899, to Apr. 1, 1900. S396.00
admr.
they are now engaged, is one of the i
Total school resources..$1,022.00 son, Jr.,
Estate of Abner S. Heal, Lincolnville;
Expended for public schools from
Apr. 1, 1899, to Apr. 1, 1900. $986.00 Ambrose Ileal appointed administrator.
balance unexpended Apr. 1, 1900....
$36.00
Estate of Oscar F. Heal, Lincolnville;
The school fund and mill tax due
the town Jan. 1, 1901. $361.65 Hope T. Heal appointed administratrix.
Estate of Laura J. Hussey, Freedom ; Edwin K. Plummer of Albion appointed adOLD HOLLAND.

years ago. This costume I have tried
to describe is peculiar to the island of
Marken in the Zuyder Zee. Other vil-

Mr. W. J. Baxter of North Brook, N. C.,
says he suffered with piles for fifteen years.
He tried many remedies with no results
until he used DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve
and that quickly cared him. E. H. Moody.

exchange

Sand for

remarks

always feels sorry for a girl
clings to a fellow' w'ho will spend a

WO NEED OF MORE.
A prominent Livermore,
to know the cause.

Maine,

citizen elated and wants everybody

Livermore, Mk., October 1.1901.
The Rckeok Medicine Company:
1 'vanttoexpress my tier-p gratitude to
you. also to let the good
people of Maine know of the wonderful benefits derived from the
nse of l)r. I.iibeok’s Kidney and Liver Cure.
I have .suffered
tor years with diseased kidneys and other kindred ^troubles
Other medicines have not had the desired benefit. I have taken’
but six or seven bottles of your great remedy, and mv cure i> a
w.ind-r to even myself, and I am not taking any medicine
now,
for the reason that I NEED NO MORE.
Yours with deep gratitude.
D. f. HU NT.

FRFK
or a

full size bottle,

direct to

SAMPLE

only

BOTTLE

If lie does not have the medicine send

81.00.

BUB£CK MEDICINE

COMPANY,

INCORPORATED,

MR.

AND

MBS

DECKER

IN

THEIR

AUTO-

LIVERMORE FALLS, MAINE.

MOBILE.

novel

record. Their "auto” Is
a fast one and cost about
The
trip is being made purely for ple asure.
most

on

Bi

Branch office for Maine trade.

Need not be

of Children and adults have worms >
Bated for other diseases. The symp—indigestion, with a variable appe-'
tongue; offensive breath ; hard and
with occasional gripings and pains!
navel; eyes heavy and dull; itching
is; short, dry cough; grinding of the »
irting during sleep; slow fever; and

Connected

1

hildren, convulsions.

to

Waterworks

TRUE’S
PIN WORM

The

ELIXIR
ib me Dest worm remeai maae.

again

over

it. nas Deen m

since

water is used over

same

and

1851, is purely vegetable, harmless
and effectual. Where no worms are present
it acts as a Tonic, and corrects the condition
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels. A positive care for Constipation and
BilionsneHs, and a valuable remedy in all
the common complaints of children. Price
35 cents. Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Free pamphlet.
use

Water

and

to

operate Hot

Steam

warming
Only a few gallons
added during a season

Systems.
need be

MWMMMMMMilMMWMMAMM

GEO. T. READ,
IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiators

Main St., Belfast

4 4

oil

NEW
Safe. Always reliable. Ladle*, ask Druggist foi
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red and
Bold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous substitutions and imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particulars, Testimonials and
Relief for Ladles,** in letter.
by return Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
Madison "Iquare,
PHILA., Pi*

Have

FURNITURE STORE.

just opened

Everything

a line of household furniture of every
NEW and FRESH direct from the factory.

Couches, Lounges, Sideboards,

China Closets, Chiffoniers.

AIargelineof.Iron Bedsteads,
I also

keep

the celebrated

lORiiKliS OF

GRAifi,

Best in the market.

Over

one

million in

PATTRESSES, SPRINGS

slZESkELuNGcheap.

REFRIGERATORS,^
Call and

use.

CLOTHES

In fact

H. E.

AL,‘

....

^''vWHITE HOUNTAIN

Swan i Sibley Co.

description

Parlor Suits, Chamber Suits, Willow Chairs

...THE..*

them before

purchasing

REELS,

everything to

McDonald,

see

be found In

a

first-class furniture ston

70 Main Street.

FEED,
SEEDS and

Importers
dealers in the finest

We invite the Public to
Examine our stock of

of Salt.

LAMPS a"dFV«X.

quality of

L03lSi

Skin affections will readily disappear by
using DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Look
out for counterfeits.
If you get DeWitt’s
It Is the quick
you will get good results.
nd positive cure for piles. E. H. Moody,

booklet "Golden Rules for Housework."

FREE

We want everybody reading the above testimonial to
go down to
their druggist or general dealer, to day, and get a

.
dollar for ice cream and chocolates and Anthracite and
p
three for a Sunday buggy ride for her
Blacksmith
on a six-dollar-a-week
salary, and sees
visions of bare-footed children, a
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
frouzy-headed woman over a washtub
tin cans for dishes on the table, and a
combination of a com cob pipe and a 33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
man in the kitchen comer.
The young
TELEFROiVE 4-2.
ltf
man who lives within his means while
has
means after he is
single, usually
married.

Take One of Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills after dinner.
It will promote digestion and
overcome any evil effects of too hearty eating.
Safe, prompt, active, painless and
pleasant. This effective little pill is supplanting all the old school nauceous purgatives. 40 doses, 10 cents; 100 doses 25 cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—7

our

^_Chicago, St Louis, New York, Boston.

GROCERIES

that he
who

GOLD DUST

cnakoe the pans and kettles clean and bright. It does the work much
batter than soap and in much less time.
You save half your labor wleen you use GOLD DUST. It is the world’s
beat cleanser. It cleans everything and injures
nothing. Grocers hays it

I

Caution for Girls.
The editor of an

DUST.

428. P 2
position.
428. P 5
Phelps and Frink. Rhetoric.
Phyfe. Seven thousand words
often mispronounced.
421. 5 P
Trench. The study of words- 428.3 T 7
Wendell. English composition...
428. W 4

partnership account, in firm of Mathews &
Young, allowed.
Estate of Jane Simmons, Searsmont; seccanals stretching in every direction, ond account of guardian allowed.
Estate of George W.Clark, Unity; second
membership to six. Wakefield G. Frye, and it does surprise one to see great account
of administrator allowed.
Daniel Lane, Wm. C. Marshall and A. Dutch ships and steamboats sailing
Estate of Jane Rowe, Burnham; first and
A. Howes were elected to fill the vacan- apparently through the highest of green final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Harriet
Monroe; second
cies. Of the original members Mr. Hil- fields, which were lakes before the and final account of Cates,
administrator allowed.
Dutchman
them
Estate
of
Elzina
M.
ton alone survives, and of those who
Cates, Northport;
pumped
dry. The fine
first and final account of administrator aljoined later, Messrs. Marshall and looking black and white cattle and the lowed.
Estate of Samuel H. Berry, Montville;
Howes.
In 1897 James II. and Ralph countless number of sheep are fenced
first and final account of executrix allowed.
II. Howes succeeded to the ownership in by the canals and as for ducks, this
Estate of Wm. C. Tuttle, Belfast; execuof the camp, which they have practical- must be their Paradise.
trix’s inventory returned.
Estate of Henry X. Littlefield, WinterIn this country it is the work of man
ly rebuilt.
port ; executrix's inventory returned.
that arouses our wonder and admiraKDl'l ATIOXAL.
Estate of Mercy J. Trundy, Belfast; adinventory returned.
Originally, and until the abolition of tion, instead of the works of nature; ministrator’s
Estate of Lucinda M. Billings, Freedom;
the district system in 1893, there were man has actually made it, and then ten will
presented; Gustavus Bellows named
nine school houses in town. When the thousand wind-mills must keep at work, executor.
estate or Auoniram Houses,
will
change was made the Stevens school in or the sea will claim it again. It is presented; J. 11. Hears named Morrill;
executor.
Estate of Chas. S. Hendell, Stockton
the northwest part of the town on the pump or drown. There are no leafy
will presented; Almeda II. RenBelmont road was suspended, and four lanes here as in England, but plenty of Springs;
dell named executrix.
Estate of Rosetta W. Ritchie, Winterport;
years later the building \yas torn down. willow trees, out of which the wooden
The present school houses are as fol- shoes are made. The picturesque old petition presented for appointment of Arthur Ritchie administrator.
houses and bungalows lean in every
lows:
Estate of Elizabeth Paine,-; petidirection like drunken men. Wonder- tion presented for license to sell real estate.
Brown’s Corner at East Xorthport.
Estate of Guy S. Morse, minor, Unity;
Wood, about 2 miles west, near the ously neat, the wooden shoes are al- petition presented for license to sell
real
left
on
the
foot of Prescott Hill.
ways
door-steps; there are estate.
Estate
of
A.
Cutter
Sibley,
minor,
Belfast;
no cellars, of course, so the space under
Brainard, north of Pitcher’s Pond.
petition presented for license to sell real esHoyle, on old shore road west of the roof is used instead. The bunks in tate and invest the proceeds.
Estate of Darinda A. Spinney, Stockton
which the family sleep shut up just
Tample Heights.
Springs; petition for allowance presented.
like cupboards.
Estate of Augusta II. Nickerson, SwanOrcutt, near centre of the town.
The men wear short, loose frocks vilie; first and final account of administraBeech Hill.
tor presented.
and knickerbockers, just as wide and
Saturday Cove.
Estate of Caleb Lamb, Belmont; first and
Little Harbor, on shore road near full as they can be made. With their final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Isaac II.Shute,Stockton Springs;
wooden shoes and
Lincolnville line.
look im-

erly extremity of South Shore, near the
Campground, on a bluff 75 feet in height showed some well-remembered hieroand presents a fine view of the Bay. It glyphics, the work of boys who are now
is in Queen Anne style, 54x22 feet, with grandfathers and who occupied those
a 10-foot veranda on two sides, making same seats in the Belfast Select school
the whole 04x34. There are 0 dormer —now the Upper Grammar—a third of
a century ago.
State Superintendent
windows.

UiILD
_

Special List at Books on Philology and English Composition.
425. Ay
Ayres. Some ill-used words.
428. B 3
Bates. Talks on writing English.
Bigelow. Mistakes in writing
English. 428.3 B 4
Bigelow. Punctuation and other
421. B 4
typographical matters.
428. E
Earle. English prose.
Elwyn. Glossary of supposed
427. El
Americanisms.
Higginson. Hints on writing and
speech-making. 428. H 5
404. H 5
Hill. Our English.
Hodgson. Errors in the use of
English. 428.3 H 6
Lounsbury. History of the Eng420. L 9
lish language.
Marsh. Lectures on the English
Muller. Lectures on the science
of language. 2v..'.
Nisbet and Lemon. Everybody's
writing desk hook.
Parker.
Aids to English com-

produces all kinds of vegetables.
a very thrifty orchard of
twenty-live young apple trees, in addi- Capt. Fred Coombs of Islesboro, who
tion to older trees near the eottage. A uses her for carrying the mail between
row of shade trees extends along the Belfast and Islesboro and has changed
private way leading to these cottages, her name to Edna. Mr. Groeschner
and tlie grounds about them are nicely also has a naphtha launch.
The shore front from the campground
kept and made attractive by flowers
and shrubbery. Dr. Lombard lias for wharf to Kelley's Cove, including South
many years been the sole owner of Shore, is very nearly graded and terracBiielnvood, and lias a garden and ed, with substantial sea-walls whereministrator.
orchard at the
rear
which
Estate of Susan S. Fernald, Belfast;
yield ever needed. The beach has been clearJames F. Fernald appointed administrator.
ed
of
writes
boulders
and
there
are
A
from
several
talented.
of
fruit
and
Augusta lady
flowers,
abundantly
vegetaEstate of A. Cuttv. Sibley, Belfast; IT.
Amsterdam an interesting letter to a P. Thompson and Albert. C. Burgess apbles. testifying to bis skill and industry convenient landings for small boats.
A short distance below the South friend, and we take the liberty to copy pointed commissioners in insolvency.
as an agriculturist.
Near by is the
Estate of Wm. S. Brannagau, Belfast;
handsome Burkett cottage, where Mr. shore is Shore Acres, where a few neat a portion of the same:
collateral inheritance tax fixed at $780.24;
have been built and the
We are among the strangest looking first account of executor allowed.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea have spent cottages
Estate of Martha A. Emerson, Swanville:
the vacation season, enjoying the sea grounds cleared and graded. There is a people 1 have ever found in my trav- allowance of
$540 granted to the widower,
a
Just
from
Josiah
H. Emerson.
lueezes and the company of their good wharf at this point, where vessels els.
fancy
country
of
Estate
Manly
Clark, Frankfort ; allowtwelve to fourteen feet below sea
friends. Next is Hazelbank, built and may land at high water.
ance of $438 granted to the widow, Sarah
whose
inhabitants
for
seasons
the
II.
Clark.
level,
pay
oceupied
many
annually
by
Estate of Fred M. Fuller, Unity; allowStricklands of Bangor, but which has
Pitcher's Pond has for many years six hundred thousand pounds to keep it
ance of $167.80 granted to the widow, Lynne
lung been in the possession of Air. and been a favorite place for summer out- from the waves. They are trained at E. Fuller.
Estate of Eben L. Coombs, Islesboro;
A few years ago ings. The first permanent camp at this college to fight against water, as other
Mrs. A. A. Howes.
first and final account of guardian allowed.
Air. Howes raised the cottage, rebuilt pond was built in 1847 by the Star Club countries train soldiers to fight against
Estate of James L. Woodbury, Morrill;
and added to the veranda, and made of Belfast. The original members were each other. It is a perpetual battle for final account of distribution by administrators allowed.
other improvements. W. C. Crawford, William II. Conner, Charles Thombs, existence, not only against the sea,
Estate of Wm. II. Park, Searsport; first
and
final account of administratrix allowed.
now
teacher in the Boston schools, Calvin Hervey, George B.
Sleeper, which is forever striving to get in, but
Estate of Celia M. Clark, Hampden ; first
built a very pretty little cottage on an Oakes Anger, Enoch C. Hilton, John against the rivers as well, which are and final account of
guardian allowed.
eminence beyond, and it later became Hervey, Thomas II. Marshall, Timothy just as eager to get out. The North
Estate of Benjamin W. Clark, Hampden;
first
of guardian allowed.
account
the property and was occupied for Thorndike, Samuel A. Howes. After a sea is literally walled out by dykes,
Estate of Samuel T. Young, Liberty; first
which

He also lias

LIBRARY.

BELFAST FREE

CURE to

WE OFFER BARGAINS,
A FULL LINE OF

^

Ranges, Parlor Stoves, Tinware, Wooden
Cutlery, Kitchen Furnishings,

Ware.

INCLUDING A LARGE STOCK OF

PEARL AGATE ENAMELED WARE
IN

EVERY VARIETY OF COOKINO UTENSIL.

FURNACE AND PLUMBING

flitchell &

RHEUMATISM TAXES FOR
Twenty years’ test. Afflicted, address, enclosing thirty cents Id U. S. stamps or com to defray
expense printing, mailing and advertising. No
expensive drugs. Formula will be forwarded by
tirst mail. Address

lm41

JESUIT Room 611,
No. 44 Broadway,
New York City.

_

Trussell,

1901.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE.
A discount ol two per cent, will be allowed
on all taxes paid on or before
January 1, 1902. I
shall be in my office in Memorial Building daily
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to
4.30 P. M.

M. C. HILL, Collector.

our

Specialty.

( °PEEVENINas. }

Apples Wanted.
Highest prices paid [or all good varieties tai n
apples, also good cooking apples. Bring in to
tall apples and try ns. Mansneld store, root Alan
street.
PITCHER A LANCASTER.
H. C. Pitcher,
Charles W. Lancaster.
tf37

MULAI

Oddities of

EL-HASSAN’S
in

Life

Morocco.

LAND.

OH FIRE.

Ashore at

Tangiers.
[Special Correspondence of The Journal.]

Tangier, Morocco, September 11,
This principal seaport of Morocco lies opposite Gibraltar, near the

nun.

western end of the narrow strait that

separates Europe

from Africa. The few

miles between the two cities, which any
terry boat of the United States could
ike in thirty minutes, occupies about
hours in this

uve

region

things

where all

move

of

yesterdays,
slowly, as in

Boabdil’s time. But never was greater
contrast met in so short a journey than
that between the twentieth century, as
vemplified hy the English at Gibraltar,

and the life of this strange town which
seems to join hands with the immemoui East of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob!
-ctnebody has aptly described Tangier
A happy mixture between the Old
testament and the Arabian Nights,
;th the gilding somewhat tarnished.”
I'o visitors who have not traveled in
• dental
countries, the lirst view of Tall-

extremely striking. Like most
1 editerranean
ports, it is built on terccs. amphtheatrical fashion, around a
•scent-shaped bay: but unlike the
hers, it lias no background of green
is

er

•

is.

seen

from a distance, under the
it has charm and

wingJAfrican sky.

•

juty

all its own—its white-washed

uses

in

lizon, tiled minerals
s

against the
reflecting Othel-

lines

straight

•'burnished sun

and here and there

royal palm standing guard over all.
pier, of recent construction,

\ concrete

units you to land with tolerable ease
lien the tide is High; but at low tide

picturesque,

must make a

u

cniiied,

some

unclean

Jew, who,

to one, when lie gets you into the
ust of the surf, threatens to drop

u

then and there unless the

u

tears.
women

But

tor

who

daily being
sumed by
smouldering

are
con-

the
fire
of disease there is

little

sympathy.

Inflammation,

its fierce

with

burning; ulcera- /
tion, eating into f
the tissues; the
j
nervous system al- /
most shattered
by
suffering, these
are
only part of
the daily agonies
borne by many a (
woman.

Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription 1
puts out the fire
of inflammation,
heals ulceration,
and cures female
weakness. It tranquiuzes tne nerves, restores the appetite,
and gives refreshing
sleep. "Favorite
Prescription is the' most reliable put-up
medicine offered as a cure for diseases
peculiar to women. It always kelps.
It almost always cures.
"When I first commenced using Ih. Fierce’s
medicines." writes Mrs. George A. Strong, of
Gonsevoort, Saratoga Co., N. Y.. "I was suffering from female weakness a disagreeable drain,
bearing-down pains, wAk and tired feeling all
the time. I dragged around in that way for two
years, and I began taking your medicine. After
taking first bottle I began to feel better. I took
four bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, two of Golden Medical Discovery,’ one
vial of the ‘Pleasant Pellets.' also used one
bottle of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. Now I
feel like a new person.
I can t thank you
enough for your kiud advice and the good your
medicine has done me

Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, paper hound, is sent free on
receipt of 21 one-eent stamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

but un-

entrance to Morocco on the

oulders of

exploding lamp; the clothing in
^a blaze; a paragraph in the paper telling of horrible suffering from burns.
Tmgedy in this form moves a man to
An

price

exterminate any
which
other raee, have multiplied and prospered until in many ways they have become, quietly but surely, the masters
would

soon

of their ostensible masters.

gratified. But such essential members of society that
e custom officials are remarkably civil
laws are actively enforced forbidding a
unless guns and cartridges are among Jew to leave the
country under any cirur possessions; in which case nothing cumstances.
Outside of a few coast
in be passed and you are held under
towns, they are treated worse than
the service has been

rveillance until your Consul comes
iwn and vouches for your harmless-

uess.

Entering through the quaintest of
ancient Morocco gateways, you find at
■uce the most filthy and most fascinatNearer to
ng place in the world.
urope than any other African city, it
yet

remote in its customs and

as

living as any portion of the
East where Mohammed preails and “the unspeakable Turk” has
aimer

of

irther

mgs all his own way.
Fierce, wicked
faces scowl at you under liz and turban,
ihe dark, vile-smelling alleys that answer for streets fairly swarm with dirty,

brutes; and whenever it lies in their
retaliate with greatest
power they
cruelty. This is often possible,—thanks
to their superior shrewdness in money
matters and the existence of a debtor’s
law which permits the imprisonment
of

a

man

until the uttermost

farthing

paid. Today

Shakes-

of his debt

is

speare’s Shylock linds many counterparts in Tangier and the prisons are
crowded with stately, uncomplaining
Moors, held “in durance vile” in many
cases

till their

debts

owed

death, through pretty-

to

the

On

Jews.

the

hand, a Moor will kill a Jew with
as little scruple as lie would a snake,
all-backed children, each witli shaven whenever he can do so
quietly. That
lown surmounted by a sort of sealp- is
easy enough, as the sons of Israel are
■k in which torsades of bright lined
forbidden to carry arms and must
nol are worn and knotted; and shuffing make all
journeys defenseless and on
woolen foot.
mnen, in yellowish white
In Tangier. Jews are allowed
aiks. whose heavy burdens and abject certain
privileges which their brethren
itu
tell ol slavery and unrequited farther inland do not
enjoy. Their
11. The twenty thousand people that
shops are more commodious than those
day inhabit Tangier belong to the of their Moorish neighbors and they
addle Ages in their usages and ideas: own considerable real estate, lint
they
bile from even further back in the are herded like
sheep in their own
on
hv
of
their
camels
usty past,
way
quarter of the city, and their dress is
desert, comes a ceaseless procession rigidly regulated, so that they may he
the named successors of the Bible known at a
glance from “true beother

a

■

atriarclis, to their tents on the border lievers.” On
the town. Were it not for a few
enter

ags of European nations floating the
mil-red Moorish banner on the fortress,
,:d the busmess-hke blit generally use-

no

account whatever must

any street in which a
mosque is situated; they cannot build

they

places

of

worship

for

themselves,

and

to pass a “holy house” with shoes on
the feet means certain death. That is

jetty which has been pushed out inthe bay for the convenience of forwhy all the Jews you meet in Tangier,
ign steamers, the Tangier of theTwen- rich and poor, are barefooted—because
;etli century might be the identical so-called
holy houses are everywhere.
How Whenever a Jew meets a Moor, he
ry of a thousand years ago.
m one describe it, when all familiar
must promptly turn aside so as not to
mparisons fail? Of course the town touch the garments of a follower of the
completely surrounded by high walls, Prophet. This is often impossible in
id inner walls divide it into two dis- the
extremely narrow and always
uct portions—the Kasbah, or fort, oc- crowded streets; and legal punishment
ispying the western and most elevated for the slightest offense of a Jew ranges
-action and the Medinah, or city proper, from cruel
bastinadoing, to death by
the foot of the slope. Excepting the fire. The Tangiers prison is a fearful
'reign legation and consulates, the one, hewn out of rocks in a hillside.
csidences of a few wealthy merchants The cells, each hardly as large as a cofal half a dozen French and English fin, are entered by a hole through which
otels, the houses are uniformly small the prisoner crawls. He is chained to
and mean, of one story only, with low the wall and passes his time doing any
ntrance and no windows on the street kind of work at which life is skillful,
"ale. Hoof above roof, on a succession providing his friends bring him the
ss

! terraces, rises the town, its streets
all so narrow and exactly alike that the

stranger has the greatest difficulty in
l ading his way about.
It is uusafe,
too, without a well-recommended guide
ium the hotel, who is not so
likely to
prove a highway robber and assassin in

disguise
might
picked up at hazzard on the street. The inns, by the
nay, are wonderfully good, all things
one

as

considered, and moderate in their
charges as compared with those across
the straits. Most favored of foreigners
cie

the

Hotel

landing;

New

York, down

near

the

necessary materials. He sells his wares
to passers by, or in any way he can,
and the proceeds go to swell the sum
necessary for his ransom, or to keep
him from starvation, as there is abso-

lutely no provision made
prisoners. The Governor

for

feeding
of Tangier
receives the munificent sum of seventylive dollars a year, from the Sultan,
who lives at Fez and to whom he is accountable for the spiritual, executive
and financial affairs of

the city.
Of
he cannot exist on that paltry
sum and keep up the state expected of
him; therefore it is perfectly undercourse

Calpe, Continental,
niversal and Victoria, near the center stood that he may rob his subjects at
of the town; and the Ville de Paris, on will, sending to thfe black holes in the
n elevation in the suburbs, commandhillside anybody who has the temerity
ing wide views and cool breezes. Each to resist the levy demanded. The Govotel has several studios attached, for ernor lives in great splendor and
supthe convenience of artists, who are ports a numerous harem: for he well
their constant patrons.
knows the uselessness of laying by for
iN ever was a town so full of pictures a rainy day. Should he accumulate
to delight a painter’s soul.
Nowhere anything beyond his living it will sureelse, can be found such exquisite speci- ly be appropriated by his imperial masMie

Moorish art, in the way of
ancient towers, arches and tile-encrusted minarets; such tapestries, rugs and
mens

of

embroideries of rarest

elegance;

such

curious mosques, with heaps of shoes
outside their portals; such luminous
shadows, under which merchants sit in
front of their

six-by-seven shops, beg-

gars crouch to demand backseech, and
camels file by in stately procession.
Of the various elements which make

population of Morocco, greatest
interest attaches to the Jews and Negro
slaves. In Tangier alone are upwards

up the

of six thousand Jews—about a third of

its population, who, under restrictions

Moors,

plexion

ter.
There are many negroes in Morocco
and most of them are slaves; but the
servitude is said to be of a mild character and being “perishable

property,”

the human chattels are at least as well
treated as the camels and donkeys.
Every city has its slave market, and
the number of a man’s wives is
only
limited by his means. As the females
are
more industrious and tractable
than the males they are considered a
good investment, especially as their
children are subject to sale; and so it is
not uncommon for a Tangiers Moor to
have from fifty to a hundred wives. At

clad;

richly

and,

strangest of all and most to be avoided, are lunatic "Santos.” The latter
are people of any class or nationality
who happen to become mentally unbalanced, when they are at once held
sacred by the Moors, who believe that
Allah hasj withdrawn their souls to
Heaven. Thus the more dangerously
crazy a man becomes, or the more successfully he can feign insanity for any
wicked purpose, the greater his influ-

and immunity from crime.

ence

stances
who

are

have

numerous
come

to

of

In

foreigners

serious

trouble

through ignorance of this, by repulsing
an aggressive Santo, thereupon bringing down upon their heads an Arabic
curse, to be carried out at the point of
any native passer-by with
the sanction of the government.

the knife

by

Fannie B. AVakd.

The trade

creed upon for his job be doubled. and commerce of the country are main■ ur
luggage goes to the Custom House, ly in their hands, and though the
ich piece by itself, in the hands of who- Moors tiate and despise them, and sub
or can grab it first, and who refuses to ject them to
every imaginable degradaliver it until his exorbitant demand tion, they yet recognize the Jews as
r

the age of twelve or fourteen the sons
of good families possess female slaves.
Their fathers and mothers present
them with a few, from time to time,
with which to amuse themselves, just
as Christian parents give their boys
dogs and ponies. The slaves are
brought by caravan from Timbuctoo,
from three thousand to four thousand
every year, and sold in the city markets
along with sheep and fowls. Yet it is
considered no disgrace to be the child
of a slave mother. The present Sultan
was the offspring of a negress and the
master who owned her; and so was the
late Grand Sheeref of AVazzan. Some
of the handsomest women, both in
form and feature, to be found in Morocco, are full-blooded negresses, who
reign as queens in the harems of their
lords.
Among the motly population of Tangier are also about four thousand Spaniards, all of the lowest class. There
are also wild Bedouins of the desert,
never seen without their long rifles;
jetty Nubians, nearly naked; light-com-

MCKINLEY’S

LAST SPEECH.

following is Mr. McKinley's last
speech, which was delivered at the
Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo,
X. Y., Sept. 5th:
President Milburn, Director General
Buchanan, Commissioners, Ladies
The

and Gentlemen;
I am glad to be again in the city of
Buffalo and exchange greetings with
her people, to whose generous hospitality I am no stranger and with whose
good will I have been repeatedly and
signally honored. Today I have additional satisfaction in meeting and giving welcome to the foreign representatives assembled here, whose presence
and participation in this exposition
have contributed in so marked a degree
to its interests and success. To the
commissioners of the dominion of Canada and the British colonies, the French
colonies, the Republics of Mexico and
of
Central and South America and
the commissioners of Cuba and Porto
Rico, who share with us in this undertaking. we give the hand o. fellowship
and felicitate with them on the triumphs
of art, science, education and manufacture which the old has bequeathed to
the new century.
Expositions are the time keepers of
progress.
They record the world’s advancement, they stimulate the energy,
enterprise and "intellect of the people
and quicken human genius. They go
into the home.
They broaden and
brighten the daily life of the people.
They open mighty storehouses of information to the student. Every exposition, great or small, has helped to
some
onward step.
Comparison of
ideas is always educational; and as
such instructs the brain and hand of
man.

Friendly rivalry follows, which

is the spur to industrial improvement,
the inspiration to useful invention and
to high endeavor in all departments of
human activity.
It exacts a study of
the wants, comforts and even the whims
of the people and recognizes the ellicaey of high quality and new prices to
win their favors.
The quest for trade
is an incentive to men of business to
devise, invent, improve and economise
in the cost of production.
Business
life is ever a sharp struggle for success.
It will be none the less so in the future.
"Without competition we would be
clinging to the clumsy and antiquated
processes of farming and manufacture
and the methods of business of long
ago, and the twentieth would be no
further advanced than the eighteenth
century. But though commercial competitors we are, commercial enemies we
must not be.
The Pan-American exposition has
done its work thoroughly, presentin in
its exhibits evidences of the highest
skill and illustrating the progress of
human family in the western hemisphere. This portion of the earth has
no cause for humiliation for the part it
has performed in the march of civilization. It has not accomplished every-

thing: far from it.

u nas simply clone its best, and without vanity or boastfulness, and recognizes the manifold achievements of
others, it invites the friendly rivalry of
all the powers in the peaceful pursuits
of trade and commerce, and will co-operate with all in advancing the highest
and best interests of humanity. The
wisdom and energy of all the nations
are none too great for the world’s
work. The success of art, science, in
dustry and invention is an international
asset and a common glory.
After all, how near one to the other
is every part of the world. Modern inventions have brought into close relation widely separated peoples and made
them better acquainted.
Geographic
and political divisions will continue to
exist, but distances have been effaced.
Swift ships and fast trains are becom-

ing cosmopolitan.
They invade Helds which a few years
ago were impenetrable. The world’s
products are exchanged as never before,
and with increasing transportation facilities come increasing knowledge and

trade. Prices are fixed with mathematical precision by supply and demand.
The world’s selling prices are regulated
by market and crop reports. We travel
greater distances in a shorter space of
time and with more ease than was ever
dreamed of by the fathers. Isolation
is no longer possible or desirable. The
same important news is read, though in
different languages, the same day in all
Christendom. The telegraph keeps us
advised of what is occurring everywhere, and the press foreshadows with
more or less accuracy the plans and
purposes of the nations. Market prices
of products and of securities are hourly known in every commercial market
and the investments of the people extend beyond their own national boundaries into the remotest parts of the

earth. Vast transactions are conducted and international exchanges are
made by the tick of the cable. Every
event of interest is immediately bulletined.
WHAT

TELEGRAPHY HAS DONE.

The quick gathering and transmission

! of news, like rapid transit, are of recent
origin, and are only made possible by

the genius of the inventor and the
courage of the investor. It took a
special messenger of the government
with every facility known at the time
for rapid travel, 19 days to go from
the city of Washington to New Orleans
with a message to General Jackson that
the war with England had ceased and a
treaty of peace had been signed.' How
different now. We reached General
Miles in Porto Rico by cable, and he
was able, through the
military telegraph, to stop his army on the firing
line with the message that the United
States and Spain had signed a protocol
We knew
suspending hostilities.
almost instantly of the first shots fired
at

Bnar Bars la Dial*.

Cotton planters are Just now preparing for their time of greatest activity—
that of picking cotton.
Picking be-

CASTORIA
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The Kind You Have

in

ordinary

Promotes

/*«yr of Old DrSAMUELPITCHER
fSanp/un Seal
>

was
permitted to be sent from
Pekin and the diplomatic representives
ofytlie nations in China cut off from all
communication inside and outside of
the walled capital were surrounded by
an
angry and misguided mob that
threatened their lives; northeioy that
thrilled the world when the cable message to the government of the United
States brought through our minister
the first news of the safety of the be-

For Over Mil lean.
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PainXitteY

Picture
Book.

A

Household
Medicine

FREE

A Safe and Sure Cure for

Cramps

Coughs

Bruises

Diarrhoea

Colds

Burns

Tales

Sprains and Strains.

Tails

and.

Gives instant relief.
Two

Only

one

sizes, 25c. and 50c.

Is the title of

Killer, Perry Davis’.

children, lithographed

Pain
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catchy picture

and

Boston,

LOWEST PEICES ON ALL
MEDICINES.

Only Pnrest, Hipest Quality
Drees ani Meals Used.

Mfg>. Co.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

First

cal basis in order that expenses may be
money and get the

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
We otter to the citizens of Iielfast and

prices lowered accordingly.
save

Mass,

COA11COA1!

Our store is run on the most economireduced and

verse.

To-day. Jl Postal will do.

Minard’s Liniment

the

following

WILKESBARRE,
SCRANTON,

well known coals

LATTIMER

Poor & Son’s
DRUG

STOR*

vicinity

fflA ■ I

■■ 11

LEHIGH,

Prices at
Wharf.

Allyn Block, formerly
cupied by R. H. Coombs & Son.

Delivered
and put in.

0 50

10

635

6 50

5 90

6 15

0 50

6

Lehigh

oc-

l|lllll

Delivered in
Dump cart.

$6 35

Fgg

Removal

J§ I

Chestnut Coal.$6 10
Stove

To the

Coal.

......

GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND

Coal

25 Cents per ton higher.

A discount of 25 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to
all customers for CASH settlement within 10 days from delivery of their
coal, provided their orders in ton lots or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive their coal at our convenience any time
before November 1st.

in

myself,

glad

friends whenever it is possible for them to call. I
have a very complete line of

production
sumption
barely
Next in advantage to having
the thing to sell is having the convenience to carry it to the buyer. We must

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has Seen
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

i

THK CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY.

Builders’ Hardware of the latest style,
Mouldings, Floorings In all Woods, in-

touched.

powers of earth.

of

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

I take pleasure
announcing that^I have retrade and commerce is the pressing
problem. Commercial wars are un- moved to No. 70 Main street. This store will be
profitable. A policy of good will and occupied by
friendly trade relations will prevent
reprisals. Reciprocity treaties are in h. e. McDonald, furniture,
harmony with the spirit of the times; and
and we shall be
to welcome our

graciously vouchsafe prosperity, happiness and peace to all our neighbors and
like blessings to all the peoples and

and Loss OF SLEEK

NEW* YORK.

PICKING COTTON.

our

We
encourage our merchant marine.
must have more ships. They must be
and
under the American flag, built
manned and owned by Americans.
These will not only be profitable in a
commercial sense; they will be messengers of peace and amity wherever they
go. We must build the Isthmian canal,
which will unite the two oceans and
give a straight line of water communication between the western coasts of
Central and South America and Mexico.
The construction of a Pacific cable cannot be longer postponed.
Gentlemen, let us ever remember that
our interests is in concord, not conflict,
and that our real eminence rests in the
victories of peace, not war. We hope
that all who are represented here may
be moved to higher and nobler efforts
for their own and the world’s good.
Our earnest prayer is that God will

I
/

gins usually in September and lasts until October or early November. During
their busiest time the pickers earn
about $1 a day.

ing.

of retaliation are not.
une oi tne neeas or mo times is airect commercial lines from our vast
fields of
to the fields of conthat we have but

)1

Facsimile Signature

export trade. We must not repose in If you wish to
fancied security that we can forever
best, call at
everything and buy little or noth-

measures

Warn* Seed-

ness

sell

If such a thing were possible it
would not be best for us or for those
with whom we deal. We should take
from our customers such of their products as we can use without harm to
our industries and labor.
Reciprocity
is the natural outgrowth of our wonderful industrial development under the
domestic policy now firmly established.
What we produce beyond our domestic
consumption must have a vent abroad.
The excess must be relieved through a
foreign outlet, and we should sell everywhere we can and buy wherever the
buying will enlarge our sales and productions and thereby make a greater
demand for home labor. The period of
exclusiveness is past. Expansion of

j1

Aperfecl Remedy forCnnstioaFion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

PROSPERITY.
are
is seen in every

creasing surplus.
For our increasing surplus a system
which provides a mutual exchange of
commodities is manifestly essential to
the continued healthful growth of our

Alx.Senna
Rochelle Sails
Anise Seed

Clarified .Sugar
natletyreco flavor

sieged diplomats.

That all the people
participating
in this great prosperity
American community and is shown by
the enormous and unprecedented deposits in our savings banks. Our duty
is the care and security of these deposits, and their safe investment demands the highest integrity and best
business capacity of those in charge of
the people’s earnings. We have a vast
and intricate business built up through
years of toil ami struggle, in which
every part of the country has its stake
which will not permit of either neglect
or of undue selfishness.
No narrow,
sordid policy will subserve it.
The
skill
and
wisdom
on
the part of
greatest
the manufacturers and producers will
be required to hold and increase it.
Our industrial
enterprises, which
have grown to such great proportions,
affect the homes and occupation of the
people and the welfare of the country.
Our capacity to produce has developed
so enormously and our products have
so multiplied that the problem of more
markets requires our urgent and immediate attention. Only a broad and enlightened policy will keep what we have.
No other policy will get more. In these
times of marvelous business energy
and gain we ought to be looking to the
future, strengthening the weak places
in our industrial and commercial systems, that we may be ready for any
storm or strain.
By sensible trade arrangements which
may not interrupt our home production,
we shall extend the outlets for our in-

I

Not Narc otic

times results in loss

UNEXAMPLED

Digestion.Cteerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.

inconvenience. We shall never
forget the days of anxious waiting and
awful suspense when no information

PROGRESS OF RAILROADS.
At the beginning of the nineteenth
century there was not a mile of steam
railroad on the globe. Now there are
enough miles to make its circuit many
times. Then there was not a line of
electric telegraph; now we have a vast
mileage traversing all lands and all seas.
God and man have linked the nations
together. No nation can longer be
indifferent to any other. As we are
brought more and more in touch with
each other the less occasion is there for
misunderstandings and the stronger
disposition when we have differences to
adjust them in the court of arbitration,
which is the noblest forum for the
settlement of international disputes.
Fellow citizens, the trade statistics
indicate that this country is in the
state of unexampled prosperity. The
figures are almost appalling. They
show that we are utlizing our fields and
forests and mines and that we are
furnishing profitable employment to
the millions of men throughout the
United States, bringing comfort and
happiness to their homes and making it
possible to lay up savings for old age
and disability.

(

similating IheFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

its consummation.
The first ship of Severa’s fleet had
hardly emerged from that historic harbor when the fact was flashed to our
capital and the swift destruction that
followed was announced immediately
through the wonderful medium of the
telegraph. So accustomed are we to safe
and easy communication with distant
lands that its temporary interruption

even

Always Bought

AYegelable Preparation for As-

and the subsequent surrender of the Spanish forces was known at
Washington within less than an hour of

Santiago,

and

For Infants and Children.

jujjEgg jggggggggj|.. ~TiTTT7iTT!TlTTTTT

Bi

cluding Parquet .Samples, Mantels, Tile,
Fire Sets, Doors, Sash and Blinds, Stair
Posts, Rail and Balusters. Window Glass
Cut to

any

Trusting to
main

We GUARANTEE PROMPT DELIVERY,
C< RRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVERY.

THE SWAY & SIBLEY COMPAYY.
33, 35 and 37 Front Street,
TkLEPHONK 34-2

Belfast.

3m33

size.
it rtis and
my f
Yours very truly,

see

customers, I

FRED ATWOOD

C. B. HALL.

'

Winterport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

W. H. Coombs & Co.,
DEALERS IN I

..

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE QLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

Second-Hand Goods
i

-*■-

■■

OF

•

A LX

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
Hf** STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..^* ^Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees

| Correspondence solicited | Real estate bought and sold

..-

KINDS.

City

LEWIS’

I

having FURNITURE,
*
CARPETS,
STOVES, orr anything to sell
3
•, by sending us a card will receive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture • specialty.

of Eelfast.

Parties

j

)

33 Main Street,

Belfast*

He.

>

For Sale at

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate at
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close
the estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Execuor.

Belfast, Deeember 19,1900.—51tf

INHALANT

FOR

On petition of Mary L. Patterson that a pole of
the New Knglaml Telephone Company, now located opposite her premises on Union street, in Belfast, he removed therefrom anil located on the
opposite side of the street, it is ordered that a
hearing be held by the Mayor and Aldermen at
the Aldermen’s room, on Monday, November 4,
1901, at 7 o’clock l*. m.
Per order,
L. II. MURCH. City Clerk.
Belfast, October 8 1901.—»w4l

PHTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate rdlief: it never fails to greatly lessen tl;e
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price f l.oo.
ly4*
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass,
A. A. Howes & Co., Agents Belfast, Me,

as

WANTED.
We want at once a reliable man to represent us
in Kastcrn Maine. To the right party we will pay

FOR SALS.
The house lot on Congress street known
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain.

j

the

DUNTON £ DUNTON.
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

$100 a month and expenses. Address immediately with reference,
MR. BALCH, Bangor House,
3 'V41*
Bangor, Me.
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Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
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ALEXANDER

GEORGE E..NOYES.,

E. LITTLE.

He is an enemy of the race who goes
up and down the country, preaching the
doctrine of discontent, and seeking to
antagonize labor and capital, for their
interests are mutual. He who seeks
to array class against class, the poor

against the rich, the laboring man
against his employer,the farmer against
the manufacturer, is sowing the seeds
of anarchy, and is no friend to humanity.
Here are men of large wealth and extensive business capacity.
The living
millions whom they employ must work
and eat, and their living must come
through the use of their active brains

asherpiece oF Fhe Shoemakers

and trained hands. In the inevitable
How many people have wasted their trend of affairs small industries which
time in reading the Schley-Sampson existed throughout the
country, giving

controversy?

employment

ltichard Croker says: “This will be a
campaign of silence on my part.” Like

vase

Abbie Greene Aldrich, was a cameo
costing $5,000. Young Rockefeller,

their own homes, have been crushed
out of existence by these gigantic corporations and trusts, and the trend of
population has been toward the great
centres of trade and commerce. The
tendency of this has been to make man
more of a machine than a human being.
The invention of machinery, which to a
certain extent was a blessing to labor,
finally became its curse. This is shown
by the fact that a machine manipulated
by a little girl at six dollars a week,
does the work and takes the place of
six skilled mechanics, who each received four dollars a day. And these were
the bread-winners of six happy and
contented homes.

who like his father is a modest and reis destined to become

trade unions.

the boy

caught

stealing

in the act of

chickens, he has nothing to say.

Expert testimony on insanity lias
long been discounted by juries and
courts of justice. In the Brainard
trial at Portland it received an especially black eye. Asa refuge for an angry
and infuriated murderer it is ceasing to

■

be a safe retreat.

Among the presents at the wedding
of John D. Rockefeller,

,Tr.,

to

Miss

There

tiring gentleman,

to men and women near

should

be

ruo

objections

The report of the Brooklyn, X. Y.,
Rapid Transit Company shows that
during the past year more than a million
dollars were paid out for damages for
personal injuries and in defending such
suits. The cause, too many vampire
lawyers in Greater Xew York.

1

is

It is wonderful how this country is
leaping over all barriers, as is shown
the fact that the products of Ameri-

numerous

helping

throughout tl’je world.

much10 ever.Y woman who wears shoes. The character, style, tit and comfort of these shoes are famthe world over. They are the best ready-to-wear shoes that money can secure. You can buy them
from reliable merchants in all the great cities of the world. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. “Just as good” are offered in
many places, but there is only one “Sorosis” and there is no necessity of wasting time with imitations. Buy the best anJ you will
be satisfied. We are to have a special opening of these celebrated shoes at our store on Saturday, October nineteenth. On
that day and the week fallowing we will, to every lady wishing them, attach a pair of Sorosis rubber heels FREE OF CHARGE,

SOPO
Sm
^

to

Remember the

means
ous

place,

these

THE

PINSMORE

STORE.

about, such as lessening the hours of
by
labor, giving the man an opportunity to
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
can mills and farms and forests are rest his body and improve his
mind,
in
Mrs. Affie Godding has been quite serimaking their way against opposition
making him a better husband and
Halldale. E. E. llall is at work for
all parts of the world. Our people are father, and a better citizen.
ously ill for the past week.
Albert Gray repairing his buildings_E.
much
as
“abroad”
not fearing the word
Dr. A. E. Kilgore has for the past week V. Stevenson went to Augusta last week
As we have hinted, the relations of
as they formerly did.
with a load of honey_C. W. Colby had a
labor and capital cannot be solved by been confined to the house by sickness.
Robert McTaggart and Melvin Roberts husking bee last Friday evening_Mr.
antagonism. Good sense and the exerAnother good showing for business cise of
Levensaler of Waldoboro was in town
good judgment should prevail are running a threshing machine this fall.
on
in Dun's Review Oct. 10th.

j

ed.

Politically speaking, the city of Philadelphia and the state of Pennsylvania
have become nests of festering corruption. the unearthing of which makes
the honest citizens stand aghast. Better would it be for the Republican party
i

Trade atlie

business.... Mrs. M. B. Small of
on both sides.
Manufacturers and corJoseph Stimpson is building a barn on his recently
Thorndike is the guest of Mrs. M. W. White’
porators should do their best to lift the farm lot this side of the Eben Page place.
Centre Montville.
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Inez M. Forbes, well known as a
laboring man up. It will be a sorry
Nathan P. Bennett have gone to Koslindale,
is
the
fall
teacher,
for
the
with
State
and
Nation
her
when
spending
the
parday
Mass., to visit their daughter, Mrs. C. 0.
laboring man is crushed down into the ents.
Jordan... .Miss G. A. Varney has returned
The Brooks base ball club has obtained
depths of despair, bereft of hope and
from a visit to relatives in Augusta and
ambition to rise. A republic with such some new suits and is prepared to put on \ assalboro.Frank
Luce, who has been
more style.
in Belfast working for Mr. V. Hall is
citizenship would become a crumbling
A. E. Chase and wife spent last week in home helping his
republic. The workmen of New Engfather, F. A. Luce, who
land are a sturdy, sensible lot of men. Portland, in attenaance upon the musical recently had his shoulder injured by a lime
festival.
cask falling on it-E. A. Sprowl raised
Some of them are men having families
They are rehearsing for the entertainment two hundred baskets of corn this season,
who cannot live in decency and comand M. C. Gordon two hundred and twentyfort on the wages they now receive. at the Good Templar hall next Saturday
eight— J. J. Clement and M. M. WentMen of wealth and great power should evening.
worth have recently joined that flourishing
Miss Marie York has returned from Aube interested in solving the difficulty.
society known as “The Apple Perambulawhere she spent several days visiting
gusta
tors.”
Why not declare less dividends to stock-

Xo doubt

great delay in building operations was
caused by the steel stiike. The supply
of other lines of building material has
been unequal to the demand. But that
only proves the great volume of the demand. The great prosperity of the
country is undiminished and uncloud-

correct these evils in their own ranks;
but if they fail to do it, may they be
o

some

people to

tian

raise a fund of from seventy-five to a
hundred thousand dollars, to be known

Fall

“The

the full amount is raised, is to be apto the erection of a hall for its
cabinet and library in rear of the house

plied

in

Portland,

where

Longfellow

born, and which

on

lias come into the

possession

was

certain conditions
of the So-

ciety. The old bouse remains as the j
poet remembered it in Isis boyhood, the j
atmosphere of the place full of recollections of him in that bright period when

j

“the boy's will was the wind’s will
And the thoughts of youth are long, long

thoughts.”

when the

lingering impression silently

stole upon his mind of shadowy lines
of trees,
“The sheen of the far-surrounding seas,
*

*

*

*

*

*

the beauty and mystery of the ships,
And the magic of the sea.”
And

The late Col.

George W. Stanley of
the David Haruni of Maine
Fred Morton, a painter, who

Augusta
One day
still paints, and has plied the brush for
1 nil a century—was doing a job of
painting for the Colonel. “Fred,” said
Stanley, “I suppose you think you are
having a devil of a hard time of it, and
that I am having an easy time.”
“To
tell you the truth, Colonel, I think I
could have a good time if I had half so
much money as you have,” answered
Morton, “There’s where you make the
“When
mistake,” retorted Stanley.
you go home to-night you will have
some supper, won’t you?”
“Yes, I ex“You’ll go to bed, sleep
pect so.”
soundly and wake up refreshed?” ‘Tes,
I always do that.”
“Well, sir, you’re
getting a darned sight more out of life
was

Most all kinds of victuals
me, and I lie awake half the

than 1 am.
hurt

night, thinking that somebody is going
to cheat me out of my money.”
How
true it is that a contented mind and a
sound body is better than the riches
that money affords.
The good Colonel
climbed the heavenly ladder many years
ago, while Fred is still climbing the
earthly ladder.

Prospect Ferry. Miss Alfreda Harriattended the musical festival in Bangor last week-Arthur Brown returned to
liis home in llorchester, Mass., last Monday.
Mrs. Kmma Luke returned from her
visit in Massachusetts Oct. sth_Rev. John
Ridley and wife of Burroak, Iowa, formerly of this place, visited relatives and friends
here last week.Mrs. N. J. Ileagan and
Mrs. George Brown visited Mrs. Elden
Pendleton in Stockton one day last week...
The Sunday school convention held at this
schoolliouse last Friday was a great success.
Rev. J. W. Hatch of Winterport had charge
of the services during the day. Mr. I. X.
Halliday of Woodfords, Me., and Rev.
Robert Sutcliffe of Bucksport gave very
fine addresses. The day was perfect and a
goodly number were present. All went
home feeling well repaid for going.Mrs.
Orilla McMann is at home from Winterport— George Gruby of Boston was in
town over Sunday—Miss Lena Colson
and Miss Edna Ward of Prospect Marsh
visited Miss Emily Wilson last week_Miss
Inez Ward and Miss Alice Dockham of
Prospect Marsh visited Miss Hattie Ilarriman
last week
Mrs. Edna Harriman
arrived home from North Haven, Conn.,
last Friday.

man

—

—

Aching Joints

In the fingers, toes, arras, and other!
parts of the body, are joints that are
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
that acid condition of the blood which
affects the muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
after sitting or lying long, and their
condition is commonly worse in wet
weather.
“It has been

a long time since we have
Hood's Sarsaparilla.
My
father thinks he could not do without it.
He has been troubled with rheumatism
since he was a boy, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only medicine he can take that
will enable him to take his place in the
field.” Miss Ada Doty, Sidney, Iowa.

been

without

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Remove the cause of rheumatism—no*
outward application can. Take them.

days

save

repentance.

Sir?

and the brisk cold

Are you
are interested in

are

here.

nights
ready for them? We
seeing you rightly

clothed.

Selfish, of course, but there’s
profit in your buying of us as
in our selling to you. You want the
right styles—we have them. You want
as

much

the newest ideas—we show them. You
want the best values—we give them.
Our new fall and winter suits are now

in, also our winter overcoats, hats and
furnishing goods.
For instance: We have a large selec-

China was in town on business last week
and visited her sister, Jane
Soule_Apple

tion in durable material of suits from

$5.00

buyers are numerous and paying from $1.25
to $2.50 per barrel. Many will hold their
apples for higher prices.... Harry Black reThere has been so much moving here turned to Sherman Mills, Aroostook county,
last week accompanied to Augusta
by his
lately that it is hard to keep track of it.
sister, Miss Grace Black and Miss Jennie
I There is not a vacant house in the village.
Chadw ick
H. W. Abbott is repairing the
I Charles F.
Bessey is still in Brooks look- old dam of the old
|I
French miH privilege
after
his
but
he
ing
will soon re- and
business,
will build a mill which will be
ready
turn to Barre, Vt., where he has a granite
for business this fall....John Rowe of

to

$15.00, and the swell long
yokes and without, $7.00

MADE BY.

overcoats with

BLACK
MEYER;

to

$15.00.

MADE

—

j
I
1

quarry.
Charles II. Forbes has been getting out
some granite underpinning for the extension
to his house which he intends to build another } ear.

BLACK
MF

China was in town last week
picking apples on the old place.
Winterport. Quarterly meeting ser
vices

held at the Methodist church
Sunday, Presiding Elder, J. W. Day, officiA. B. Sparrow is buying cider apples at ating. Mrs. Day
accompanied her husband
this station this week. He pays 26 cents a and called on a number of friends in town.
hundred pounds. This affords a chance to
James Freeman is at Northport for a
turn a refuse farm product into cash.
few weeks working on a cottage for Philo
Miss Alice L. Dow, who has recently re- Blaisdell of Bradford, Penn. Mrs. Freeman
turned from Boston, is having her millinery is with him....Mrs. Fred Atwood has reopening this week. She has become a han- turned from Portland, where she has been
receiving treatment for her eyes. She is
dy milliner and is well patronized.
James M. Clary, known as the oldest considerably improved in health_Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Young left Saturday for a trip to
man in town, died last week after a short
Boston aud several other places. ...Miss May
illness. The funeral was held at his late
Jellerson has gone to Boston for a visit of a
home in South Brooks last Sunday afterfew weeks....Thomas Atwood left on Monnoon.
day’s boat for a trip to Boston and vicinity.
Milton Leonard, who has bought half of He will visit his sister at
Fitchburg and his
the old Samuel Rich place as an addition to brother at Westminster.
his farm, has built a long string of wire
Stockton Springs. Mr. and Mrs. Henfence to enclose a new pasture, which he
ry Libbey of Pittsfield, Maine, were the
has laid out.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr.,
It seems nice to see the familiar form of
for several days last week, leaving for home
Rev. Humphrey Small on our streets once
Saturday....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clifford
more.
With the exception of about ten
of Fitchburg, Mass., arrived last Thursday,
years his home has been here and he has
and are the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Ray
many friends here.
Bowden.
Mr. C., who is a son of the late
Byron Larrabee of Winterport has open- Charles Clifford, intends buying a home in
ed the barber shop recently occupied by- the
village and becoming again a citizen of
Charles Irving and will be here Wednes- his native town. His
brother, Mr. Herbert
days and Saturdays. It is a great conveni- Clifford, w ho has also been for some years a
ence to have the shop kept open.
resident of Fitchburg, has returned with
It is handy to have a harness maker here his wife to her old home, the Speed place
again. Now bring your old harnesses in on Cape Jellison, which he has bought, and
and have them repaired, cleaned, oiled and will thoroughly renovate_Mrs. Rufus
put in shape for winter. It will pay us to Mudgett and Mrs. II. R. Ilichborn went to
Belfast last Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
encourage the man to stay here.
Pearl Hamblen is to run the Chase hay Edwin Crocker, returning Tuesday_Mrs.
He has with him for a Ellora Sprowl of Winterport, spent last
press this season.
week in town, visiting Mrs. Madora Marcrew Ed. Jellison, Lewis Godding and Fred
Varney. Mr. Varney furnishes the team. uen ami mrs. a. si. Ames_Messrs. A. M.
Their first job was for M. J. Dow at his Ames and F. E. West returned last Thursfarm on Sprout Hill.
day from the meeting of the Grand Lodge
of Masons, at Skowhegan... Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Rich has sold his nice oxen to BanJohn Wardwell of Rockland have been the
gor parties. He buys the nicest pair he can
find each spring, does his work with them guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Lancaster reaud sells them in the fall, invariably making cently— Mrs. Medora Marden and daughter, Miss Laura, have moved into the pormoney by the transaction. There is money
tion of Mrs. John M. Ames’ house formerly
in the ox for the Maine farmer.
occupied by A. M. Ames and wife_James
At the church last Sqnday evening Rev.
Marden, who is at home for a time, is buyF. W. Barker gave an interesting address
ing apples for shipment to Somerville,
upon the subject of music and a very good Mass.Our
hunters are just now zealously
musical program was presented.
The
pursuing the nimble-footed deer, which
made
are
very have
Thursday evening meetings
greatly increased under the game-laws,
interesting and there should be a larger at- and are
quite plentiful in this vicinity. Our
tendance.
past master, Mr. H. R. Hichborn leads in
Roscoe G. Edwards, who last year took up the capture this year, as last, having althe manufacture of apple barrels, has suc- ready brought down two—the limit by law,
ceeded wonderfully well in the undertak- for one person—Mrs. Mary Harriman and
ing. He has readily sold all that he could daughter Grace, returned Friday from a
make up to date. He hired coopers to do visit in Boston.Capt. Calvin Sprague,
the work principally, as his time is needed wife and son Perry left on his schooner,
in his mill. He intends to enlarge the busi- Tuesday, for a trip to Baltimore_The reness another year and wants to buy five mains of Mrs. Marion Farnham of Boston
hundred cords of stave stuff this winter were brought here Tuesday, for interment,
and a large quantity of hoops. Geo. Miller,
who is an old hand at the business, is now accompanied by her daughter, Miss Abbie
Farnham and grandson, Mr. John Farnham.
his head cooper.
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The New Store, 83 Main Street,
Clothiers and Outfitters.
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her.
Francis J. Oakes appeared before Justice
O’Gorman in New York, Tuesday, and ask- I
ed that he be permitted to give a bond for I
the payment of alimony pending the decision of the divorce tribunal. The court decided against him and now Mrs. Oakes
draws §'25 weekly until the court finally decides whether or not her millionaire husband
is legally an unmarried man again.—Rockland Star.

Longfellow Fund of the Maine
Historical Society.” This fund, when
as

Miss Lydia, daughter of Horatio Elwell,
and Edna, daughter of Samuel Elwell, are
attending the Castine Normal school.

store and

Ready,

friends.

Brooks and is mistress at the old farm
home where she was born.

raise at once the ransom

The Oakes-Sullivan Case.
demanded by the brigand captors of
Miss Stone, the American missionary.
Rockland people will recall the marriage
But how about the future? We think 1 a tew years ago of Adeline Estelle Sullivan,
of an Appleton farmer of inorerate
daughter
that Uncle Sam will have something to
means, to Francis L. Oakes, the millionaire
to
the
say
Bulgarian government, on president of the Oakes Manufacturing comof New York city.
whose territory the outrage took place. | pany
It made a stir not only in Knox county
IIow would it do to send a couple of hut also in the social circles of New York
city, where millionaire Oakes’family moved
warships to demand indemnity?
within the charmed circle.
Driving into Appleton can be seen on the
Iii one day last week, the following' lofty hill that towers above Senebee
lake, a
taxes were paid by the prominent gen- magnificent set of buildings whose red roofs
can be seen formiles down the valley.
This
tlemen named:
is the §500,000 estate created by millionaire
Vanderbilt family.$808,000.00 Oakes in the days when love was young,
William Waldorf Astor. 377,000.00 lie had met his wife in quaintly beautiful
John Jacob Astor. 282,000.00 ! Appleton, and there they came to spend
Ogden Goelet estate. 305,000.00 their summers and to astonish the natives
J. I’lcipont .Morgan. 118,000.00 by the display of wealth. Everyone said
Henry o. Ilavemeyer. 100,000.00 1 that “Addie” Sullivan, as she was called by
August Helmont. 100,000.00 her friends in Appleton, was the favorite of
George Ehret. 110,ooo.ii0 fortune.
John 1). and Thomas E. Crimmins, 100,000.00
This summer, the Oakes did not come to
Jacob Ruppert. 71,000.00 Appleton and the big castle on the hill was
Russell Sage. 13,903.98 silent, w ith shuttered windows and a gloomy
look about the place. The people of AppleA commendable movement is on foot' ton wondered and finally the news crept up
there that Addie Sullivan’s millionaire husby the Maine Historical Society to band had brought suit for divorce against

new

Are You

big concerns, and raise
Palermo. Worthing & Moody are havEnoch Leathers and Emery Hussey have
the pay of the producers of this wealth?
ing their store newly painted. Ruel Balcorn
hurled from power by an indignant and
been at work for M. J. Dow clearing a large is
It would be a greater blessing to the
doing the work.... Bradstreet & Cronnnett
outraged people.
field of rocks.
have enlarged their store and the outside is
world than the establishment of libraMiss Grace E. Dow is teaching at West nearly completed-Mrs. Susan
(if course it is the plain duty of Chris- ries or the endowment of
Curtis of
colleges.
holders in these

ATnericaTi industries

to nfTake

Famous

I3y
organizations
reforms have been brought

aster comes.

wmmm m nat
A Perfect footwear at a Fair price, and the best
at any price.
i

Often it is the only resource the laboring man has that is
available.
Competition causes combinations of capital in trusts and monop
olies, and forces labor to combine in
trades unions.
No one ought to find
fault with that. It is only when unprincipled men unfairly use these unions for their own selfish ends, that dis-

the richest man in the world.

Art:

■

North Thoy. Mrs. Josie Rhoades has ; is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
been quite seriously ill the past week. Dr. Higgins ...Rev. and Sirs. I). Brackett of
Whitney of Unity has been in attendance. ! Brooks were the guests of Sir. and Sirs. JoSir. and
....Henry Seavey ol Auburn has been in seph Stevens Saturday night
town the past week visiting his parents, Sirs. J. S. Files visited Sir. and Mrs. Wales
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Seavey, also attending Miller in Belfast last week.Osmond
to all of the business arrangements of Mrs. Parsons and wife passed Friday in PittsHester A. Smart, preparatory to her de- field.Frank Walker is clapboarding his
parture from her homo here, to pass the house and making o;her improvements about
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Adell Sea- his buildings.Sliss Slartlia Littlefield is
vey in Auburn. Mrs. Smart is in very poor with Mrs. Ellen Shibles for a while_
health—Rev. David Smith and wife will Eben Rackliif of Troy recently sold a team
occupy the premises recently vacated by! horse to Horace Ward_Fred Hasty went
his sister, Mrs. Hester A. Smart.
Mr. to Morrill one day last week after apple barSmith’s health is very poor_G. A. Woods rels-Richard C. Higgins has bought a
and wife visited Mr. and Mrs. A. Ward of Cotswold ram of Ross C. Higgins_Mrs.
Plymouth, Friday—The next meeting of F. L. Philbrick is paying 25 ots. per dozen
the Sunshine Society will be held at the for eggs, while our local traders are paying
home of Mrs. Lizzie Smith at Troy Centre, but20ets.Mrs. E. W. Patterson passed
Tuesday, Nov. 12th. All are cordially in- Friday with her brother, Charles Gilchrest,
vited to attend—Mrs. Edith Cook and son in Knox....Miss Rena Roberts of Brooks
George visited relatives in town last week. has been spending a few days with Sir. and
Mrs. Cook, who is an earnest Sunshine Sirs. J. G. Cilley.
member of the Troy branch, attended the
meeting Tuesday, at the home of Mrs. A. S.
Zinc and Grinding Make
Tyler_Mr. and Mrs. Will Colley of China Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice as
visited at the home of their sister, Mrs. long as lead and oil mixed by hand.
<it;iu
Reuben Rhoades Sunday—Mr. and Mrs.
of
A. Ward
Plymouth were the guests of
W. L. Gray bought
G. A. Woods, Sunday
a fine horse in Boston recently, to replace
lost
a
few
weeks
the one he
ago—Reuben
Rhoades has sold his apples to R. E. Stone.
_Rev. A. P. Hatch and wife were in
Established in 1836.
Pittsfield on business Thursday.

HEALTH

—

....

Kenfs t

It makes you eat,
It makes you sleep,
It makes you digest your food.
The three

Eani1*8*

Profit
by

tilings necessary for perf<
health.

50c.

A BOTTLE,

CITY DRUG STORE

MSI III ■'

Thorndike. Mrs. M. A. P. Sayward CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
started Oct. 12tli for Colorado and CaliforSURPLUS,
($33,000
nia, where she will spend the winter—
Daniel Dolloff and wife are visiting their
-JSl OS1TSSOLIC1TKI
daughter, Mrs. Henry Thomas, in Camden.
_Burton Gross, accompanied by Dr. A.
W. Rich of Brooks, made a business trip to Sate deposit oxes tor rent at S3, $5 $6.30 ant>
Bangor Oct. 10th.Miss Flossie Wing be•8 a year
gan school at Knox Corner Oct. 14th....
Our uew vault is uuequaled In Eastern Main
Mrs. A. H. Higgins, who has been in Burn- and
UNEXCELLED! In security against .Art
ham several weeks, returned to her home
nd burglary In the country.
last Wednesday_Mr. and Mrs. Fred SayThose renting boxes can have the excluslv
ward of Burnham passed Sunday at
°f Uk “K the‘r boxe* to a“d from th
George P. Wood’s—Charles Gross of
Andover, Mass., passed a few days in town
last week—J. Dumont Higgins went to
Pittsfield Friday morning, returning at
night, accompanied by his sister, Miss
the
Bessie, who is attending the M. C. I.V.
i
X. Higgins passed Friday with his son,
Fred C., in Pittsfield.Bert Stevens is in
of others
Bangor, where he is receiving medical
treatment—Prof. Jewelle of the Jewelle
Sanitarium, Auburn, Maine, was in town
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Saturday and Sunday, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Downs and Mr. and Mrs. M. P. | Established I
Hmu'tcturlnx Clathle r
1884.
And Outfitter, Belfast.
)
Palmer.Mrs. Hattie Foster of Rockport I
4W41

Celery

WINE.

j

—

IN.

Notice of Foreclosure
Whereas, William J. Hustus of Monroe, u,
County of Waldo and State of Maine. I>\
mortgage deed dated the 27th day of May.
1899, and recorded in the Waldo Regis n
Deeds, Hook 250; Page 92, conveyed to tin
undersigned, a certain parcel of reai estate-.
! ate in Monroe, in said County of Wahl". i»
! the same conveyed to me by Wilson Colson
his deed dated December 17, 1896, recorded
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Hook 254, page
and bounded on said last named date*, as f*»ll.
viz: Northerly, by land of William Robert--,
and Joseph W. Robertson; easterly, by lain!
Jonathan D. Curtis and Henry A. Dickey p!
and southerly and westerly,by land owned
>
William and Martin L. Robertson; and when-athe condition of said mortgage has been hn-i.
>
now therefore by reason of the breach of
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of -1
mortgage.
Dated at Swanville, this tlte fifth day ot o<-i
I ber, A. D. 1901,
her
NANCY (X) A. CURTIS
.-

mark

j

Witn esses to
3w42

signature: Adella Twomhia
Oma k G. H

v88Kv.

Experience

VearJp^r/lArS

/.JUNK

SHOP!.*.

FOOT OF MAIN

STREET,
(Opposite Swan & Sibley Co., Belfast.)
This Is the best place to sell your junk ami Bos
toil prices will be paid for all metals and ray
BS'-Remembei the place.
2W41*

S. GOLSTE1N Si CO.

N

1

*\

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
The rains the past week have interfered
with the work on the Front street sewer.
P. Coombs, engineer of steamer Castine, lost a valuable carriage horse Saturday
night of colic.
A.

lion't forget J. W. Ferguson & Co.’s millinery opening to-day and to-morrow, Oct.
17th and 13th.

r>H

G. Norton is building an addition to the
l nildingsonhisfarmat Little River, occupied by Wm. Soule.
s.

BILLINGS said he didn't

how much

Thompson & Foster were obliged to work
\it time a few days the past week to keep
■]■ with their orders.

as

The curfew bell will ring at !i o’clock unictober .'list, after which the time will be
'dock until May 1st.

a man

he said it in

talked,

ihp Boston steamers last week.

fancy coffee of

George 1). Wheeler

of Castine advertises
shoe store for sale, lie intends to go
cst and will sell his business at a bargain.

grown.

rased.
Joel 1’. Wood brought to town last week
mammoth pumpkin that measured 5 feet
id 2 inches in circumference, and weighed

world, for it

the

Herbert Kimball, who recently bought
the II. II. Sides farm, is putting the buildgs in thorough repair and making other

But

one

minute will tell you

There will be a special opening of the
lebrated Sorosis shoes at the Dinsmore
ue, Saturday, Oct. 19th. See their large
Ivertisement.

“Seal Brand”
in i-lb. and 2-lb. Tin
Cans (air-tight).
Other high trades in
richly-colored parchment

bags (moisture proof)*

An amusing mistake was noticed on a
•ssel in port last week. The name painti on the starboard bow was spelled backed, thus: EDISYNNUS.

0.05

p.

ill.

M. Colson lias moved his clothing redr business from the Johnson store,
.'h.riiix Row, to the store across the street,
eently occupied by Leavitt A Cunninguni.

Following are the Maine pension changes:
restoration, reissue, etc., Noah F".
n'iiton, South Penobscot, 810; Robert S.
Keen, North Appleton, $10; Elijah L.
\iiowltou, Belfast, 817.
Hie price of yellow eye beans is rapidly
bug and the market is in a very unsettled
Early in the season they sold at
liolesale here for S.'i.lOper bushel, but now
i;e price varies from 82.25 to 82.75.
ml it ;on.

A peculiar growth was seen at the store of
>wift a Paul last week.
It was a common
-ogar beet weighing 11 pounds, and was
most a fae-simile of a roast duck.
It was
< * \\ 11 on the farm of
Joseph F. Wight,

rile

following star service change in

Maine is announced :
Searsmont to Union. FromfOct.
1
i;»oi, change service so as to be via West
..ad between Elmwood and Union; 110
change in distance.

George E. Knowlton opened his bakery
in the Opera house block
He has moved his oven
) 10111 the former location on Union street,
n<l has fitted up the store for a salesroom
Tor bakery goods and a quick lunch room.
and lunch

room

Saturday evening.

in Belfast last week, from
sunny clime, lias lost his faith in the
Markings on the thermometers. One raw
iay lie looked at the thermometer when it
-od at 5<) opposite the word “temperate,”
<) dear, I
ami exclaimed: Temperate.
That thermometer no
freeze to death.
good.”
A

1

Outside repairs are being made to the
house occupied by M. C. Hill on Miller street.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Eli
Cook to-day, Thursday, Oct. 17th.

\V. A. Arnold is making noticeable improvements to his buildings on Nortliport

Mrs. N. G. Pettingill is to re-open her
dressmaking business, in the rooms over
Swift’s shoe store. She is in company with
her daughter, Miss Eva Sprague.

avenue.

Mathews Bros, mill was shut down Saturon account of a slight accident to the
boiler.

day

The

.crease,

visitor

more

Ml members of Waldo Lodge, No. bsf>,
of G. T., who were in good standing
hen the meetings were suspended, are revested to meet at Gilbreth’s Hall on Saturiay evening, October 1 Pth,at 7 o’clock, stand*
nd.to determine what shall he done with
•:ir lodge, and to transact any other business that may be necessary.
Per order of Lodge Deputy.
Clarence II. Smith, Deputy.
Alma C. Smith, Secretary.
New Advertisements. W111. A. Clark
overcoats, men’s suits and trousers
it greatly reduced prices
Knowlton’s
Bakery at 49 Church street has been opened.
>ee liis advt—Geo. A. Quimby advertises
for old pictures of vessels—Mrs. L. II.
Jipsou and the Greer family of Morrill publish cards of thanks
Read tax collector’s
notices for Belfast, Montville, Prospect,
Northport and Thorndike.Pitcher and
Lancaster give the farmers an opportunity
to dispose of their cider apples.
lias

—

—

The warm weather this fall is favorable
late crops, and many out-of-season specimens are reported.
A raspberry bush was
found at the rear of the Belfast Livery Co.’s
carriage house Oct. 12th, with ripe and green
berries and blossoms. Herbert L. Bucklin
found a stray cultivated strawberry plant
by the side of the railroad at Citypoint,
(let. 11th, with a number of fully ripe berries on it. Several city gardeners report
ripe blackberries and raspberries the past
week. A bush in the garden of Miss Sarah
11. Gardner contained ripe and green raspberries and blossoms, Oct. 12th.
to

The weather in the morning was not
favorable for the county meeting of the W.
T. I
at Searsmont Oct. loth, although
there was an Improvement towards noon
md those who attended had clear skies. A
large delegation was present from Northport union, and there were represent! ves
from other places. The program was carried out substantially as announced. Steps
were taken
towards furnishing comfort
hags for the soldiers, in which work all
members and other friends of the soldiers
are invited to join.
The county president
was presented with a souvenir, a little bottle
of sand from Old Orchard, labeled and tied
with a white ribbon.
Belfast Mayors’ Pictures. A resolution was recently passed in the Rockland
city government to the effect that the portraits of former mayors of the city be
placed on the walls of the city government
rooms, and it met with general approval.
This is a good example for Belfast to follow.
The walls of the city government rooms are
spacious and high ana hanging portraits of
the mayors would serve a double purpose—
respect to the memory of our citizens honored w ith this office and add interest to the
city building. Belfast has had 25 mayors.
Those deceased are Ralph C. Johnson,
Sherburn Sleeper, William Pitcher, Dr.
Richard Moody, James P. White, Albert G.
Jewett, Neheiniah Abbott, Axel Hayford,
Isaac M. Boardman, Chas. Baker, Dr. John
M. Fletcher.
Those living are Wm. C.
Marshall, Dr. John G. Brooks, Nathan F.
Houston, Wm. B. Swan, M. P. Woodcock,
G. E. Johnson, Wm. II. Fogler, Albert C.
Burgess, Lucius F. McDonald, Wm. P.
Thompson, Robert F. Dunton, Edgar F.
Hanson, Clarence O. Poor, and the present
incumbent, Dr. Elmer Small. It would be
a good idea for those
living to present their
own pictures to the present
city government and the relatives those of the deceased.

a

pound package ?

a

i.provements.

M.

is

the whole story if you will try a single
cup. It's worth trying! Won't you try

pounds.

Maine Central
Trains leave
3.30 p. in.; and

leading

special selection of the choicest berries

ity Marshal Sanborn has appointed
iliceman James A. Nickerson on the
gilt police in place of L. 11. Jipson, de-

The change of time on the
•nt into effect Oct. 14th.
•Bast at 7.15 a. m., 1.25 and
ii rive at 10.05 a. ill., 1.05and

long
One

few words.

a

Chase & Sanborn's Coffee is the

W alker

■

as

care

talk would convince you that

hour's

large quantity of sheep skins for Hunt,
& Co.’s tannery in Liberty arrived

A

MAINE GOOD TEMPLARS.
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Sloop Flossie May

in port the first of
the week with a few fresh fish. The fish
were not plentiful at last reports.

of John Thompson of Morrill
brought a deer to K. A. Wadswroth’s market last week, and it was cut up Saturday.
sons

Work

on

was

A number of new members wrere added to
the Young Men’s Business Association at
the regular meeting Tuesday evening.

the Front street sewer is pro-

gressing more rapidly, and there is good
prospect of it being completed very soon.
The crew is now at work in the deepest
part of the ledge.

A fine lot of large fresh mackerel was
received at the market Saturday. Mackerel
have been very plentiful and large this sea-

The sewing school need very much the
use of a bureau this winter. And anyone
who has a bureau they could donate the
school would confer a favor by notifying
Mrs. J. L. llavner, corner of Church and
Miller streets,

The steamer Florence was in port this
week bringing up from Rockland some fine
sticks for the four masts of the new- vessel
in the Gilclirest yard.

son.

The Belfast Improvement Society will
hold a special meeting at Memorial building
Advertised list of letters in the Belfast Monday, Oct. 21st, at 3 p. m. Members are
post office Oct. 16th, were: Ladies—Mrs. i requested to be present,
Margaret B. J)e Garmo, Mrs. William B.
Seaside Cliautauque Circle will meet with
Jackson, Miss Mary Nickerson. Gentlemen ! Mrs. Jl. S. Whitmore, Main street, Mon—Mr. Geo. W. Burgin, Mr. L. 1). Chase,
day, October 21, at 2 p. m. Lesson, “A
Mr. John Hutchins, William II. Jackson, Walk in Rome,”
Author, Balzac.
Mr. Frank L. Sawyer.
The Ilam-Condon house on Northport
The large horse used on the Pearline ad-‘ avenue is being
generally repaired and put
vertising team is educated better in arith- in condition for occupancy. The house has
metic than he is in horse-jockey lore. When not been
occupied while the insurance was
asked his age he paws nineteen times,
adjusted and the repairs made.
which is his correct age. His intelligence
A committee of fifteen of the Baptist
in this line may prove inconvenient if he
young people will give a supper and entershould fall into the hands of the trading
tainment in the vestry to-morrow, at 6 p. m.
fraternity.
to which the public is cordially invited.
E. C. Dow, who recently bought the Ford Admission to
supper and entertainment 25
Gay farm near the Head of the Tide, is cents.
making extensive repairs on the buildings.
Don’t forget the rummage sale Friday and
The farm is of 80 acres, 50 of which are
Saturday, Oct. 25th and 2<!th. Those having
under cultivation. Mr. Dow is a progrescontributions are requested to send them
sive farmer, who formerly lived in Monroe,
to the store formerly occupied by the Coland will apply up-to-date methods to the
burns on High street, Thursday morning,
place. There is a good orchard, and land Oct. 24th.
of
cultivation.
capable
high
A Traveller’s Club was organized Oct. 8tli
The repairs and improvements to the auwith these officers:
President, Miss A.
dience room of the Methodist church are
F. Sonthworth; Vice President, Julia M.
A new steel ceiling,
nearly completed.
Perry; Secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett:
painted in an attractive pattern and in harTopic Committee, Mrs. Amos Clement, Mrs.
monious colors has been put in.
The platEdward Sibley, Mrs. C. 0. Poor. The first
form has been enlarged and the pulpit steps
study
topic will be France.
widened. The base boards and middle supThe cucumber crop in this vicinity was a
ports are cut off at the bottom, thus permitting the carpet to be put under whole. disappointment. The farmers planted for
Twelve pews have been taken out to make Skilton, Foote & Co. more acreage than last
year and the first pickings indicated a large
room for the enlargement of the
platform
but the drouth came on and the crop
and for an aisle at the rear.
The pews crop,
was blighted.
The total yield was about
have been oiled and the walls tinted.
The
one-half that of last year.
ladies are now
the new

sewing

carpet.

Following is

Weather Bureau for the week

18,1901:

|

nebec Rivers.

In these four lines are 11

finely equipped, fast, popular steamers,
carrying thousands of passengers in the
summer and
drawing freight from a rich
territory from Canada to Massachusetts.
The fleet will comprise the steamers City of
Rockland, Governor Dingley, City of Bangor, St. Croix, Kennebec, Penobscot, Sagadahoc and State of Maine, besides a steamer
building for the Kennebee Line at Bath,

•
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Oak Stove

S.
Clear.
S.
Part cloudy.
8.W. Clear.
8.
Cloudy. Rain. Not enough to
measure.
S.
Cloudy. Rain,
S.
Cloudy. Rain. Rainfall for two
days, 2.30 inches.
wr
™
N.
Clear.

with triangular revolving grate is acknowleged
the most perfect working coal stove ever made.
This grate keeps the fire absolutely free from
clinkers so that the fire need not be let out the
entire winter.

Aroostook Potatoes.

It shakes and turns the easiest of any grate
saves fuel.
Call and see them.

you ever saw, and

MITCHELL &

Fall Overcoats,
Choice $4.98 Choice
One hundred Overcoats, manufacturer’s samples. Best styles and
correct weight for Fall.
Fancy
cheviots in smart and novel patterns, also 'plain gray and black.

WEALTH
TO PRODUCE GOOD
HEALTH now and in later
years, see to it that your
BLOOD IS CLEANSED, made
pure and strong, for upon the
condition of the blood depends
tlie strength of your physical
being. Pure blood is the fountain head of health. Build up
the blood, supply it with the

The following officers were elected for the

properties

sustaining

Men’s $10 Suits
at

a

Hen’s Trousers
at

given

Men’s

at.$1.89
ESTABLISHED 1884.

$
l

no

opiates

“GERMENE” is a
medical science.
To cure a disease, start right.
That’s what “GERMENE” is

-SUCCESSOR TO-

BURGESS

for.

For Sale

by Leading Druggists.

COLUMBIA REMEDY AND CHEMICAL CO.,
MAKERS, LYNN. MASS.

R. H. MOODY, DRUGGIST,
HELP AS r.

]

together

[OPENING]

Bromo-Quinine

remedy that

cares a

Woman’s

any

cold In

Tablets

Foiiegn Missions.

day

me

ETC.

present.

venture

Only a
*

IBI1 ME

a

people will aid me in making my first busisuccess, I am the public’s obedient servant,

Few

quite

a

at COST or LESS.

fast.

Out Sale.

GEO.

*

variety of fine goods which we will sell
This sale is to close our business in Bel-

Come in at once to get the

cordially invited.

J.W. Ferguson & Co.

More of the

Days

Closing

We have got

OCT. 17 mi 1|.
are

GOODS,

EDWARD A. WADSWORTH.

.ox.

CyAll

CAMMED

PRODUCE,

Ti listing the Belfast
ness

advantage of

our

bargains.

R. POOR, Jeweler.

Miss Ada 0. Jones, Milliner.

BUCK CAT

Special Sale
NEW PIANOS

\

constantly instock.

75 MAIN

--*

STREET, BELFAST.

IOJ

You cairpay
[five dollars

PALMER’S,

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Maine*

•for ahatanc!
better satisfied"

pe no

than

Sils,

D. P.

of standard makes

PITCHER’S MUSIC STORE,

I Children.
Sizes 7 to

of Pianos.

Instruments that have been rented during the summer
—some of them as good as new
Trices right. Call
early, as the supply is limited.

6

Portland, Me., Oct. 11, 1901. At today’s session of the New England branch,
Woman’s Foreign Mission Convention, the The finest Hosiery ever sold in Belfast
report of the corresponding secretary, giving the result of correspondence with the
workers in the field, was read. The summary of foreign statistics gives 22 American missionaries now in the field, 20 assistants, 124 teachers and Bible women, 110
day, oity and village schools, with 1,425 pu36 boarding schools, 12 hospitals and
and the small steamer Mt. Desert. These
ispensaries, and 341 scholarships and orphans.
lines are consolidated under one general
(ALL BLACK.)
The secretary’s recommendation that
management, incorporated last week and
be appropriated for the foreign work
hair now measures just 4 feet 6 inches $34,000
“My
was amended by the home
known as the Eastern Steamship Company, in
secretary, Miss
length. What Ayer’s Hair Vigor has Butler,
increasing the amount $500, but the
with a capital stock of $3,000,000. The done for me I certainly believe will
do for amendment was lost.
You can find them at
home office is to be in Portland. H. P. others. I cheerfully recommend it to all
who wish abundant, beautiful, and long'
Sweetsir is the President, and C. A. Hight,
Divorce
Maine’s
Record.
hair.”—Amelia Pettegbew, Oelrich, S.
the treasurer—The Boston steamers were Dak.
The somewhat tardy report of vital stato
make
each
an
extra
obliged
trip last week
tistics of Maine for the year 1899, shows
Stops the Cough
to work-up accumulated freight. Shipments
that there were that year 5,229 marriages
of apples are unusually heavy this fall.
and works oS the Cold.
and 790 divorces.
This means in round
that for every seven marriages
numbers,
The Florence arrived in Belfast last week
axative Bromo-Quinine Tablets oure a that year there was one divorce.
This is a
and was taken on the marine
railway yes- cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Prioe pretty bad showing for a State that takes
in
in
herself
the
and
pride
terday.
quality of her
25 oents.
Iyi63

itizenship.

at

...TRIMMED...
BONNETS and HATS

genuine

one

COUBTRY

MK. BT. RGEbS oi the old firm has kindly consented to remain with

.OF.

J

The annual convention of the Maine State

Laxative

with a choice line of

BUTTER, E6GS,

Next Sunday will be rally Sunday at the
Uuiversalist church. At 10.45 regular service, preaching by the pastor; 12 o’clock,
Sunday school; G. 15, young peoples’ meeting. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

the

GARDNER.

Western Beef and Meats of all Kinds,

Charles F. McKoy of the senior class of
Colby College will occupythe Baptist pulpit
next Sunday. Prof.Charles L. White,the new
president of Colby College, is expected to
occupy the pulpit Sunday, October 27th.

every bo* of the

&

I would announce to the
public that I have purchased the market
business of the above firm, and solicit the
patronage of the people.
It is my intention to make the market
UP-TO-DATE, and to carry
the best quality of

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye schooihouse, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
are welcome.

on

Hanufacturing Clothier,

and Custom Tailor, Belfast.

EDWARD A. WADSWORTH,

or

narcotics.

There will be preaching servicesjat the
Unitarian church next Sunday by Rev.
John A. Hayes.

signature is

CLARK’S )
CORNER. (

blessing to

next

WILLIAH A. CLARK,

medicine, acts di-

modern

disease, contains

Sunday will be as usual.
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday atJ2.30 o’clock.

$1.89

Trousers,

made of absolutely pure wool, large assortment of attractive
stripes, latest
shape, nicely finished, value S3,

rectly upon the blood, completely destroys the germs of

THE CHURCHES.

$4 98

Men’s Suits made of plain and
fancy cheviots; good serge linings

from the works of Nature.
The gradual wasting away of
the blood caused by the germs
of disease that are constantly
consuming the corpuscles, or
life of the blood, bring about a
pale and watery condition.
DISEASE GERMS CANNOT
EXIST WHERE THE TISSUES ARE HEALTHY.

cards for four years.
Tiie Grand Chief Templar remained after
adjournment, to visit some of the lodges in
Oxford county.

This

ME.

One Hundred

WEALTH IS

ensuing year: Secretary and treasurer,
Mrs. E. L. Brackett, Belfast; assistant secretary, Nellie L. Guilford, Old Orchard;
chaplain, Rev. Wm. Moore, Kennebunkport;
the Dist. Supts. from the several counties
serving as Vice Presidents.
The meeting was followed by a regular
session of the Grand Lodge.
Thursday quite a party of Templars and
friends availed themselves of the opportunity afforded them through the courtesy of
Manager R. C. Bradford of visiting the
pretty, bustling little town of Rumford Falls,
whereseveral hours were spent in viewing
the magnificent scenery and in visiting the
large paper mills, one of which has just received the contract of making the postal

Prayer meeting at the North church, this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30; topic, Is your
reading helping your piety? Sunday services will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills, at 10.45 A. M.; Sunday school at 12 m. ; C. E. meeting at ti.30 p.
m., topic, “A bad bargain,” Gen. 25 : 29-34,
Lecture by the pastor at 7.30 p. m.

TRUSSELL, BELFAST,

Worth up to $12.00.

century,” by Harry Record, Auburn; remarks by A. II. Newbert, A. S. Burke, Rev.
Wm. Moore, F. W. Gowen, and many other
prominent members.

There isn’t

other sort.
The same, two sorts of paint, no more:
and we make ’em both—we make tons of
stuff that isn’t worth its freight. Belongs
to the business—have to. Belongs to
your
business—you have to.
But this is aside. We put into cans,
with our name on, the very best paint there
is in the world: Devoe lead and zinc. It is
twice as good as lead and oil: lasts twice as
long. And we take the risk of it—there
isn’t any risk.
Yours truly,
12
F. W. Devoe & Co.
J. W. Jones sells our paints.

S=S==ISSS

Aroostook County’s potato crop this year
is a buster, and money is pouring in on the
farmers. William Block of
Monticello
bought a farm for $7,000 last year, paying
He has already paid the
$3,000 down.
$2,000 for the sale of potatoes and has more
to sell.
Archie Boyd of Mars HiH had a vast
acreage of potatoes, and it is estimated that
he will clear up close to $10,000. Albert
Ball has 14 acres devoted to potatoes and
raised 1,700 barrels.
At the prevailing
price of $1.00 a barrel he will realize $2,700.
There are hundreds of cases where farm
ers will make a clean profit of from $900 to
$1,500 on their potato crop.
The potatoes have attained a great size
this year, the average number of potatoes to
a barrel being 92.

Shipping Items. Seh. F. C. Pendleton
sailed Oct. 12 for Baltimore to load iron for
Brunswick, Ga.The Belfast Fuel & Ifay
Co. loaded sell. Thomas llix with hay for
Quincy, Mass., the first of the week_The
daily papers report the arrival at one of the
sound ports of a tug towing barges Comet,
Mars and Jupiter.
If the laws of astronomy apply in navigation the man at the wheel
on the Comet must have had a hard
job to
keep her on her course.The lower-masts
are set and
the outside painting nearly
finished on the new schooner Henry B. government and Geo. A. Gilchrestto build
Yachts and Boats.
Fiske in G. A. Gilchrest’s yard. She will be the large dredging steamer annulled. Mr_
Gilchrest
went
The
to
Glide
and Palos were hauled up the
last
the
week
launched
next high course of tides,
Washington
which occur from the 27th to the 30th of this and showed the officials in charge that he is past week, the former near Macomber’s
month.The schooner Harold C. Beecher perfectly able to handle the contract, and he shop and the latter south of the steamboat
has begun work. The moulds are being wharf.
was sold at public auction at Boston SaturIn the teeth of the gale yesterday Capt.
day by United Seates Deputy Marshal Mac- made in the Libby sail loft and are nearly
donald to satisfy a claim for salvage brought ready to go into the woods. The frame will Ned Davies arrived in the harbor from Belfast, in his 16-foot knockabout. By her
against the vessel by the Boston Towboat be got out by John Twombly of Monroe.
appearance as she rounded the breakwater
Company. She was bid in by S. N. PendleThe past and present supper will be in her trip was undoubtly a. record breaker.—
ton of the firm of Pendleton Bros, for $5,300. Universalist vestry Friday evening, Oct. Kockland Star Oct. 10.
The new owner will have the schooner 18th, at 6 o’clock. The “past” table will
E. S. Pitcher sold his sloop boat Spray to
towed to Belfast and thoroughly repaired.
have antique dishes, and will be lighted by Master
Carroll B. Carter. Capt. Carter’s
Steamer Notes. Chas. W. Morse of brass candlesticks. The attendants will be first experience in navigation was not endressed in “ye olden style.” The “present”
New- York City, who recently bought out
table will be lighted in modern ways with couraging, as his craft filled and sank at her
the Boston & Bangor steamboat line, has attendants in modern costume. The menu moorings during the storm
Monday night.
of
other
past is baked beans, brown bread, pump- She was raised
lines until he has control of
bought
Tuesday forenoon.
kin pies, doughnuts, cake, hot rolls, cold
every steamship that runs between Boston
meats,
coffee. The present, escalloped
and the Maine ports, hitherto managed by
clams, cold chicken, cold meats, salads.
the Boston and Bangor line, the Portland
Letter to It. E. McDonald.
Steamship Company, the International

than it looks.

The Glenwood

Oot."

Wind, Sky, etc.

|
S

ik

Sunday School Association will be held in
Lewiston, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 22, 23 and 24. Tile program will
be of special interest to all Sunday school
workers.
The speakers will include, in
addition to the prominent Maine workers,
Mr. Marion Lawrence of Tolerdo, Ohio,
The Dot Karroll Co. played in Belfast
General Secretary of the International S. S.
Opera House Monday, Tuesday and WedRev. 11. A. Bomberger, D. I).,
nesday evenings, giving a variety to suit Convention;
the extremes of comedy and parody. Mon- of Philadelphia; Mrs. Flora B. Stebbins of
day the play was “A Night in Chinatown;” Fitchburg, Mass., Supt. of Home Department of Massachusetts; Mrs. Lucy G. Stock
Tuesday “The Corner Grocery,” Wednesof Springfield, Mass., a prominent worker
day “Devil’s Mine.” The first and last
abounded in tragedy and the other was in the primary department; and Mr. W. W.
Peck’s Bad Boy with variations.
The Bo- Main of Boston, State Sec’y of the Massachusetts Baptist S. S. Ass’n. Reduced rates
hemian Club of Belfast furnished musie.
are given on all railroads. F. L. Robertson
An attempt was made by rival builders of Belfast
is vice president for Waldo
elsewhere to have the contract between the County.

Steamship Company and the Kennebec
Belfast, Maine.
Steamship Conpany. The fleet covers the
Dear Sir: There are two sorts of furnientire Maine coast from Eastport to Port- ture. You know both; for you sell ’em
land aud navigates the Penobscot and Ken- both. One sort looks better than it is, and
the other is better

ending

9 S S

Juvenile Templary, and a more united effort
among the adults toward the advancement
of this branch of the Independent Order of
Good Templars and providing for and holding conferences, whereby workers and
others may become familiar with and discuss the best methods of work, seems unabated.
The meeting was called to order by the
Grand Supt. Mrs. E. P Alexander, Pres,
ex-officio. Prayer by Rev. Wm. Moore;
reading, Cor. 13, by Mr s. E. P. Alexander;
singing, “Onward Christian Soldiers”;
paper, “Education as viewed in the 20th

Services at the Methodist church

Keport

a

summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.

The 44th semi annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars was held in Dixfield Oct. 9th. The Grand Council met
Tuesday evening and transacted the routine
work preliminary to the session. Three of
this body were unable to be present. Past G.
C. T., U. Austin Caine, Grand Vice, Mrs. J.
0. Plaisted and Grand Treasurer, Oliver S.
Norton.
The regular business session began at
10.30 a. m. Wednesday. The Grand Chief
Templar A. H. Newbert presided during
the meetings. The attendance was not so
large as at some previous sessions, but a
good deal of work was accomplished. The
reports show the order in about the same
condition as at the annual session, no held
workjhaving been done during the summer.
A telegram of sympathy was sent to Past
Grand Chief Templar Caine, who is under
treatment at the Cottage Hospital in Portsmouth, N. H.
The evening of Wednesday was devoted
in part to the annual meeting of the State
Institute of Juvenile Workers.
The interest in this organization whose object is
the advancement of temperance
education among the young, along the line of

|

j

Belfast Weather

zlrffiUQk

WJthae?®^for tRuel
arc

Opera lease Lead Boom,
49 CHURCH STREET.

Sole agents!

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Manufacturing Clothier,

I Established I
1884.
1
|

-AND.

and Custom
4w41

Tailor, Belfast.

a

Bakery team will go about tile city three times

week.

4w42

LUNCHES AT ALL

HOURS,

GEO. E. KNOWLTON, Proprietor.

wanted!
Pictures of old Belfast ships, such as were
painted on glass or canvas, in Europe the mid1e of the last
fWhite,Louis
century. Pictures of the Charlotte
Walsh, Grace Ross, Cora or l^eonora
referred. Any one having such and willing to
ispose of same, can apply to or address
4t42
GEO. A. QUIMBY, Belfast, Me.

§

Card of ThanksThe brothers and sister of the late Lemuel
Greer wish to extend their thanks to their friends
for kinduesses shown during the sickness and
since the death of their brother, and to assure
one and all that every act of kindness is
gratefully remembered.
Morrill, October IE, 1901.—42*

ORIGIN OF PROPER NAMES.

Register of Deep Water Vessel a.

JSigniticatiou of the More Common American

Geographical

Abner Coburn, B F Colcoril, sailed from
Port Townsend, Wash, Aug 25 for Cape
Town.
A G Ropes, Chapman, sailed from Yokahama Aug. 3 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, C M Xichols, at Cape Town
Aug 30 from Port Townsend.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, Baltimore for
San Francisco; spoken July 17, lat 33 X
Ion 43 30 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Xagaski Sept 21 for Port Townsend.
E B Sutton, J r Butman, arrived at Tsintau Aug 23 from Xew York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at San Francisco Sept. 20 from Kahului, H.

Terms.

Iu the earliest days of the human
family, all known persons, places and
groups of human beings must have had
names by which they were recognized.
The study of these names and of
their survival in civilization enables us
often to ascertain what races inhabited
districts now peopled by those of en-

tirely different speech.

of mountains and rivers
in many parts of England, for instance,

The

are

names

Celtic.

Ancient local names are, as a rule,
purely descriptive. A river is called by
some word which merely signifies “the
water;” a mountain may have a name
which means “the peak,” “the castle,”
“the point.”
English place names generally state
some simple fact, and often denote no
more than property; the name of a
town or hamlet being formed by adding
"ton” or “ham” to the name of some

early landholder.

bit of even half humorsurvive in such a
name, as when a stony, starved and
weedy district is called Starvacre.
The English race carries with it the
ancient names of an older people into
every continent, and titles given to
places in the British Isles may now be
found in America, Australia, Africa
and the islands of the furthest seas.'
Touching pergonal names, we find
that among most uncivilized races a
name, commonly derived from some
incident or natural object, is given at
the time of birth by the parents to each

Quite often

ous

a

description will

child.

In some cases names of the earliest
denote some phenomenon of naXo names are more common
among North American Indians than
those derived from sun, moon, stars,
clouds and wind.
Our English ancestors had for personal names compound words, as “Xoble 11011,” “Wolf of War” and so
forth, the names testifying to a somewhat primitive and fierce stage of society. Later came vulgar nicknames,
races
ture.

“Black,”

“Long,”

as

“White,”

“Brown” and so forth.
Other names were derived from the
occupation of the person to whom they
were

given (Smith, Fowler, Saddler.)

Yet other names are derived from
places. The noble and landowner was
called “of” such and such a place
(equivalent to the German “von” and
French “de.”)
The humbler man was called not “of”
but “at” such a place, as in the name
“Attewell” (at well, or merely by the
local name without the “at,” as Wells.
Below are given the origin of the
names of some countries, and States in
the United States:
Europe signifies a country of white
people, given because the inhabitants
were of a lighter color than those of
Africa and Asia.
Asia means “between,” given because
geographers placed it between Europe

and Africa.

which was celebrated for its
abundance of grain, was given this
name, meaning “the land of com.”
Siberia signifies thirsty or dry.
Italy signifies a country of pitch, because It yielded great quantities of
black pitch.
Britain means the country of tin.
Sicily denotes the country of grapes.
Hibernia means “utmost” or “last inhabitation,” for beyond this westward
the Plnenicians never extended their

Africa,

voyage.
Corsica means a woody place.
Bhodes implies serpents or dragons.
Gaul, modern France, signifies “yellow-haired,” from the light hair of the

Gauls.
Maine was so called from the province of Maine in France.

Xew Hampshire was named by Mason, in 1731), from Hampshire, in England.
Vermont comes from the French
vert mout, or green mountain.
Massachusetts is an Indian name,
signifying the country about the green I
hills.
Rhode Island was named after the
island of Rhodes, in the Mediterranean,
because of its fancied resemblance to
that island.
Connecticut is derived from the
Indian word Qunni-tukut, which signifies “upon the long river.”
New York was named by the Duke
of York, a title given him by the Eng-'
lisli crown in 1004.
New Jersey was so called in honor of
Sir George Carteret, who was governor
of the island of Jersey, in the British

channel.

Pennsylvania comes from Admiral
Penn, the father of the founder of the
colony, meaning “Penn's Woods.
Maryland was named after Henrietta
Maria, queen of Charles I. of England.
Virginia was named in honor of the
“virgin queen” Elizabeth.

North and South Carolina were named
after Charles IX. of France, Charles
being Carolus in Latin.
Georgia was so called in honor of
George II. of England, who established
a colony there in 1733.
Florida was named by Concede Leon,
who discovered it, in commemoration
of the day of his landing—the “Feast of

Flowers,” or Easter Sunday.
Alabama is of Indian origin, signify-

ing “here we
Mississippi

rest.”

was so

called

from the

great river on its western margin meaning “long river.”
Louisiana, from Louis XIV. of

France, who for some time owned the
territory.
Arkansas, from “Kansas,” Indian for
“smoky water.”
Tennessee

the Indian word for
“river of the big bend;” i. e., the Misswhich
is
the
western boundary.
issippi,
Kentucky is the Indian word for “at
the head of the river.”
Ohio is also from the Indian, meaning

Flora of Southern States.

SHIPS.

M rs. Ellen

Ripley, Chaplain Ladies Aid,
Grand Army of the Republic, No. 7, 222
10th Ave., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.,
Strongly Endorses Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.

i

Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—Your Vegetable Compound cured me
ulceration of the womb, and getting such a complete cure I felt that
the medicine had genuine merit and was well worth recommending
to other sick women.
For fifteen years I have been your friend. I have never written you
before, but I have advised hundreds of women to take your medicine, in
fact it is the only real reliable remedy I know of for a sick woman.
I have not yet found a case of ovarian or womb trouble which
has not been relieved or cured by the faithful use of Lydia E.

ct

women

in

Minneapolis as

Ellen Ripley.

the

When

women are

troubled with

Irregular

or

FIRST SETTLERS OF

JACKSON,

Communicated by Hon. Joseph Williamson,
Litt. !»., of Belfast, Me. to the October
New England Historical and Genealogical

Register.

Jackson,

portion

of

name was

a

farming town,

given

formed a
The

Waldo Patent.

the

it when a

plantation, by

General Knox, in honor of his Revolutionary friend and companion, General
Henry Jackson of Massachusetts. The
first minister and schoolmaster was
Rev. Silas Warren (Harvard College
1795). Among his pupils may be mentioned the late Ezra Abbott, LL.D., of
Cambridge, and Prof. Henry H. Boodv,

of Bowdoin College, both of
whom were born in Jackson.
Benjamin Cates was the earliest settler. He came from Gorham, Me., in
1798, and built a log-house.
Nicholas Hamlin came from Gorham
in 1800. His marriage to Deborah Cates
Their son Enoch
was the lirst in town.
was the iirst child born in town.
Alexander Cooper came from Gorham
in 1800. He moved to Plymouth.
Benjamin Rowe settlecl in 1800. He
moved to Brooks.
Eben Morton, who came in 1S0O, was
killed in 1809 by a fall of a tree.
Elisha Morton came the same year
with his brother Eben, and remained
until 1810, when lie went to Thorndike.
William Davis came from Gprham in
1800.

recently

Jonathan S. Green,

a Revolutionary
clearing in 1801, and
settled permanently the next year.
Nathaniel Knight, afterward town
representative, came from Saccarappa

soldier,

NOVEL

ME.*

made a

in 1801.
Abner Whitcomb came in 1801.
Benjamin Hodgkins came from Lislie remained a few years
bon in 1802.
and returned.
William Hasty, from the western part
of the State, settled in 1802.
In 1804 came Ebenezer Walker and
Bryant Morton. The latter died in 1811.
Elder Samuel Barnes, from Monroe,
was a resident from 1805 until 1817,
when he moved to New York.
Nathan Paige came from Lisbon in
1808.
William Edwards and Phineas Stiles
came from Manchester, Mass., in 1809.
Amos Chandler came the same year; he
was killed by a fallingltree.
Rev. Silas Warren, a native of Weston, Mass., came in 1810, and remained
until his death, January 11, 1876.
John Davis, a man of talent, and for
some time a student at Harvard College, was a resident in 1810. During the
war lie enlisted and did not return.
Thomas Morton was a settler in 1810.
He came from Gorham.
Other earlier settlers were John Edwards, Boardman Johnson, Isaac Abbott, Thomas Colburn, Mark Snow and
•James Cook.
In 1809, Israel Thorndike, David Sears
and William Prescott of Boston, who
owned a large part of the territory of
Jackson, improved a tract of twelve
hundred acres near the centre of the
town, known as “The Great Farm.”
The large mansion-house which they
erected was burned many years ago,
and the surrounding land divided into
smaller sections.
•Compiled from a manuscript prepared by the
late Abigail S. Wallace of Jackson.

is

American Girl Wedded in London.

ENTERTAINMENT.

The near approach of the social sealends special interest to novel ideas
in providing entertainment and refreshments for guests. A novelty party is
son

specially good

Moody.

Cure

...

_

tFlag station.

now

sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geouqk
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Rootiiby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

decorative set of rules is hung in the
room where the party is held.
That

each book may be kept out only 15
that each minute thereafter
will be fined, the fine being so many
minutes without any book at all for
each minute: that each book, if the application is received promptly on time,
may be renewed once; that any nook
or room in the house may be visited to
read the books, and any others that
suggest themselves at the time.
When the entertainment is provided,
then refreshments have also to be considered. Ice cream sandwiches have
been very popular this summer. These
are composed of squares or oblongs of
sponge cake with any desired flavor of

minutes;

ice

cream

whipped

pressed between.

A State of

Hale’s
Honey of

Horehound

•

Photo by

and T ar

Guigoni ft Bossi, Milan.
GABRIELE D’ANNUNZIO.

rItaly’s

greatest living author. By
poems and dramas D’Annunzio has established his claim to fame.

hla|

O JSl. H -A- O it IA

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought

Thej Flower

Business.

There is solid business as well as sentiment in flowers.
A recent census
bulletin shows that there are nearly
four thousand commercial tioricultural
establishments in the United States,
representing an investment in land and
buildings of $33,000,000. The value of
the output for 1899 was $11,000,000.
New England’s proportion to the whole
is shown in the fact that in these six
States there are 1,026 establishments
with an investment of
$79,349,113.
Maine’s share in the business is 65
establishments, with an investment in
land and buildings of $275,313, and an
output in 1899 of $134,232.

DeWitt’s Little Early Risers search the
remotest parts of the bowels and remove the
impurities speedily with no discomfort.
They are famous for their efficacy. Easy
to take, never gripe. R. H. Moody.
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NEW-

Family

con-

which appears in
THE DAILY TRIB U N E
of same
date,also Domestic
and Foreign Correspondence. Short
Stories, E 1 e gant
Half-tone Illustrations, H u morons
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every member
the family, old a:
young, Market imports wInch are accepted as aulliont v
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WEEKLY

ion Notes, Agricultural Matters and
Comprehensive and
reliable Financial
and Market reports

country merchant-,
and is clean, up
date, interest

Regular subscrip®1'50 per
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TRIBUNE

general news
T H E D A 1 I V
T R 1 B I NF ui
hour of g(*ing :
press, an Agricultural Pcpartm. !.•
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We furnish it with
THE
REPUBLICAN
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for $2.50 per year,
in advance.

Send ali order? to

The Republican Journal Publishing

Company, Belfast, Maine,'

Collector’s Notice.
Unpaid

lands of non-resident owners, situated in the City of Belfast,
the County of Waldo, for the year 1900.
taxes

on

in

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the City of Belfast. i<u
year nineteen hundred, committed to me for collection for said city on the sixth dav of Align-1900, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges nr<
,»t
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, nr
ing interest and charges, will be sold at public auction, at my office in Memorial Building, in -aid
on the first Monday of December, 1901. at nine o’clock a. m.

Description

Names.

of Real Estate.

jjs

..

<
S/
/
Laml and house at terminus of by-road past T.’
C. Nickerson’s.3
35
30 <? .moo .<
Ames, George 1*.Land on S. E. corner of Lot 54, at junction of
Robbins’ road and lane between lots 84 and 54. 2
iuTo
54
1
.Lot and house on E. side Patterson road_
.-1.0
1
53
Berry, John H
i
.Lot on E. side of lane between lots 34 and 54
.m>.m<i
1
4
Berry, John H
j
Berry, Franklin W. heirs.Lot and house on N. side of Robbins’ road, fith
W. Durham lam-.
1
33
vi.oo
\
juo.mi
Berry, Franklin W. heirs.Lot on S.E. corner of Congress and Bradbury Sts. 1 ;;;i
\
50 1
Berry, Franklin W.heirs.Land and barn on E. side of Northport avenue,
known as the Spring farm.l
too il
ri t to
1.
,-,u.ou
\
Perry. Franklin W. heirs.Lot on W. corner of Market and Washington Sts. 1
Crosby, A. T. ..Land being the S. W. corner of lot 24 in 3d Div. 3 24 :;i$ 1
Land bounded S. and E. by line of lot 25. and
N. by land of Savery and 'Whittier
..3
25
ml.on
50
Drew, Mellen W. estate..Lot on shore between Chenery’s and Marshall’s
lands .1
52
l.MuJO
Drury, Andrew A.Land bounded E. by Clark’s, S. by Hills’ and
200.no
Hayford’s and N. by Gritlin’s land. 3 35 11
Elwell, Robert.Land being the W. end of lot one in 2d Div
2
1
2
Farrow, Blanche..Lot on N. side of Pierce St., near W. end of
lower bridge..2
1-20
:,o."o
Fogg, Reuben .Lot and house of S. side of Grove St.. 2. W. of
Cedar St.
1
39
son. m
1,
1
28
33 (
Hamilton, Joseph It .Land on N. line of Belfast from Samuel Otis’ es- 3
tate.
4
45
loo.* hi
15)
Hanson, Clark.Land bounded N. by Belfast line, S. and W. by
Goose river and E. byroad from Smart bridge
to Swanville
4
49
21
25o.
Land being the W. 4 5 of lot 42 in 4th Div.4
42
41
r.
Holmes,lAlonzo
Land 011 the corner of Main and Congress Streets
Jewett, Albert G. est
and Lineolnville Avenue.
1
37
ioou.00
li
Newell, Marion .Land and house known as the J. W. Wilder
bouse on road from Citypoint to Head of Tide 3
‘2
40
300.00
Patterson, Orsanms R.
heirs.Land being the N. W. corner of lot 30 in 3d Div... 3 30 11
50.00
Patterson, A. K.Land on N. side of Searsport shore road and W.
side of lane between lots 16 and 17
1
16
20.1"
24
Pendleton, Nathaniel S..Lot and house on E. side of Union St., between
lands of Gannon and Sibley. 1
39
350.00
\
Quinlan, Charlotte A....Southerly half of lot and house on the W. side of
350.00
Washington Street..1 36 1-lG
Lot and house on W. side of Washington Street,
Whittaker, Mrs. D. S
2d N. of Market Street.
1
35
200.00
4
Whittier, Ezra ».Land bounded S, and W. by line of lot. 25, N. by
75.00
Mathews’, and E. by Crosby’s lands. 3 25 I24
Whittier, Ezra B.Land 011 W. side of road formerly of C G.
1
Thomas.
28
16
3
75.00
Whittier,Edward L.Laml bounded S. by A. T. Patterson heirs, W.
O.
R.
Patterson
and
N.
of
line
heirs,
by
by
lot 30.
3
27
100.00
30
6
25.00
Whittier,Edward L. Land being the S. E. corner of lot 26 in 3 Div.... 3 26
Flora
H.
Land
of
the Ephraim Philbriek
Young,
being apart
homestead on W. side of Knox road, 2d from
Waldo line. 4
20
200.00
3w42
M. C. HILL, Collector of the City of Belfast.

Ames, E. J. & W. H
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That’s your condition if you have',
been attacked by that arch enemy,
a cold.
But don’t surrender!

Sometimes

cream, flavored with a dash of

Siege

It brings instant

It cures when all else

Wednesday,

Friday, is in
reality a line, fresh,
every-ot her- d a y
Daily, giving the
latest news on days
of issue, and covering news of the

digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never

good

A

and

This preparation contains all of the

are

overspoken yourselves,

Published

day,

I U 111\

help

title and conducts the man to her.

you had

VIlRIC

you eat.

Limited tickets for Boston

cases.

trial. To my astonishment, the trial acted like a charm.
Send me a full-size bottle.”
We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment ot
Asthmalene, similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
\\ e 11 send it by mail postpaid, absolutely free of
charge, to any sufferer who will write for it, even on a postal. Never
mind, though you are despairing, however bad your case. Asthmalene will
relieve and cure. The worse your case,- the more
glad we are to send it
Do not delay. Write at once,
addressing DR. TAFT BROS/ MEDICIN E
CO., 79 East 130th St., N. Y. City. Sold by all Druggists.

other three. It

Kodol
what

the,worst

C. F. Wells of Villa Ridge, 111., says: “Your
of Asthmalene received in good condition. 1
you how thankful 1 feel for the good derived
was a slave, chained with putrid sole throat
and asthma for ten years. I despaired of ever being
cured. I saw your advertisement for the cure of this
dreadful and tormenting disease, asthma, and thought

St., New Yorlc.

Dyspepsia
Digests

in

tains all important
foreign cable news

at this season of the
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
year. Each guest is required to bring
the food you want. The most sensitive
or
all
novelties
or interesting
SCHOONERS.
any
stomachs can take it. By its use many
have
while
things they
away
picked up
R
Georgia Gilkey, W
Gilkey, at Philadel- thousands of dyspeptics have been
for the summer and relate to the asOct 1.
phia
cured after everything else failed. It
sembled company quite informally the
Henry Clausen, J r, arrived at Savannah
associations that cluster around them. Sept
prevents formation of gas on the stom5 from Portsmouth, N. H.
A trip-around-the-world party is anGladys, H B Colson, arrived at l’oint-a- ach, relieving all distress after eat ing.
other new notion that will prove quite Pitre Sept 5 from New Y'ork.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
John C Smith, Gilmore, arrived at
entertaining. Articles suggestive of
It can't
different places in the world, things for Charleston Oct 5, Jacksonville for New
but do you
which the place is famous, for instance, York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New Prepared only by E. C. I}eW itt Co., Chicago,
a cigar for Havana, an empty baked
York Sept 27 from St. John, N. B.
bottle contains 2i4 times the 50c. size.
Thoil.
bean can for Boston, tea for China or
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Belfast
R. H. MOODY.
Ceylon, lace for Brussels, shamrock for Oct. 1 for King’s Ferry; at New Y'ork Oct 9,
Ireland, silk for Lyons, bottle of co- with loss of bowsprit.
R W Hopkins, Hielihorn, in port at
logne for Cologne, etc., are placed upon
a table or hung upon a curtain or the Montevideo Aug 3 loading for U. S.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Portwall. Then the guests are given numland Sept 27 for Demerara.
bered blanks to write down the places
Sallie I’On, W 11 West, arrived at New
they visit in their supposed trip around Y'ork Sept 4 from Rockland.
Oil and after June 24,1901, trains connecting
the world. A prize given for the most
Willie L Newton arrived at Rockland at Burnham and Waterville with
throngh trains
complete list is optional, but often Oct 9, Buck's Harbor for New Y'ork.
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
lends zest.
will
run
as
tollows:
Boston,
A left-handed function creates much
Cured of Asthma.
FKOM BELFAST.
merriment. Each guest upon arrival
AM
FM
PM
has his or her right hand put in a sling
After 35 Years of Suffering.
Belfast, depart
7 00
1 30
3 30
and is required to do everything the
City Point.t7 05
tl 35
3ti
I3
w
ill
It
be
to
Asthamtic readers Waldo.+7 16
gratifying
entire evening with the left hand.
tl 45
t3 56
to learn that an absolute cure has at last Brooks. 7 26
1 56
4 20
Friendly contests, at which trifling been
Hr.
discovered
Schiffmann. Knox..+7 33 +2 08 +4 38
prizes are awarded, add to the excite- That the remedybyis an Rudolph
effectual one cannot Thorndike. 7 46
2 15
5 17
ment. The feminine portion of the be doubted after perusal of such
Unity. 7 53
2 23
6 60
testimony
arrive.
8
as
Burnham,
16
sew
a
left-handed
2 46
6 26
seam,
as that of C. W. Van Antwerp, Fulton, N.
company
8 32
+6 50
opposed to left-handed pictures cut or Y'.,wlio says“Y’our remedy, (Schiffmann's Clinton.
Benton. 8 42
08
+7
drawn by masculinity. There is much Asthma Cure) is the best 1 ever used. 1 Bangor.
4 4(i
a package of our druggist and tried
A M
rivalry as to who can pay the best left- bought
it and one box entirely cured me of asthma, Waterville. 8 47
3 15
7 16
handed compliment.
and I have not had is since. I can now go
PM
AM
Xot so new, yet quite entertaining,
6 36
1 26
to bed and sleep all night with perfect com- Portland.12 02
E' D. 4 00
11 00
5 57
too, is the party where each guest has a i,fort, which 1 have not done before for 35 Boston,
Boston I
j w D. 4]0 91. 7 2placard fastened to their back upon years and I thank you for the health that I
TO BELFAST.
which is written the name of some ! nowr enjoy. I hope that you will publish
character famous in life, fiction or his- this letter, that others may learn of its
AM
I>M
wonderful
virtues.”
9 00
7 00
The object of each one is to
Boston lED.
tory.
Boston,
w D.
83Q
j
guess what character he or she repreP M
sents from the conversation and conD’Annumlo Coming:.
Portland.. 1100
12 65
AM
AM
duct of the others, as each must be
Unless recent reports are incorrect
Waterville. 6 06
4 20
9 60
addressed by the others in a manner
we are soon to receive a visit from
1 40
7 00
Bangor
fitting the assumed character. Queen
4 26
Elizabeth must have homage paid her,
Benton. +6 13 t'000
Clinton
4 38
+6 27 tlO 16
Hamlet should be treated with all seri4 50
Burnham, depart. 8 30 10 46
ousness, but one may coquette with
6 08
Unity. 8 48 1120
Thorndike. 867 1145
617
Carmen.
Knox. 9 06 tl2 00 t6 26
Another amusement that helps most
9 20
12 30
6 40
Brooks.
is
to
an
a
sopass
evening
pleasantly
Waldo.+ 930 tl2 47
t6 60
called liberty party. At this each lady
t6 00
City Point.+ 9 40
11 07
1 15
6 06
Belfast, arrive
9 45
is given the name of a book and each

some cordial, is poured over it.
Kice
London, Oct. 5, mil. At St. Mary's pudding flavored with sherry wine and
Catholic Church, at Chelsea, to-day, the then frozen like ice cream is a decided
wedding of Miss Helen Morton, daugh- novelty. Ice cream croquettes are made
“beautiful.”
ter of Levi P. Morton, former Vice of ice cream
shaped in a croquette
Michigan is the Indian name for lish President of the United States, and mold and then rolled in macaroon
W'eir.
of
son
the
de
Count Boson
Perigord,
crumbs. A very nice sandwich filling
Indianna was so named in 1S01, from Duke of Talleyrand-Perigord, was celemay be made of cold ham or tongue
tlie American Indians.
brated with considerable display.
minced through a meat chopper and
States
the
Illinois from the Indian “illini,” men,
United
H.
Choate,
Joseph
then mixed with mayonnaise to form a
and the French suflix “ois,” together ambassador, and Mrs. Choate, and Lord thick
paste. Butter the bread and
signifying “tribe of men.”
Pauncefote, the British ambassador to then spread.
Wisconsin is the Indian name for a the United States, and Lady Pauncefote, i
were among the first guests to arrive, j
wild, rushing channel.
“I have been suffering from Dyspepsia
Missouri is an Indian name, meaning The Duchess of Marlborough was al- j for the past twenty years and have been
most the last to enter the church. She unable after trying all preparations and
“muddy.”
After taking
Iowa is from the Indian, signifying wore a blue costume trimmed with sable. physicians to get any relief.
one bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure 1 found
“the drowsy ones.”
The duchess of Talleyrand-Perigord had
relief and am now in better health than I
Minnesota is the Indian term for on a magnificent mauve costume.
| have been for twenty years. I cannot praise
Both the United States and French Kodol Dyspepsia Cure too highly,” thus
“cloudy water.”
California was named by Carter, the embassies were well represented.
writes Mrs. C. W. Roberts, North Creek*
discoverer. He probably obtained it
The bride, leaning od her father’s arm, J Ark. R. H. Moody.
from an old Spanish romance, in which arrived punctually at 1 o’clock. She |
Maine Peat.
an imaginary island of that name is
wore a rich, cream satin gown trimmed
with Alencon lace, had an orange bios-1
spoken of as abounding in gold.
of
a
:
At the meeting of the State topobouquet
Oregon is {from the Indian origin, som wreath and carried
“river of the West.”
white flowefs. She was followed by the j graphical commission recently, the subbridemaids, her sisters, Alice and Mary, ject of utilizing the peat supply of the
both in pale blue chiffon, with picture State was the subject under discussion.
OASTOHIA.
hats and holding bouquets of pink As is well known there is practically no
Kinl1 Yo“ HaM Alwaiis Bou8W
Bean the
end to the peat deposits of the State.
roses.
Count Boson de Parigord, attended If it can be dug ana devoted to indusde
Crisnoy, trial uses a great source of wealth is in
by his best man, Count
awaited the bride at the altar.
sight. Prof. L. A. Lee of Bowdoin
Early in the afternoon the newly College, a member of the commission,
If people only knew what we know about married couple started for France on was present. He stated that at the
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, it would be used in their honeymoon.
request of the commission the U. S.
nearly every household, as there are few
department of geology would send comof
from
a
do
not
suffer
who
feeling
men to Maine next session to
people
“Our little girl was unconscious from petent
fullness after eating, belching, flatulence,
start a geological survey of the State.
and
terrible
a
sudden
during
strangulation
incaused
sour stomach or water-brash,
by
of croup. I quickly secured a bottle They would begin in the vicinity of Mt.
digestion or dyspepsia. A preparation such attack
of One Minute Cough Cure, giving her Desert. He thought the result of their
as Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which, with no
would be to determine
aid from the stomach will digest your food, three doses. The croup was mastered and researches
little darling speedily recovered.” So whether
there were any mineral
certainly can’t help but to do you good. R. our
Mich.
R.
H.
L.
writes
A.
Chester,
Spafford,
H. Moody.
deposits in the State worth working.
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Broadway and

even

fails.
The Rev.
trial bottle
cannot tell
from it. I

It Is an Ideal toilet requisite and wonderful skin curative. Best for the complexion. Best for the bath. Best for
the baby.
Beet for the hair.
Large
cakes 15c. Trial size 5c.; all druggists’.
on's
Remedies
are
Mirny
positive cures.
Advice and Guide to Health free by mail.

from Charleston.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Aug 19, Rosario for Boston.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from
Rosario Aug. 20 for Montevideo to load wool
and hides for U. S.
Matanzas, arrived at Sabine Pass, Tex.,
Oct 2 from Havana.
Olive Thurlow', arrived at New Y'ork Sept
5 from Savannah.
Penobscot, arrived at Cape Town Sept 3
from Freemantle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G How, arrived at
Port Spain, Trim, Sept 13 from Brazil.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Santos Aug. 17 from New Y'ork.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y'ork
Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard sailed from Rosario
prior to Sept 30 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, J. H. Monroe, arrived
at Montevideo Aug 29 from Boston.

gentleman an attractively gotten up
little catalogue in which are names
of the books in the library. Selecting
his title, he goes to the librarian, (hostess! and she consults her catalogue and
finds which lady has been given that

relief,

TOR TKR

£

20

painful menstruation,

weakness, leucorrhoea, displacement ulceration of the womb, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence,
general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, they should
remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia E. Pinkliam’s
Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
No other medicine in the world has received such widespread and
unqualified endorsement. No other medicine has such a record of cures
of female troubles. Refuse to buy any other medicine.
or

Brings Instant Relief and Pernanent Cure

There is nothing like Asthmalene.

CHAINIO

Dress.

vs.

FREE!

*

SENT ABSOLUTELY FREE ON RECEIPT OF POSTAL.

Boston Sunday Herald.
Individuality

CURE

*

in All Cases.

of Chief Botanist F. W. Coville, who
states that this is by long odds the most
valuable collection of plants ever received by the National Herbarium, for
the reason that it embodies practically
the entire flora of the southern states.—

SB ARKS.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Montevideo Sept 19 from Yarmouth, N S.
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
Aug. 17 from Honolulu.
Ethel, Hodge, arrived at Portland July

country.”—Mrs.
you have no doubt to others
$5000 FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
over

Asthiralcre

Pirie.
I saw a young man the other day in a
Gov Robie, F Colcord, sailed from Everett, paint be-spattered suit of overalls who lookWash. Sept l for Sydney, X. S. W.
ed more “dressed up” and wholesome than
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived some men do in a full dress rig. There was
at San Francisco June 13 from Baltimore.
something clean, characteristic and attracMary L Cushing, J X Pendleton, at Cape tive about him from head to foot. lie was
Town Aug 30 for Xewcastle, X. S. W.
one of those mortals who “look good in anyManuel Llaguno, D. C. Xichols, at Hong thing,'' and one of the exceptions whose
Kong Aug 17 for Xew York.
appearance contradicts that time-honored
Puritan, A X Blanchard, sailed from San 1 adage about clothes making the man.—C. A.
Francisco Xov 2 for Hull.
P., in Boston Journal.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Xewcastle, X. S. W.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Xeah
Bay, Wash. Oct. 0 from Honolulu.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Manila
Aug 28 from Xewcastle X. S. W. via Sydney.
St Xicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
Sept 11 from Honolulu.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, arrived at
Hong Kong Sept 11 from Xew York.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from San Francisco Oct (> for Honolulu.
Win II Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sail
Francisco Sept 18 from Alaska.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, at Manila
Sept 2, discharging.

"

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
“
You have brought health to hundreds of

Emily Reed, arrived San Francisco Sept
13 from Honolulu.
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed
from Cheinainus, B. C., Oct (1 for Port

ASTHMA

Prof. Charles Moler, State botanist of

Alabama, died last August, and in his
will, probated recently, he left to the
National Herbarium, in Washington,
D. C., his own herbarium, worth $10,000,
and comprising over 1,000,000 specimens.
This collection, the work of a lifetime,
has just arrived in Washington, and is
receiving proper attention at the hands

will enable you to defeat that foe. It
cures, and is palatable and harmless.
At all druggists.
25<t, 50*!, and $1.00
per bottle.
Largest size cheapest.

A FREE PATTERN
(your

selection) to every subOnly 50 cents a year.

own

scriber.

MECALLS^Si

MAGAZINEW
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
A rem ; beautiful colored plates; latest
fasuions; dressmaking economies .fancy
work; household hints; fiction, etc. Sub
scribe to day, or, send «c for latent copy
L*dy agents wauled. Send for terms.

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

I

I

*
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i«c(ii»ll

<
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ily Paper in the United States.

MS CALL/m

Believing that every one of our readers shun:
least one good agricultural ami fam:
journal, we have perfected arrangements where!
Pike’s Toothache
Cure in One Minute.
we can send that practical and instructive j<».rial. Farm and Home, in connection with Tt
Republican Journ 1 on remarkably liberal teni
AS Stems Mowed eed Perforations show
the Bastion eed Sewing Lines.
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a l»ri«
Only 10 and 15 cants each—none higher
description of the contents of Farm and Hon
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city
which is unequalled for vaiietj and exeelh
and town, or by mail from
THE HoCALL CO..
j Prominent among its many departments may I
to cent
mentioned the Farm and Durden, Market Report*.
11 £>115-117 West 31st St, NEW YORK.
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Aplur>
TRIAL SIZE.
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Dlobe, Live Mm v
The Republican .Journal and’McCall’s Maga and Dairy, The
Poultry Yard, rue (juesllou Bov
zine with free patterns, will.be sent one year for Plants and
Flowers. The Veterinary, Fashions and
in advance. Addrss
$2.10
Household
Features.
Gives relief at once
Fancy Work,
^^y
|
Kki*. .Journal ruB. CoFarm and Home is published sembmonthly
Bell ast, Me
It cleanses, soothes and
thus giviug you 24 numbers a year, the whole
JL_-—SH
heals the diseased membrane. It cures catarrh [%ft I n lib
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
™ U P A H
uave at

PArreRHsW

Drops

Druggist

Ely’s Cream

CATARRH

■

^HWfEVE[CJ)2

Balmy

V%fil

and drives away a cold OULU
IIkMU
in the head quickly. It
is absorbed. Heals and protects the Membrane.
Resores the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
60c.; Trial Sizfe, 10c.; at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

NOTICE.

Whereas John I. Watts of Freedom, in the
county of Waldo and State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated August 26, A. I). 1899, and recorded in the. Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
book 262, page 342, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel or lot of land witn the
buildings thereon, situated in Freedom aforesaid,
bounded and described as follows, viz: Easterly
by the road leading from Montville to Albion:
southeasterly by land of Fannie Carter and
Rebecca Thompson; west southwesterly by
land of James Libby: north northwesterly by
land in possession of Woodman McDonald. Containing one fourth of an acre, more or less, being
the same premises conveyed to said Watts by S.
P. Larrabee “giving to Mrs. Fannie Carter the

repository on Wight
Some girls when asked to elope, are like street, free from dust and. dirt,
and
At
are
cold
ice.
first they
repulse you;
then they melt and run away.—Whitewater where I will store sleighs, carright of way over said premises to her back
(Kan.) Independent.
riages, furniture, etc,, at\\a rea- yard,” and whereas the condition of said morthas been broken, now therefore, by reason
Leave
orders
at
gage
us
do
an
insonable
makes
The etiquette that
price.
of the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
sincere act is an etiquette to be avoided. Swift <B Paul’s.
12tf
foreclosure of said mortgage.
H onesty of action is the foundation of the
Dated this 9th day of October, A. D. 1901.
SIMON S. ERSKINE.
finest manners.—Ladies’ Home Journal.
3W41
JOSEPH WIGHT, Belfast.
1

have a

all the latest and

Notice of Foreclosure.

most

reliable information that

experience and science can supply.
By special arrangement we make for a liinito
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay for The Republican Journal one
year In advance, $2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription
for Farm and Home Is 50 cents
Address all orders
1

a

year.

to

THK REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
4ui46

PUB. CO.,
Me,

Belfast,

FOR SALE.
My trotting horse, "Fied Miller,” sire Haroldson; also one fine road horse, work anywhere.
B. L. PITCHER.

3m33*

Gurney’s Mills. Belfast.
I

IK MODERN

MYSTIC GRANGE FAIR.

Mystic Grange held their annual fair

at

Centre Oct. 2nd. The weather
was not all that could be wished but quite a
:o\vd was in attendance and a good time
The awards of prem..as enjoyed by all.
i> in the various departments were made
i* follows:
Helmont

CATTLE.

yoke three year old steers, Everett
nnell, 1st; Albert L. Marriner, 2nd;
Hoy Marriner, 3rd.
'ne
yoke two year old steers, Oscar
kins, 1st; Herbert Donnell, 2nd.
Jersey cows, F. L. Batchelder, 1st, 2nd
:ie

;

3rd.
heifer two year old, W. S. Foss, 1st.
heifer one year old, G. W. Marriner,
F. L. Batchelder, 2nd.
• ne line
Jersey heifer two years old, A.
>onnell, 1st; also had four generations of
cows
and heifers.
sey
I

'ne
ne

DRAFT HORSES.

draft horse, a nice drawing pair, Geo.

ii

gilt,

:

1st.
POULTRY.

Leghorn chicks, Everett Donnell, 1st.
yniouth Bock chicks, Howard Elms, 1st;
nett 1 hmnell, 2nd.
"ekin ducks, Carl Brewster, 1st.
SHEEP

AND SWINE.

est flock of lambs, W. S. Foss, 1st; L. F.
Vnwood, 2nd.
Kamboiilett ram, Oscar Shibles, 1st.
uck, \Y. S. Foss, 1st; L. IS. Marriner,
Ernest Piper, 3rd.
•st flock sheep, Ernest Piper, 1st.
mw and pigs, Ernest Piper, 1st.
AGRICULTURAL

PRODUCTS,

lest varieties of vegetables,
a wav, 1st; G. E. Donnell,2nd;

G. L. Uem0. F. Alien-

ed, 3rd.

E. Donnell, 1st; G. L. IlemmingM. B. liunt, 3rd.
'otatoes, o. F. Allenwood, 1 ; G. E. Dou2nd ; 11. A. Elms, 3rd.
juash, C. A. Simmons, 1st; D. L. Pitcher,
Ed. Brewster, 3rd.
urnip>, G. L. llemmingway, 1st; IE A.
n>. 2nd
G. E. I lonneli, 3rd.
F E. Batchelder, 1st; G. E. Don2nd.
arrots, G. E. Donnell, 1, F. L. Batchier, 2nd.
impkins, R. F. Alexander, 1st: C. A.
m**n>. 2nd ; G. L. llemmingway, 3rd.
ibbage, i». L. Pitcher, 1st.
\ j-i*D*>. Milbury Hunt, 1st; G. L. liemawsix. 2nd : Ed. Brewster, 3rd.
•I* '•"rii, G. L. llemmingway, 1st; Geo.
mell, 2nd.
"•weet corn, A. .T. Donnell, 1st: G. L.
.tiling way, 2nd; Milbury Hunt, 3rd.
''ii'. Wale.' Elms, 1st. Stephen Murch,
G.
2nd

nii.

Mammoth pumpkins, 71 lbs., YV. L.
dt-r, i>t: Ira Paul, 2nd.
a-*-] Murzel beets, Edwund Brewster,
',-ar beets. O. F. Allenwood, 1st.
a t. (i**o. Knights, 1st.
anber:\>, Ernest Piper, 1st.
irmi.'. ■». E. Allenwood, 1st.
;;•. i'p*‘i s, YY’ales Elms, 1st.
\ negar, G. E.
i•
llemmingway. 1st.
■ar>. fl. E. Hobbs, 1st.
E.
F.
>,
HI"
Alexander, 1st.
:'«•<• nsi11 dent corn, O. F.
Allenwood,
1

v

J. Donnell, 1st.
n was show n by Geo Knight, K
'at* la dder, John Morse and R. F. Alexdder corn, A.
■

di-r.
“d

potatoes were shown
1. Lewis Bryant, R. F.
ur\ Hunt, Ira Paul, N. B.
Packard. A. J. Donnell,

by Stephen

Alexander,

Allenwood,

C. A. Sini-

Nice squash by G. L. llemmingway and
!•'. A lexander.
ne apples by 1). L. Pitcher and V B.
“lnvood.
DO Ml-: STIC

M

ANUFACTURKS.

Murch, velvet quilt, 1st.
"I't.-d quilt, Albina Pease,

ai

••

1st. Mrs.
d Know Iton, 2nd.
a
obb, very pretty cotton quilt, 1st.
M1'. li. E. Alexander, handsome flowered
rug, 1st.
i'
G. llemmingway,
1st

awn

striped drawn

uibroidered rug, Mrs. Blanch*- YVellman,
Mr.'. Nellie Morse, 2nd.
ad ie < lenient, ravelled rug, 1st.
ira Lease, white embroidered sofa
pil-

DAYS

TRANQUILITY GRANGE

Way* of Doing IhiugB Have Taatly Chang.
eel.

The Science of

Meilicine Has

Made

Kapid Advances, Especially During the
Past Quarter «tf a Century.
“Few things have developed as rapidly
during the past few years as the scieuce of
medicine," said a well-known practitioner
recently. “And the most striking phase in
its progress is in the treatment of the blood.
In the old days it was thought that the
opening ol a vein and the letting of blood
The fallacy
was a cure for most diseases.
of that theory was discovered after a while.
Then symptoms wei- treated and the blood
disregarded. That also has lately been
shown to be a v. ong practice, for, though
driven away for a time, the symptoms always return if the cause is not removed,
and the disease is worse than before.
“It is the root of the disease that must be
attacked and the most important development of modern medical science has been in
discovering that, in most diseases, this lies
in the condition of the blood. If the blood
is thin or poor, the nerves cannot receive
their proper nourishment, the system becomes run down and in a condition to invite
disease. Build up the blood, restore the
worn-out nerves and you remove the cause.
And when the cause is gone, the disease
will follow.”
An instance of the truth of this is the
case of the little sou of Mrs. Minnie Parish, living at Donora, Washington Co., Pa.
In a recent interview the mother said:
“Our little boy, now eight years of age,
was terribly afflicted with boils on his back,
legs and feet. He was pale and sallow and
his system was completely run down. He
had no appetite and his stomach caused
him great distress. We liad him treated by
good doctors at St. Louis and Indianapolis,
but their efforts did him little good. Then
we
took him to Pittsburg, hoping the
change would help him. While there a doctor refused to vaccinate him, because his
blood was in bad condition and gave us a
certificate to that effect. We tried various
remedies, but without avail. He grew
worse, instead of better, and I am sure he
could not have lived long if he had not been
relieved.
“A friend from Dubuque, Iowa, advised
us to give him Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People.
Her daughter had successfully taken them for bloodlessness and
shattered nerves and this induced my busband and myself to give them to our boy.
In June, 19(H), one year after his trouble
commenced, lie began to take Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills, and half of the first box caused
improvement, lie began to eat and play
and was so much better that we kept on
giving them to him until lie liad taken
three boxes and was cured.
lie has no
more sores and to-day is perfectly well and
the happiest boy on the street.
“1 have recommended Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People to many of my friends
as a medicine for the nerves and blood and
1 am positive the remedy will do all that is
claimed for it.
In order that there could be no room for
doubt, Mrs. Parish consented to make affidavits to the above, which she did, May 24,
1901, before George W. Allen, a notary public.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
will not only cure eases similar to that of
Master Parish but, containing as they do,
all the elements necessary to give life and
richness to tlie blood and restore shattered
nerves, they have proved efficacious in a
wide range of diseases.
They are an unfailing speeitif for such diseases as locomotor ataxia, partial paralysis, St.
Vitus’

I

Sontli

Dakota's

Xew

FRUITS

Knight,

e

arrie Murch, fan tidy, silkateen, 1st.
Fura Pease, lamp mat, silkateen, 1st.
Nellie Hills, very pretty vase mat, silka-

Til, lSt.

Alice Morrill, spider lace thread crochet’d. 1st.
Music in scale of C., Alice Morrill, 1st;
■ die
Clement, 2nd.
bills made out by Helmont Corner school a
se
collection, Lyth Morrill,. 1st; Flora
•’unions, 2nd ; Alice Clement, 3d.
Two .bills were made out correctly by
urge c. Morrill and Emery Clement.
FLOWERS.

Idlen Hunt, pansies, 1st.
Nidie Clement, dahlias, 1st.
ut flowers, Sadie Clement, 1st; Ellen
unt, 2nd.
Albina Pease, monument of everlastings,
Edna Wellman, geraniums, 1st.
Mrs < arrie Murch, canned beans and
•••is. 1st; canned pears, 1st.
Mrs. Hlanehe Wellman, pickles, 1st.
The fair closed with the usual harvest
: a nice quiet crowd was in attendance
d a good time was enjoyed by all. The new
aid wood floor was highly praised and
-me thought it good enough to sit down
Mrs. E. X. Marrinkr.
l«»n.
Last Searsmont, Maine.
M

s.

What Tea Cures.
In nervous headaches, tea is very beneml. It may be used to advantage in many
ises where digitalis is efficient.
Tea is
aluable in cases of intermittent fever and
f fever with debility, its action in such
ises being analagous to that of quinine.
In neuralgia and also in toothache tea does
-mod, and in all cases where there is loss of
nervous power and consequent exhaustion.
I tie cheering, refreshing,
warming, and
calmative effects of tea are well shown
a lien taken for the relief of
coughs and
colds. In these cases add a good allowance
of botli milk and sugar. People who are
'Object to gout and rheumatism may use
lea with advantage, but it should not be
laken too strong. Strong tea counteracts
file evil effects of poisoning by alcoholic
drinks; also poisoning by tartaric acid,
and even by arsenic. But it is, after all, as
an aid to digestion and a preventive of
dyspepsia that the beneficial results of the
icgular use of good tea are best seen. There
is iio doubt that it
strengthens the stomach
and correct: any tendency to diarrhiea. But
in all cases where tea is used as a medicine
01 corrective, the very
highest grade of tea
should be secured,
he surest way to get
such tea is to ask your grocer for Chase A
inborn's tea, this firm having a reputation
everywhere as the largest distributors of
high-grade teas in the world.

Light
is your

contain
some

Starch,

you avoid
pay for

It’s a mistake to imagine that itching
piles can't be cured; a mistake to suffer a
day lunger than you can help. Doan’s
Ointment brings instant relief and permanent cure. At any drug store, 30 cents.
“An air trust will be the next thing, 1
suppose.’" “Gracious! Now, that would be
enough to take one's breath away!”—
Detroit Free Press.

“The latest report is that the fruit dealers are going to start a trade paper.
It’s to
he a yellow journal of the yellowest kind.”
be
to
the
“What’s
name of it ?”
“The Banana.”
“Entbusiam is contagious.”
“Oh, not always; I’ve courted girls who

didn’t seem to share my enthusiasm in the
least.
Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart acts
directly and quickly, stimulates the heart’s
action, stops most acute pain, dispels all
signs of weakness, fluttering, sinking,
smothering or palpitation. This wonderful
cure is the sturdy ship which carries the
heart-sick patient into the haven of radient
and perfect health. Gives relief in most
acute forms of heart disease in :to minutes.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—6

Lady—“Why don't you quit begging and
become one of the working people?”
Tramp—“Well, mum,Jet I ain't workin’
people, den 1 duiuio who is.”
The least in quantity and most in qualit.C
describes DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the
famous pill for constipation and liver complaints. R. II. Moody.

Ammonia,

some
own

from

1833.

COLTS.

There’s
no

comes

The volume of mail that is
pouring
into Mr. Carleton’s office is
greater
than was ever knowrn before. En-

quiries with regards

coming

m w

to

hunting

ithout number.

are

OASTORXA.
Bean the

_^

|

in
roundings
dining
room,
drawing room,
gt
room or hall.
Sold
^A bed
everywhere. Made by
STANDARD

l^^wOlLCO.

Kind You Have Always Bought

much more liable to disease when
bowels do not act properly.
il°HErAlYerT^n(?
DeWitt s Little Early Risers remove the
cause of disease.
R. H. Moody.
are

ance.

copy.

Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine,

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a uewspaper published in Belfast, in said
county,

WALDO

Register.

a

A true

You

Know
More
Than Your 1
....Mother
^

{

and the man who
thinks he knows more than Mother Nature about
running his body
finds out his mistake when he
gets
indigestion. "£. F." Atwood's
Bitters restore digestion.

Dr. Emmons’
Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to

hundreds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safel ; do the work.
Ix-ngestand most obstinate irregular ities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success puaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed. The most difficult cases successfully treated by lua il.and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for iurther particulars
and free confidential advice. Do not put olf too
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under every
possible condition and positively leaves no after
ill effect.upon the health. Sent by mail, securely
sealed, J’i.on. Money letters should be registered.
DR. J W. EMMONS CO., 170Tremont St., Boston.

1

9

STOPPED FREE

W.

Permanently Cured ht
DR. RUNE’S GREAT

I I jk
S 1 V NERVE RESTORER

IH|HBH

No Fit* after first day's use.
n
B| Consultation, personal or bv mail; treatise and
92 TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
to Fit patients who pay axpresaaga
only on delirory.
Permanent Ours, not only tempornry relief, for all Nsrvous Disorders, Epilepsy, Spurns, St. Vitas’ Danse,
Debility. Exhaustion. DB. R. H.KLIMC, 1*4.
931 Arch Street, Philadelphia. r«.M ihl

FARM FOR SALE.
Located in the town of Brooks, County of Waldo, one and one-half mile from the village and
twelve miles from Belfast, consisting of 100 acres
of land in a good state of cultivation
The farm
is well
with water. Good apple orchards
of grafted fruit, also a variety of pear and plum
trees; 25 acres of heavy timber; story and a half
house, carriage house, large barn with cellar;
water brought into the house and barn; a pleasant location. My reason for selling is old age.
Price $1,500. Address,
2m39*
A. S. FOKHES, Brooks, Maine.

supplied

A tenant for a house on Congress street now
being repaired and put in condition to satisfy.
Rent low.

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belou the Hth day of Ovtolter, 1901. John
tub. administrator on th# estate of John B.
Lamb, late of Montville. in said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final'account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12rh
day of November next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

tf23
WM. C. MARSHALL.

sou

County of Waldo, deceased, having
petition praying for a license to sell
private sale and convey certain real estate of
said ward, which is fully described iu said petition.

NOTICE. The subscriber
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly

appointed administrator of the estate of
ABNER 8. HEAL, late of Lincolnville,
in the County oi Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment
T.

immediately.
M1

Lincolnville, July 9,1901.

AMBROSE HEAL.

MABEL F.

MOODY.

A DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTH E.
The subscril er
xA hereby gives notire that she has been
duly an-*
pointed administratrix of the estate of
OSCAR F. HEAL, late ol
Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having
demands against the estate of said
deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted

thereto

payment

are

requested

immediately.

r-

Lincolnville,

/
October

8,

to

make

HOPE T. HEAL.
1901.

A DMIXISTRAOTR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
/A
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
LAURA J. HUSSEY, late of
Freedom,
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for
and all
settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
immediately.
EDWIN K. PLUMMER.
Albion, October 8, 1901.
....

.\ XI).

Maui have l»een cured

'luriiur tin* past few months

u
il ii' p|
o i. >1 v h\
lie
UK EAT MXJ LI IPA1 HIC
t"

«

sl'I-.riFirs.

t e>; i:uo

a-

Mills which w:!l lie sent on
application will
It » u
('Iironic disease* of
very
kind, toirethei w iih the dis-

peculiar

eJisos
and or

the

!••

women

Pelvic and

H>*-

produetive Organs ipuckly

relieved
and Bladd* r

and

permanently
cured,
h 111ey
<•>< and
Rheuniatisin >ue.-.-"fully treat, a |,\ 4MU „«,ulv «li-eovered Reimdies. Send for P-stimnuials of
persons helped and cured.
Female disease cured bv
a new line of treatment.
Send for uenera! and
special symtom blanks and price lists. |»r. ('. II.
Mitchell can he consulted tree by mail or otherwise. He will he in tlie Boston ... th Multipathie Medical Co. Mondays. Wednesdays and
Thursdays, from to m. to \ i*. m. Address
C. H. MITCHELL, M. 1)..
Union Savings Bank Building.
Next to Hotel Touralne,'
-13 Tremont Street, Room 4u">
Boston. Mass.
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place, Boxbury, Mass.

FALL SCHEDULE.
Four

Trips

a

Week.

SS. In Court of Probate, held at Bel- !
fast, on the 8th day of October, 1901. John
F. Vickery, guardian of George Wentworth, in
Commencing Monday, September .lmi <x• *.1111
said County, having presented his first and final et's leave Belfast:
account of guardianship of said estate for allowMFor Boston, via Camden and Hoeklaml. M-m
days, Wednesdays. Thursdays, and Satmd.u-at
ance, also his resignation of his said trust.
about 3.0o i*. m., or upon arrival of -t.-amer 'from
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, Bangor.
For Searsport. Bm-ksport, Wintcrport. Hampa newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
den and Bangor. Tuesdays. Wednesday. Friday*
that all persons interested may attend at a Proand Saturdays at from 5 t«» r. \. m.
bate Court, to be held at Belfa'st on the 12th day
From Bangor, toiiehing at way latnl'iig'. Monof November next, and show cause, if any they
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Satiirdav*.. at
have, why the said account should not be allowed days.
l’J.OO noon.
and resignation accepted.
W. FOTF. Agent, Belfast.
FKEI)
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CALVIN AL/STIN, (ien’l Supt., B iston.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

at

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

immediatelj'.

Belmont, October 8. 1901.

WALDO

a

at ten

ment

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of October, 1901. Abner
F. Dun ton. executor of the last will of John M.
Bowes, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

A.

son

Hazeltixe, Register.

WALDO
fast,
La

Unity,

said County of Waldo, deceased, havBelfast,
ing presented a petition praying for a license to
sell at private sale and convey certain real estate
of bis said ward, which is fully described in said
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
the
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of November, A. D. 1901,

copy—Attest:

C

.MORSE, guardian of Guy S. Morse,
minor
of Gustavus F. Morse, late of
ANNIE
in said

SIBLEY, guardian of A. Cutter SibEDWARD
of A. Cutter Sibley, late of
ley, minor
in

on

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in sai I County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show eau**e. if anv they
have, why the said a re mnt should not he allowed.
GEO. E. J«M1NSON. .1 udge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ciiam. P. Hazeltixe, Hegister.

at Belfast, within and for
on the 8th day of Octo-

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of October, A. D. 1901.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby
J gives notice that she has been duly
appointed
Executrix of the last will and testament ol
FRANK R. MOODY, late of
Belmont,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and <Mven
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavin*-demands against the estate of said deceased* are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are
requested to nnke'pay-

I

WALDO

the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

At a

ed executrix of the last will and testament of
GARDNER PHILBRIClv, late of Thorndike,
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
immediately.
ELIZA M. PHILBRIClv.
Thorndike, October 8, 1901.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of October, 1901.
LizzieS Colson, administratrix on the estate of !
James M. Colson, late of Montville, in said ('mintv. deceased, having presented her second and
final account of administration of said estate f< r :
allowance.

petition praying

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereEXECUTRIX’S
by gives uotice that she has been duly appoint-

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show cause, if anv they
have, why the said account should not he allowed*.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of October, A. D. 1901.
O. HALL, guardian of Lewis Elmer
Hall, haviug presented a petition praying for
a license to sell at private sale and
convey certain
real estate or said ward, which is fully described
in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to lie published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County
on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1901, at ten of

presented

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day
of November next, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
geo. e. Johnson, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

a

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copv of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, thatahey may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noou, and show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltinp, Register.

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
ber, A. D. 1901.

of said William H. Burrill for

ance.

ALBERT

good advice for
and boys,

estate

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said county,

WALDO

At a

men

!

a

the
allowance.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of October, 1901.
Ashur H. Mayo, executor of the last will of Betsey Fernald, late of Searsport. in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

for a license to sell at private sale and convey
certain real estate of his said ward, which is fully
describtd in said petition.

Don't Think'

is

presented

SS.

Chas. P.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of Octoher, A. I). 1901.
G. PAINE, guardian of Elizabeth

LEONARD
Paine, having

i

WALDO

,,

In Court or Probate, held at Belthe 8th day of October, 1901.
fast,
Henry E. Shute, administrator on the estate of
Isaac H. Shute, late of Stockton Springs, in said
Con ity, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day of
November next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

I

WANTED
You

tKf

At

made for
A decided

great demand.”

ALDO SS—In Court of Probate, held at HelTf
fast, on the 8th day of October, 1901.
Robert F. Duuton, administrator on the estate of
Caleb Lamb, late of Belmont, in said Coup tv, tieceased, having presented bis first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

ARTHUR

from

4

or light, and persons who
most interested would tike to have

are m

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Countv,
that all persons interested mav attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day
of November uext, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
October, A. D. 1901.
RITCHIE, heir of Frederick W.
Ritchie, husband of Rosetta W. Ritchie, late
of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the
said petitioner may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said Rosetta W. Ritchie.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1901, at ten of
the clock before noou, and show cause, if any they
have, wh» the prayer of said petitioner should
not be irrauted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

I Prepared in many color tints
\ to harmonise with sur-

heavy one

the game season as usual.
difference of opinion exists, some holding the aggregate of last year, 3,381
will not he beaten, while others
say
that the banner fall of '1*9 when
went through Bangor will be
equaled
and passed safely.
“There are more sportsmen in tl e
Maine woods, today, than have ever
been before at the season bf the
year,”
said L. T. Carleton, chairman of the
fish and game commission, to a Kennebec Journal reporter
recently. “I know
that by personal observation.”
“How about the game, is it as
plenty
as in former years?” asked the
repo rter.
“There seems to be less deer and
more moose,” was the
reply, and the
commissioner informed the Journal
man that the fact there are less
deer is
due to the severity which has characterized the past two or three winters.
Heavy snows have covered up their
food, which consists mainly of new
growth in swampy sections and many
have died of cold and starvation. The
moose are better able to withstand
the
cold and snow.
“There are mote partridges in the
woods than I have ever known
before,”
said the commissioner. “On account
of the great number of
hunters, guides

WALDO

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within aud for said County, on the second Tuesday of November next at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

At

[Wax Candles!

When the open
season on moose came
along, Oct. 15,
the veterans began to arrive and
the first of November will find
things
at their height.
It all depends on the
weather conditions whether the fall is

being

SS—In Court or Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of October. 1901.
Alfred E. Nickerson, administrator on the estate
of Augusta H. Nickerson, late of Swanville. in
said County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.

that all persons interested may attend ar a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show cause, if anv they
have why the said account should not be allowed*.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

A true

CORDOVA

STEERS,

are

the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitionshould not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Register.

er

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto of
Charles S. Rendell, late of Stockton Springs, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having been
presented for probate.

km

dainty, no light so^j
S? charming as the \
i mellow glow that

Sporting Season.

Forecasts

reflection so

it-

1st.

tip.

said deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of November, A. D. 1901,
at ten of

A

COflPANY,

We Guarantee it

\ Telephone
I Connection 18-4.

WILLIAM

At a

raise the food.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast. on the 8th day of October. 1901.
Joseph Williamson. Jr., administrator of the esQ. SPINNEY, widower of Darinda tate of A. Cutter Sibley, who was executor of the
A. Spinney, late of Stockton
Springs, in last will of William H. Burrill, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased,
having present- said County, deceased, having presented the first
ed a petition for an allowance out of the
and final account of said executor’s administrapersonal tion
estate of
of

A

Hfftnf 'rs and Dealers In Pure Food Articles
ROCKLAND. ME.

the railroads are tilled.

a

BIRD

not

prices

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the Nth dav of October, A. D. 1901.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Adoniram Hoffses, late
of Morrill, iu said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for'probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively iu The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Alum,

injurious ingredients and you do not

something that does

JOHN

All trains bound to the Maine huntcarry a big load of sportsmen and the camps all
along the line of

are

5.90

Wood of all Kinds

the

ing grounds

a

Telegraph Manager—“What did lie do?”
Mr. Fijjit—“Nothing. Hut 1 gave him a
twenty-five cent tip, and lie hung around all
the afternoon trying to say ‘thanks.’ ”—
Ohio State Journal.

some

Phosphate. By making your

and Hereford bull—Fred Wiley,

Maine

again.”

78c

Three Crow Soda

Marshall Cilley, John Wiley, Committee.

feeling.

don’t
Mr. Fijj it—“Please
send
that
messenger boy who stutters up to my house

_8

prize.

Russ,

Too late to cure a cold after eomsumption
has fastened its deadly gup on Die lungs.
Take Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup while
yet there is time.

formr^a*

AND

Rerkshire boar-Fred Wiley, 1st.
Ruck—J. S. Mull in, 1st.
Guinea hen, white—Wm. II. Knight, 1st.
Plymouth Rock fowl and chicks—F. M.

If you feel too tired for work or pleasure,
take Hood's Sarsaparilla- it cures that tired

Is it a burn:’ Use Dr. Thomas' Eclectric
Oil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas' Eclectric
oil. At your druggist’s.

a sure

pure

SHEEP, SWINE AND POl'LTRY.

due to his disinclination to he interviewed. Senator Kittredge is a lawyer
by profession, a native of New Hampi
shire and is forty years of age.

a

right Baking

making 3 lbs. Best Baking Towder at a cost of
26c per lb. All Baking Powders put up in cans

DAIRY COWS AND HEIFERS.

“Certainly”

the

Cost

Allen 11. Miller best herd.
John C. Dean best cow; E. T. Churchill,
2nd.
2 year old—Geo.
Mahoney, 1st.
Yearling—Allen II. Miller, 1st.
Calves- Geo. Mahoney, 1st; F. T. Churchill, 2nd.
A. Paul, R. Hurd, Win.
Rryant, Committee.

B. KITTREDQE.

6.15

5,10
25 Cents per ton extra.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto of
Lucinda M. Billings (formerly Bellows) late of
Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at teu of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Fairy^5

I lb. Three Crow Soda

M. R. Hunt, Oscar Gould, G. E. Donnell,
Committee.

“Then I wonder why he doesn’t wear
loose, comfortable collar like a dog's."
Washington .Star.

Lehigh

2 lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70

Mr. I. V. Miller exhibited a collection of
beautiful paintings and was awarded the

Sussex
1st.

“Aniaii is the most sensible of all animals,
is he not'.”'

a

cooking if you use

Here is

year old Wm. McKinney, 1st.
Yearlings—Win. McKinney, 1st.
.Jersey bull—John Mahoney, 1st.
Holstein bull—Win. McKinney, 1st.

Dyspepsia—bane of human existence
liurdock Iflood Hitters cures it, promptly,
permanently. Regulates and toues the
stomach.

as

ESTABLISHED

AND

CO.

$6.30

6.35

A discout of 25 cents per ton will be made from the above
for CASH within ten days from delivery of Coal.

Powder.

Stallion—V. H. Rankin, 1st; Win. McKinney, 2nd.
3 years old colts—F. II. Rankin, 1st.
2 year old colts—Orlando Richards, 1st;
F. II. Rankin, 2nd.
Yearlings—Geo. W. Lennond, 1st and 3rd;
David Cross, 2nd.
Suckers—Win. Thayer. 1st; Chas. Wellman, 2nd.
Draft horses—Eugene Richards, 1st.
Matched driving horses—T. E. Gushee, 1st.

Doctors say that, on account of their absolute purity and the hygienic conditions
under which they are prepared, Chase ,V
Sanboru’s “Package” Teas are best for the
sick. The exquisite mellow flavor of these
teas stimulates the appetite for wholesome
food.

25c., 50c., SI. All Sraftists.

■

A

PAINTINGS.

OXEN AND

ALFRED

Prices at Wharf,

PROBATE NOTICES.

1st.

HORSES

HAY

Egg and Grate.

$6.50

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
3P"Specjal attention given to delivery outside city limits.

gent's furnishing goods.

last

Chestnut.

Stove and

Delivered and put in, in barrels,
“
in Dump and Carts,

Cumberland Coal

Hand made lace—Jennie Warren, 1st.
Boots, shoes and rubbers—Fred E. French,
1st. Mr. French exhibited a line assortment
of footwear of latest designs.
Amos Brown displayed a good stock of

I

&

AND LATTIMER LEHIGH.

1st.

Senator.

FUEL

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scratonn,

Consult your doctor. If he says take it,
then do as he says. If he tells you not
to take it. then don’t take it.
He knows.
Leave it with him. We are willing.
J. C. AYER CO.. Lowell, Mass.

Bedspread—Jessie Gushee, 1st.
Bureau Scarf—Alma McCobb, 1st.
1 Jnen picture frame—Sarah McCobb, 1st.
Silk pin cushion—Ellen J. Ross, 1st.
Centretable mat—Sarah McCobb, 1st.
Cut flowers—Sirs. A. VT. Knight, 1st;
Helen Butler, 2nd.
Linen Mexican mat— Mrs. J. C. Dean, 1st.
Lace mat—Mrs. T. E. Gushee, 1st.
Gotten quilt—Villa Pottle, 1st.
Slippers, hand made—Almira Stetson, 1st.
Linen centre piece—Mrs. II. L. True, 1st.
Novelty brown shawl—S Sanford, 1st.
Worsted ituilt- Emma Mahoney, 2nd;
Grace Hills, ad.
Embroidered handkerchief-Jessie Gushee,

Alfred B
Ivittredge, who succeeds
the late James II. Kyle as senator from
South Dakota, is known throughout
his state as "the silent man.” This is

SENATOR

to buy a

Three sixes:

Braided rug—Annie Hawes, 2nd.
Worsted crazy quilt—Eva J. Dean, 1st.

bina Pease, best collection woolen hose,

dura Pease, chain tidy, ribbon and crofted ro>es, 1st.
ilessje Hickey, best kittens, 1st.
Nellie Iiills, crocheted web lace, 1st.
KlosMe Wagner, wheel tidy silk, 1st; Lui ease, 2nd.
dna Knights, fan thread lace, 1st.
•int thread lace crocheted, Alice Morrill,
Nellie Hills, 2nd; Edna Knight, .id.
bureau scarf, Mrs. C. G. Hemmingway,
Milbury ilunt, 2nd.
Nellie Hills, veil case, 1st.
Mrs. c. H. Hemmingway, fancy pin cushlst: best collection of thread vase mats,

botforgot
tle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral when your cold first
came on, so you let it run
along. Even now, with
all your hard coughing, it
will not disappoint you.
There’s a record of sixty
years to fall back on.

Silk sofa pillow—Lovisa McKinney, 1st.
Bible mat—Lovisa McKinney, 1st.
Plush pillow—Mrs. W. A. Dickey, 1st.
Pin cushion—Annie Marriner, 1st.
Linen sofa pillow—Annie Marriner, 1st.
Handkerchief box—Mrs. W. A. Dickey,
1st.
Sofa pillow, point work—Mrs. Wilson,1st,
Ironing holder—Nancy Dickey, 1st.
Worsted tidy—Carrie Dickey, 1st; Lovisa
McKinney, 2nd; Grace Miller, lid.
Toilet mat—Annie Marriner, 1st.
Doily—Annie Marriner, 2nd.
Picture frame—Lucy A. Drinkwater, 2nd.
Hand painted table scarf—Mrs. A. W.

Hills, tidy yarn worked, 1st.
Pitcher, infants slip in drawn work,

1

BELFAST

ir

You

1st.

•*

doilies, 1st;

.-OF THE_

Tidy—Ellen J. Russ, 1st.
Crazy sofa pillow—Mrs. W. A. Dickey,

x

7 pansv

“
An attack of la grippe left me
with a bad cough. My friends said
I had consumption. I then tried
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral and it
cured me promptly.
A. K. Randles, Nokomis, 111.

FANCY WORK.

■

Cammett,
doily, 1st.

VEGETABLES.

—

Moise. 2nd
R- 1 Alexander,silk sofa pillow, 1st,
Mi's. Gertie Donnell, gingham sofa pillowr,
•fked, 1st.
Hills, crocheted centre piece 1st.
'. Ere.- Fenwick 2d.
•ssie Wagner, crocheted table mats, 1st:
1
G. llemmingway, 1st.
Iatti.- Black, crocheted woollen shawl,1st.
H'. A.J. Brewster, crocheted jackets, 1st.
ie*- Merrill, pearl stitcli worsted shawl,
-dieted. 1st.
•<;>. 1 i't renwick, i *1 in
apple mat, 1st;
111«i thread ami ribbon, 1st also chain
><• that came from .Scotland.

'•niiie

AND

2nd.
Baldwins—Geo. Rankin.
|
Alexanders—I. V. Miller, 1st.
Twenty Ounce—A. H. Miller, 1st.
Snows and nodheads, J. Mathews, 1st;
Chas. Marriner, 2nd.
Blue Pearmains—David McCobb, 1st.
Black Oxfords—Ernest Young, 1st.
Best collection, J. P. Hobbs, 1st; C. A. E.
Long, 2nd.
Pears
best collection, J. P. Hobbs, 1st;
E. T. Churchill, 2nd.
Sheldons and Sickles—F. E. Wiley, 1st;
Ernest Young, 2nd.
Quince—A. I. H. Pitcher, 1st.
Cranberries—Clair Pottle, 1st.
Grapes—Isaac Young, 1st; Wales Elms,
2nd.
Tomatoes—C. A. E. Long, 1st; E. T.
Churchill, 2nd.
Bell peppers—Wales Elms, 1st.
Hubbard Squash—F. E. Archibald, 1st;
John Wiley, 2nd.
Rutabaga turnips —John Wiley, 1st; J.
Mathews, 2nd.
Citrons—Isaac Young, 1st.
Cauliflower—C. A. E. Long, 1st, Ernest
Young, 2nd.
Onions—Avans P. Knight, 1st; C. A. E.
Long, 2nd.
Best collection—Wales Elms.
Cabbages—David McCobb, 1st; Wales
Elms, 2nd.
Beets—Horace Miller, 1st; C. A. E. Long,
2nd.
Potatoes—collection, C. A. E. Long,1st;
John Wiley, 2nd.
Melons—Wales Elms, 1st; J. Mathews,
2nd.
Parsnips—W'ales Elms, 1st; C. A. E. Long,
2nd.
Committee on fruits, etc—J. P. Hobbs,
W. A. Dickey, A. I. H. Pitcher.

1st.
Mi" Jennie Cammett, sofa pillow done in
a stitcli, 1st
sciiit sofa pillow, Lura Pease, 1st ; Nel-

''ellie

My Lungs

The fair was held in LincolnvilleOct. nth.
The premiums were awarded as follows:

King apples—Chas. Marriner, 1st; E. T.
Churchill, 2nd.
Porters, C. A. E. Long, 1st; J. Mathews,

dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the after-effects of the grip,
palpitation of tin* heart, pale and sallow
complexions and all forms of weakness,
eithei in male of female. Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People are sold by all
dealers or will be sent postpaid on receipt
of price, fifty cents a box : six boxes, two
dollars and fifty cents, by addressing Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Be sure and get the genuine : substitutes
never cured anybody.

FAIR.

!

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 8th day of October, 1901. HerMaddocks, administrator on the estate of
John P. Maddocks, late of Swanville, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show cause, if any
they
have why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

WALDO
fast,
bert G.

Truly

Wonderful

Mow

Quickly

on

WALDO
fast,
Joseph

8S.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 8th day of October, 1901.
Williamson. Jr., administrator of the estate of A. Cutter Sibley, who was executor of the
last will of Rebecca S. Burrill, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented the first
and final account of said executor’s administration of the estate of said Rebecca S. Burrill for
allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at. a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of November next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

CHAPHAN’S

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
85o.

PER

BOTTLE

AT THE DRUG

STORES.

FOR RENT.
The store

recently occupied by tile Condon

Manufacturing Company”

and

Store.”

Belfast March 291900.—I3tj

Banner

Shoe

C. O.FOOR.

Swawvillk. Mr. E. B. Nickerson of
Portland was at Maple Terrace Farm a few
days last week....Miss Celia Nickerson is
at borne from Belfast.... Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson and son, Louie Burk, are visiting in
Hampden... .Comet Grange met with Morning Light at Monroe last Saturday evening.
Too much can not be said in praise of the
fine programme, and the excellent sapper
*
furnished by our entertainers.

Makes
Hot

Sovth Mowtvillk. Mr*. D. Rowe of
Belfast visited Mrs. Geo. £. Ring last week.
....Mrs. Daggett is visiting her daughter in
Massachusetts_A. V. Martin takes the
cake for raising potatoes, having harvested
over six hundred bushels from If acres....
Rev. E. A. Dinsiow raised the finest lot of
pop corn we have seen....Mr. and Mrs. I.
S. Bartlett were called to Rockland last
week by the sickness and death of her
grandmother, Mrs. Hill.Mrs. Hattie
Thurston and two daughters of Augusta
are spending a few weeks with her uncle,
W. E. Prescott—Lieut. Lawrey, a member of Boston police force, visited at J. II
Clinton Bowler of
Simmons’ last week
Boston spent last week with his aunt, Mrs.
Sarah Bryant_Miss Mamie Bryant has
gone to Waltham, Mass.

HLrAKT nun ct

unr.

[Oorrrrtrd Wwkly lor Tlw Journal.!
Prorluce Market

Price* Paid producer.
ton.
!«.**>* 13«
Hides ft ft.
Lamb ft ft.
W
I-a nib Min*.
Mutton ft ft.
«
oats ft bu.. ss ft.
Potatoes ft bo., So to SA
7
Round Hoc.
’«■«
Straw ft tnn.

Hay ft

]

Beans, pea.
2.0Bto2.25
medium.
2.»

I

Yel'eye*. 2JMa8.7ft
Butter ? ft,
18t«vJ§
4«T
Beef, sides. |* ft.
Beef fore quarter*.
4>ta 4ft
Barley ft bu.,
Cheese p ft.
12 Turkey ft ft.
Cliicken ft ft.
lOtoU Tallow ft ft.
Calf Skins, ner lb. >cM Veal ft ft.

«|

I

1*517

Frankfort.
A shocking accident ocIff 3
tifT
curred at Mt. Waldo Friday, that filled the
W
Wool, unwashed.
people with horror. Two boys,Tommy CiaWood. hard.
3.fl0ft4.0B
3.3054.00
oon and Frankie Leonard started out after
Wood, soft.
Geese ft ft,
13«14
supper to shoot partridges, the Claoon boy
Retail Market.
Retail Price
the
a
few
had
but
carrying
gun. They
gone
9011.00
Beef, corned, ft ft, 8«10 Lime ft bbl..
rods from the house when in some manner
Meal
Oat
14
18to20
ft ft.
Butter Salt,
ft.
4£5
72 Onions ft ft.
"Is3
Corn ft bu.,
the gun was accidentally discharged, the
Cracked Corn ft bu., 72 Oil. Kerosene, gal.43514
4a44
72 Pollock ft lb,
Corn Meal £ bu..
Leonard boy receiving the full charge in the
12 I
15toifi Pork ft ft.
Cheese ft ft,
side of the head, blowing his brains out,
1.13 I
Cf.ntrf I.incolnville. Miss Bertha Cotton Seed ft cwt., 1.50 Plaster ft bbl..
•’
killing him instantly. He was IT years old, Ilook of Waverly, Mass., has been visiting Codfish, dry, ft ft. J>£8 Kye Meal *» #•.
1.15
Cranberries ft qt., lOtol-l Shorts ft cwt.,
the son of Michael Leonard.
His mother her
I3al5 Sugar ft ft.
656J
sister, Miss Hattie Hook, for the past Clover Seed,
35
1.50to5.00 SaFt, T. I., ft bu.,
Flour ft bbl.,
died when he was a small child.
He week.Alton Cross and a
lady friend of ( H.G.Seed ftbu.,
3
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
leaves besides his father 3 brothers and 2 Newton
3
13 Wheat Meal.
Centre, Mass., have been visiting 1 Lard IP ft.
sisters to mourn their loss.
Frankie was a in town for tHe
Miss Ella S.
past week
bright, manly boy, a favorite with every- Pottle, who has been
BO lift.
visiting relatives in I
one who knew him.
The blow is a heavytown for the past few weeks, returned to
j
one for the family.
They have the sympa- Brooklyn, N. Y., last week
Frown. In Rockland, October 8, to Mr. and
J. \V. Miller, I
John E. Brown, a son.
thy of all in their affliction. He was buried who has been employed in the canning fac- Mrs.
Emerson. In Bluehill, September 30, to Mr.
I
front the Catholic church in Winterport_
and
^rs.
Edwin X. Emerson, a son.
!
tory at Eastport for the past two months,
Haskell. In Deer Isle, September 29, to Mr.
Rev. Mr. Hawkins of Veazie filled the pul- arrived home last
Wednesday—Mr. F. H. and Mrs. Judson T. Haskeil, a daughter.
miller. In Rockland, October 9, to Mr. and
pit of the Union church Sunday morning Rankin arrived home from a business trip
Mrs. G A. Miller, a son
and evening.
in Stockton and Frankfort last Sunday.
Taintor. In Brooklin, September 15, to Mr.
a. Taintor, a daughter, Ethel
Lincolnvii.ee.
Mr. and Mrs. David Mrs. John Mahoney is visiting relatives in and Airs. George
Amy.
In Bireli Harbor, September 26,
Winslow.
Moody of Swanville visited his sister, Mrs. Bristol, N. H., and Boston, Mass., the
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Winslow, a soil
J. A. Cooley, last week_Mr. Emery past few weeks... .Mr. Abner Duntou,
French returns to-day to Worcester, Mass., an old gentleman, aged ninty-twj years,
MAUtliED.
after several weeks vacation here.Mrs. made his way from Hope on foot to pass a
100 WILLIAM ST. NEW YORK.
Lizzie Carver is visiting Mrs. Wyman Bul- few days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
lock.R. B. Sherman has gone to Boston Miller—Dora Moody, who has been in
Allen-Wells. In Brooklin, October 6, George
Mr. and Mrs. James Pattee of Belfast for fall goods—Mrs. Deborah Moody of Boston for that past two weeks, selecting Reed Allen and Miss Rose G. Wells, both of.
Brooklin.
visited at A. Stinson’s last week.
In Bucksport, October 9,
Appleton and Mrs. Fanny Brown of Lin- her stock of fall and winter millinery, exCollins-Gilley.
Robert U. Collins of Rockland amt Alice L. GilGeorge MaMr. Allen Holmes of Jackson is in town colnville Centre called on friends here last pects to return this week
of
Bucksport.
week....Mrs. Frank Rankin spent Wednes- honey has recently bought the Piper Knight ley
Davenport-Campbell. In Bar Harbor, Octoquite frequently visiting a friend.
1, Albert H. Davenport and Rose Campbell,
day with Mrs. Lovisa French.... Mrs. Maria fartn which is one of the best farms in ber
both of Bar Harbor.
in
town
Mrs. Hart of Appleton is
visiting
Dean is visiting her nephew, Mr. Leslie town—Mrs. Thersea Wellman arrived
Elwell-Leland. In Bar Harbor, October 5.
her daughter, Mrs. H. E. Bobbins.
Dean—Mr. Will McCobb shot a deer home Friday from a two weeks’ visit to Lewis Elwell of Boston and Maude Agnes Leland
of Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Gray of Prospect callHoik;kins-Gray. In Castine, October 1, Ralph
Thursday in Sleepy Hollow, which dressed friends in Rockland-Mr. James Knight
Leon Hodgkins of Bar Harbor and Maude Ella
ed on friends at this place last Sunday.
loO pounds
Mrs. Marne Coombs spent of Worcester, Mass., has been passing a
Gray of Castine.
Lunt-Higgins. In Long Island, October 2,
Eugene Nickerson and his brother James last week with her sister, Mrs. Isabelle few days with Mr. E. B. Pottle.Mr. I.
Grant H. Lunt and Miss Ella M. Higgins, both of
Griffin, at the Trap....Alton Cross and V. Miller, who has been visiting relatives Long Island.
Sumner are threshing grain in Prospect.
Miss Mullen of Boston are at Mr. and Mrs. in town for the past week, returned to BelLeauh-Witham.
In Penobscot, October 5,
Daniel Robertson, Arthur Maddocksand
I. S. Cross’.E. E. Carver, who is work- fast last Tuesday—Our fanners about Ward C. Leach of Penobscot and Miss Laura
Witham of Castine.
Joseph Green are in Prospect pressing hay.
aiaddocks-McCabel. In Macliias, October 3,
ing in Belfast, spent Sunday at home_ town are nearly through harvesting and the
David Nickerson and family have moved
Fred J. Maddocks of Ellsworth and Miss Alice
Mrs. Edith Ames has returned home after majority report good crops
James P. M. McCabel of
Bucksport.
on to the W. H. Nickerson farm in Swana two weeks’ visit with friends in
McKensie-Hart.
In Rockport, October 2,
Sargent- Hobbs of Hope called on friends in town
McKenzie of Aiedtield, Mass., and Aliss
ville.
ville—Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Freeman attend- last Saturday.. .Mr. John C. Deane reports James A.Hart
of Rockport.
Cynthia
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Colson of Winter- ed the musical convention in Bangor_ a nice mess of green peas Oct. 7th, which
Me lyin'-Varn i*M.
In Rockport, October 7,
Chester Melvin and Louise A. Varnum, both of
port were in town last Sunday, calling on Mrs. Rosa Walker is
her
he raised from his

Breads

PE-RIHIA CURES CATARRH
Of KIURETS EVERY TIME.

—

Wholesome

—

|

—

Makes delicious hot

biscuit,
griddle cakes, rolls,
and muffins.

ROYAL

jAKINQ

POWDER CO.,

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

Joseph P. Curtis of Boston is in town.
George SI. Curtis is spending a short vaca
tion in town.
Miss Ilaliie Roulston returned from Boston Saturday.
Mrs. H. G. Curtis joined Capt.
here last week.

Curtis

Dr. F. S. Eveleth is taking
vacation at Boston.

weeks

a

two

—

Mrs. T. P. Williams leaves this, Thursday
to visit friends in Winslow.

morning

Mrs. D. S. Beals announces her millinery
opening on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 18th
and 19th.

ton

are

market.

—

gathered in this
bringing good prices in the Bos- relatives and friends.

The fine apples being

vicinity

—

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Plummer, accompanied by Mrs. J. c. Xickels, went to Camden

visiting

Miss Nina Robertson has returned from

Prospect, where she has been at work for
the past season in the family of Orrin Gray.

Saturday evening.
The North Searsport sociable will meet at
Miss Marguerite Pereival of Waterville
the Grange Hall next Saturday. The proMiss
was in town Monday, the guest of
ceeds will be used to improve the cemetery.
Deborah Williams.

Rev. R. G. Ilarbutt and family have returned to Portland after spending the summer at his cottage here.
Miss Eunice Whittum will have an opening of fall millinery on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of this week.
-Mrs. Jennie Hunter will have her opening
of fall and winter millinery Oct. 18th and
19tli. Store next door to post office.

Mrs. Fred Lowe has returned to her home
She has been taking care of
in Frankfort.
her mother, Mrs. Augustus Moody, who has
been very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert E. Nickerson, with
their son and daughter, James and Kate,
arrived by Sunday’s boat from Lowell,
Mass., and are visiting Mr. Nickerson’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Nickerson.

mother,

Mrs. Lucy Pendleton....Mrs. Hattie Pendleton of Camden is visiting her aunt, Miss
Annie Decrow... .Through the efforts of A.
F. Hahn there is a new house on the lot of
Oliver Pendleton, whose house was burned
Friday, Oct. 4th. The new house is boarded, shingled, doors and windows in and the
first floor laid. The town’s people have
generously given both money and labor.
On Friday the staging broke, letting five
men to the ground.
The only bad accident
happened to Mr. George Ames, who struck
his head on a rock, cutting his lip quite
badly—Miss Ella Thomas spent Saturday
and Sunday at home, returning to her school
in Camden Monday.Miss Ethel Everett
assisted Mrs. Carver at the Lincolnville
Inn the past few days.Mrs. Bowker and
Mrs. Carrie Bowker of Worcester, Mass.,
are visiting the latter’s sisters, Mrs.
Madge
Bullock and Miss Alice Howe, at the Trap.
There will be a sociable to-night at
Good Templars hall for the benefit of the

Obituary. Lydia, wife of 0. W. Whitcomb of this place, died Tuesday, Oct. 8th,
aged <17 years, 7 months and 17 days. She
had been in poor health for the past six
Deceased was a woman who
months.
Herbert Colcord is at home from Bucks- was loved and respected by all who knew j
port with a badly sprained wrist caused by her and had a wide circle of friends. She Trap Cemetery.
a twenty foot fall from a tree from which
Unity.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitney
had been a believer in Spiritualism for
he was gathering apples.
many years. She was a daughter of the late were made happy recently by having an
The members of the Ladies’ Book Club Richard Ford and moved from Monroe, eight-pound girl come to make her home
will meet with Miss Hopkins Thursday where she was born, to this town about 20 with them....Warren Jones, Jr. and Miss
afternoon at 8 o’clock to make arrange- years ago. She was a sister of Timothy Laura Clifford both of this town wrere united
ments for books for the coming year.
Ford of Ornville, Me., and Mrs. Rodney in marriage Oct. 1st, by Rev. W. A. Luce.
II. M. Earle, who has been spending the
She also
News received from F. E. Shute, pay- Leavanseller of Winterport.
j
master's clerk U. 8. S. Concord, reports the leaves a devoted husband and one daughter, pass six months in Michigan, arrived home
He likes the west very much and
Her re- Oct. 9th.
steamer at Vallejo, California. Mr. Shute Mrs. E. G. Smart of this town.
is the only officer on board who was in the mains were taken to Monroe for interment. thinks he may spend more of his summers
The funeral services will be held at some there. McCauslin A Stone were very fortight at Manila.
date later or as soon as the services of Mrs. tunate in securing his services' as apple
Rev. II. W. Norton and wife are spending
Wentworth can be secured. Before her re- packer—Mr. Thomas Cook is ; suffering
a short time at East Poland in
hopes Mrs. ; mains were taken to her last
resting place from a severe cut he received last week
Norton may receive benefit to her health.
several selections in singing were listened He was cutting wood when the axe slipped
As Mr. Norton will be absent next
Sunday to. The lloral
offerings were profuse and and went into his foot, cutting an ugly
there will be no preaching service at the M.
Drs. Thomas and Fuller dressed the
E. church. The Sunday school and evening beautiful. Mrs. Whitcomb leaves a wide gash.
circle of friends, who extend their sympa- wound, and it took eleven stitches to close
service will be as usual.
He is getting along finely with the
thy to the bereaved ones in their hour it.
Obituary. Rev. G. V. Lanpher, for
same.
Much sympathy is expressed for Mr.
of great sorrow and affliction.
nearly twenty years pastor of the Advent
Cook, as he had just recovered from a
church, New Britain, Conn., was born in
broken limb he experienced last winter....
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Searsport, Me., Feb. 17, 1888, and died in the
Miss Faustena Whittaker, who has been
same place Oct. 18,1901.
in
life
Very early
Burxiiam. Merton Maloon, who has teaching school in Madrid, Me., this fall,
Mr. Lanpher began to follow the sea, and
been confined to his bed for the past four returned Oct. oth for two week vacation,
was successful in his chosen
work, rising
weeks, is reported to be on the gain_Mrs. after which, she will resume her work there
very soon to the captain’s position, which
Etta Morris and her two daughters, Lillian for the winter.Mr. and Mrs. Green from
he held for several years, and doubtless i
and Mildred, left on their return trip to Waterville were the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
would have held for many more had he not!
their home in Coon Rapids, Iowa, Tues- Thomas a few days last week_Charlie
heard the Master’s command “Go preach
day, the 8th-Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small of Mitchell and wife from Massachusetts visa
my gospel.” During
great revival at Pittsfield visited Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Kim- ited friends in town a short time ago
Mr.
North Searsport, where there were some 70
ball last Sunday—Mrs. John Bassler has Whitham, w ho was hurt on the fair grounds
who began the Christian life, he took a debeen quite sick for the past two weeks_| by being thrown from his sulky, is better
cided stand for Christ and the right, and
G. F. Wyman has his large new barn near- and has returned to his home iu Waterheard the call of the Master to a field of
ly completed. It is a fine looking structure. 1 ville, accompanied by his wife_Mr. and
greater usefulness; after something of a
Eugene Young has bought the Frank Mrs. E. T. Walker are expecting their son,
struggle with himself the question was Blaisdell farm and has moved on to the Otis, and wife from Bangor, to spend a
forever settled and leaving the command of
month with them, as soon as they return
same.
the vessel to others he went forth to profrom their hunting trip at Schoodic Lake....
Morrill.
Mrs.
T.
N.
Pearson
fell
from
j
claim the gospel of the Son of God. Most
Rev. W. A. Luce holds religious services in
a chair one day last week, dislocating her
of his ministerial labors were in the State
Troy this week as follows: Thursday eveni
shoulder—Mrs.
Albert
of
Belfast
Morey
of Connecticut. In New Britain his labors
ing at the church and Friday evening at
in town last week_Mr. Pearl West
were signally blessed, a church was organiz- was visiting
Troy—Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Swears,
who have moved into the M. P. Pendleton
ed and many members added during his pas- Berry started for Omaha, Nebraska, last'
like very well....The house, which
house,
torate. One of the greatest griefs of his week, where he expects to find employment. is being built for Mrs.
Dudley Clark of
Presiding Elder Jones was in town last Freedom, will be when completed a cozy
life was when because of failing health he
in
the
!
a
conference
structure....Mel
who has bought
holding
Wednesday
Winters,
was obliged to give up his work with that
Kev. H. I. Ilolt— out a threshing machine, was obliged to lay
people. As disease continued to do its evening at the home of
several days last week for repairs.
by
Mr. I. I). White is preparing for a comfortawork he was seized with an intense longing
to return and pass his last days amid the ble winter, as he is putting in a furnace,
The
scenes of his boyhood
home.
His wish which he will enclose in brick
funeral of Lemuel Greer was held at the
was realized and for nearly four months before going out of this life he was permitted church last Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Wentto look upon what had once been very fa- worth of Knox officiating. Mr. Greer died
at the
miliar scenes to him, and many old time last Friday morning of consumption,
home of his sister, Mrs. Frank Woodbury.
acquaintances were renewed. To all his
_Mrs. H. I. Holt and Miss Avis Woods
That’s a
name
for
testimony was “The anchor holds, faith •
visited in Lincolnville last Saturday returnhath triumphed.” In 183d he married Miss
Scott’s Emulsion. Children
home to church service Sunday mornAnn Massure of X. Searsport, to them were ing
and Mrs. Silas Storer went to
are like
Some
born six children, four of whom have pre- ing_Mr.
young
Waldoboro on a visit to her invalid sister,
ceded the father to the home beyond.
The
will
in
soil.
grow
Mrs. Hector Sidelinger, last Friday... Mr.
widow, son and daughter, with the only
visited in
Lewis
Winchenbach
and
Mrs.
Others
need
fertilizers.
remaining sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Averill, Waldoboro last week... Mr. S. W. Kendall,
have the sympathy of a large circle of who has been ill a long time, is failing.
The nature of some children
friends. The funeral service was held at
Sandypoint. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Litthem from
the home of Capt. Chas. Averill—the place tlefield of Edgartown, Mass., have lately
where he was born and where he died—con- been the guests of Mrs. Louisa Perkins
on
food Such chilof Massachusetts is
ducted by Rev. II. W. Norton, pastor of the Mrs. Levi Ilarriman
her mother, Mrs. Jordan, and famivisiting
if treated
dren
grow
M. E. church, Oct- 15th. Of our departed
ly_Mrs. Alvali Clifford attended the
friend it can be said with all truth; he Spiritual Association in Skowhegan last
is a little ferAll
need
rests from his labors and his works do fol- week_Mr Wm. Magrathof Roxbury and
Mrs. Martha Partridge of Lowell arrived
tilizer—a
little
extra
richness.
low him.
Tuesday with the ashes of uapt. Albert
“Servant of God, well done."
V. Partr idge, who died July loth. His reScott’s Emulsion is the
mains were cremated by his request and
the ashes buried in the family lot in this
treatment.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
cemetery. The relatives returned to MassMrs. W. L. Carter is on the sick list.
achusetts the next day.Capt. Charles
Fertilizers make
Shute
has been in command of Stmr. CimCharles Merithew has gone to Jackman
Mr. W. P. Blanchard
bria the past week
That’s
what Scott’s EmulPlantation.
of Somerville has been here several days
F. E. Stinson is in Boston on business and the past week for a visit with relatives.
sion does. It makes children
A lecture illustrated with drawings was
visiting friends.
given at the hall Saturday evening by a stu- grow in
grow in
Will and Irvin George are in Belfast with dent from the Bangor Seminary. Those
who attended said it was very interesting.
rich
their threshing machine.
grow
grow in
_The writer picked Oci. 10th a branch of
Percie Brock of West Searsport is in the a raspberry bush with eight large ripe and
what we
That’s
six green berries on it; also a dozen blue grow
employ of H. E. Robbins.
violets_Mr. and Mrs. Merrithew of Cali- make it for.
Marshall Nickerson has gone to Prospect, fornia, who have been boarding at F.
Send for free sample.
A. Maxfield’s, left Monday for Pictou, N. S.,
where he has employment.
for a visit... Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Moore of SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
Pemrl St., N. Y.
The sociables at the Grange hall are well Togus are visiting at Mrs. Clara Harri50c and #1.00} all druggists.
j
man’s.
and enjoyed by all.
Eugene Hathaway has sold his business
to Ilenry A. Sweetser of Portland, and has
moved his family to Passadumkeag for the
winter.
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Rockport.

TO CUKE A COED IN ONE DAY

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
dnggists refund tlie money if it fails to
cure.

E. W. Grove’s signature

SHIP

on

each box.

NEWS.

I OKI OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Oct. 11. Sell. American Team, Frankfort.
Oct. 15. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner,
Mt. Desert.
SAILED.

Oct. 10. Sch. Mark Pendleton, Bangor.
Oct. 13.
Schs. American Team, New
York; I1'. C. Pendleton, Ferguson, Baltimore.
AMERICAN PORTS.

Morey-Harmon. In Brooks, October 13, by
Rev. D. Brackett, Admah D. Morey of Castine
and Miss Elizabeth M. Harmon of Thorndike.
Roberts-Crockett. In Rockland, October
10, Willard S. Roberts of Reading, Mass., and
Miss Luella B. Crockett of Rockland.

DIED.
Bridges. In Sedgwick, September 30, Fitz W.
Bridges, aged 52 years and 12 days
Burgess. In Westbrook, October 8, Rufus K.
Burgess, formerly of Vinalhaven. aged 51 years.
Carpenter. In Providence, R. L, September
22, Jennie Lind, wife- of Horace A. Carpenter, a
native of Lincolnville, aged 36 years, 4 months
and 10 days.
Clary. In Brooks, October 11, James M. Clary,
aged 88 years, 5 months and 26 days.
Greer. In Morrill, October 11, Lemuel Greer,
aged 31 years, 5 months and 14 days.
Hills. In Rockland, October 4, Mary S. (Severance), widow of Nathan Hills, a native of Knox,
aged 76 years, 5 months and 5 days.
Haslam. In Ellsworth, October 5, Mrs. Harriet
Haslam, aged 93 years, 7 months and 2 days.
Harriman.
In Ellsworth, October 9, Miss
Emma J. Harriman, aged 30 years.
Hylan. In Island Falls, October 3, Earle F.,
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ilylan.
Jipson. In Belfast, October 11. Llewellyn II.
Jipson, aged 45 years.
Lanpher.
In Searsport, October 13, Rev.
Gideon V. Lanpher, aged 63 years and 8 months.
Lowell. In Orlaml, October 3, viiss Harriet
X. Lowell, aged 80 years 15 and days.
Niuhols. In Bluehill. September 27, William
Nichols, aged 46 years, ll months and 5 days,
In Bar Harbor, October 5* Cecil
O’Neill.

DANCEROUS KIDNEY DISEASES

CURED^

-<5

Pernua Creating a National Sensation in the Cure’S
of Chronic Ailments of the Kidnejs.
2
Mr. John Vance, of Hartford City, Ind.,
Bays: “My kidney trouble is much
better. I have improved so much that
everybody wants to know what medicine I am using. I recommend Peruna
to everybody and some have commenced
to use it. The folks all say that if Dr.
Hartman’s medicine cures me it must be
great.”—JOHN VANCE.
Mr. J. Brake, of Petrolea, Ontario,
Canada, writes: f,Four years ago I
bad a severe attack of Bright*s Disease, which brought me so low the
doctor said nothing more could be
done for me. I began to take Peruna
and Manalin, and In three months I
was a well man, and have continued
so ever since. **—J. Brake.
At the appearance of the first symptom
of kidney trouble, Peruna should be
taken. This remedy strikes at once the
very root of the disease. It at once relieves the catarrhal kidneys of the stagnant blood, preventing the escape of
serum from the blood. Peruna stimulates the kidneys to excrete from the
blood the accumulating poison, and thus
prevents the convulsions which are sure
to follow if the poisons are allowed to
remain. It gives great vigor to the
heart’s action and digestive system, both
of which are apt to fail rapidly in this

disease.
Peruna cures catarrh of the

kidneys

simply because

it

cures

catarrh wherever located.
Major T.H.
Mars, of the
First Wisconsin Cavalry regiment,
writes from
1425 Dunning

z
**

^
^

St., Chicago,
ill., the following

letter:

“For years I suffered with catarrh ol
the kidneys contracted In the army.
Medicine did not help me any until a
comrade who had been helped by Peadvised me to try It. I bought
at once, and soon found blessed
relief. I kept taking It four months,
runa

some

and I

am now well and strong and feel
better than I have done for the past

twenty years, thanks
T. H. Mars.

to

Peruna. "...

If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he w i:
be pleased to give you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President ol
I
I The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, 0

Collector’s Notice of Sale.
Unpaid taxes

on real estate situated in the town
of Northport, in the County of Waldo, for the
year 1900.
The following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of Northport,
for the year 11*00, committed to me to collect for
said town, on the tenth day of May, 1900. remain
unpaid j ami notice is hereby given that if said
taxes, interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at E. B. Elwell's hall, in said town, on the
tirst vionday in December, 1901, at nine o’clock

New York, Oct. 0. Ar, sch. Merrill C.
Hart, Gilchrest, Vinalhaven; 10, ar, schs.
Mary L. Crosby, Norfolk; Sarah W. Lawrence, Boston; Edward L. Warren, Bangor;
A. M.:
James A. Brown and Druid, Vinalhaven;
Kobert Elwell heirs. Farm and buildings, no
Lanie Cobb, Beal, Annapolis, N. S.; Carrie
acres ot land; value, $1,000: tax. $18.00; bounded
E. Look, Veazie, Bangor; 11, ar, sch. Paul
as follows: «>n the north, by land of Belfast WaSeavey, Providence; 12, ar, sch. J. V. Wellter Works Co.; on the east*, bvthe Harmon place,
ington, Pattershall, Vineyard Haven; cld, Vane O’Neill.
so-called; on the south and west by land of
Small. In Sunset, Deer Isle, October 3, Mrs. George u. Elwell.
Olive T. Whittier, Whittier, San Juan; 13,
Eliza
90
Small, aged
years.
Butterfield, Hiram. Two lots on Temple Heights,
ar, schs. Annie R. Lewis, Perth Amboy for
Thompson. In Deer Isle, September 30, George No. 47 and 48 on
plan.
Boston; Maggie Mnlvey; Perth Amboy for B. Thompson, aged 20 years.
Burkett. Nathaniel. One-half of Lots No. 66
Wm.
Nellie
Slater, Bangor;
Bangor;
Grant,
Whitcomb. In North Searsport, October 8, and 65, W. G. C. G.
Dodge, Ellsworth.
Lydia, wife of (). W. Whitcomb, aged 67 years,
Walter.
Dodge,
Twenty acres land; value,
Salem, Oct. 11. Ar, sch. Helena, Frank- 7 months and 17 days.
$25; tax, 45 cents; bounded by land of Wm. A.

On ami after Oct. 8, 1901, trains n
Burnham and Waterville with tinfor and from Bangor, Waterville, ivi:...!

at

Boston, w’ill

run as

follows;
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TO BELFAST.
Lear heirs and land of Mary O. Dodge.
fort for New York.
Hemmingway. E. H. Thirteeen acres land;
Apalachicola, Oct. 10. Ar, sch. Susan N.
V M
value.
N.
and
E.
bounded
land
$75;
tax,
$1.35;
by
sch.
Morris W.
Pickering, Boston; 12, ar,
Boston, yy
1 of Julia Pendleton on Loring Hill, so-called,
Child, Haskell, B oston.
taking in monument.
Port Townsend, Oct. 7. Sld, ship Fort
Leach, Henry J. Cottage on Broadway, W. G. Portland —.-.11 t 0
7 "
George, McClure, Port Pirie.
C. G.; value, $275; tax, $4.95; bounded on north
A m
j
Bangor, Oct. 10. Sld, sch. R. F. Ilart, Some Belfast People Fall to Realize by cottage of (’apt. Young, south by cottage of I Waterville. 9 52
7
Mrs.
Crowell, west by Broadway, east by cottage Bangor. 7 15
New York; 11, ar, sch. Flora Condon, New
of A. A. Barstow.
the Seriousness.
York; Mark Pendleton, Belfast; Menawa,
Orrington Cottage. W. G. C. G., agent or ownRockland; Harriet Rogers, Mt. Desert.
Burnham, depart. 8 50 10 2'
er.
Bounded nortli by auditorium grounds, E. by
Frankfort, Oct. 10. Sld, sell. American
9 08
10 72
Union cottage, W by Carmel cottage, S. by land Unity.
The constant aching of a bad back,
112"
Thorndike. 9 17
Team, New York.
of Association.
The weariness, the tired feelings,
Bath, Oct. 11. Sch. Emma S. Briggs, OsStarkey. John. Six acres land; value, $60; tax. Knox. t9 25 |11 3
»
40
12
The
ills
9
12
and
aches
of
Brooks.
pains
bounded
N.
W.
kidney
York.
land
of
runNew
$1.08;
Harkness,
borne,
by
ning near to land of D. L. Herrick from Beech Waldo. t9 50 112 3i *
Are serious—if neglected,
Baltimore, Oct. 8. Ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert
10 00 112 >
Point.f
City
Hill
school
E.
N.
E.
S.
Drinkwater
lot,
house,
by
Ames, Dodge, Rockland; 0, sld, sch. Eliza
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
I 05
10 05
Belfast, arrive
by town road.
J. Pendleton, Veazie, Mayport; 13, sld, seh. | A Rockland citizen shows
Smith. M. C. One-half of lots No. 65 and 66, W.
you how to avoid
station.
Pendleton Brothers, Mayport; 14, ar, sch.
tFlag
G.
C.
G.;
90cents.
$50;
tax,
value,
them.
Limited tickets for Boston are n.>\\
Anna Pendleton, Patterson, Rockland.
Sanborn, H. G. Lot No. SO, W. G. C. G.; value, $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on B;
Mr. W. M. Morgan, pianos, sewing machines $30; tax, 54 cents.
Mt. Desert, Oct. 9. Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
tickets to all points West an
Through
and
W.
L. Lot No. 39, W. G. C. G.; value,
Simmons,
organs of 83 Park street, Rockland, Me.,
Pendleton, Belfast.
via
all routes, for sale by L. \\ 1
west,
tax, 54 cents.
Manila, Sept. 2. In port, ship Luzon, says: “My physicians treated me for spinal $30;
GEO. F. h V "
Williams & Marsh. Lot No. 46, Temple Heights; Agent, Belfast.
Park, from Newcastle, N. S. W.
Vice President and General Man.'
trouble but it did no good. I had pain in the value, $25; tax, 45 cents.
F. E. Bootiiby, GenM Pass, and Ticket A_>Fernandina, Oct. 9. Ar., sch. Sarah D. J. small of my back; was so lame that I could hardA.
F.
ELWELL.
!
Portland, October 10, 1901.
Rawson, French, New Haven.
Collector of taxes for the town of Northport.
and had a
Northport, October 15,1901.-3w42
Rockland, Oct. 9. Ar., sch. Henry R. Til- ly get about to attend to my business,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast wit hi
and
annoying
distressing
urinary
difficulty,
ton, Baltimore.
I very
the County of Waldo, on the 8th da\
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 10. Ar, ship S. D. particularly observable at night. My daughter
ber, A. D. 1901.
went to Gardiner, Maine, to visit a Mrs. T. J.
Carleton, Amsbury, Honolulu.
r. sibley, widow of \ <
Charleston, Oct. 13. Sld, seh. John C. Gannon of 42 Neil street. That lady sent me a
Sibley, late of Belfast, in said <
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Smith, McDonald, New York.
box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. I started in with
having presented a ;
Montville, in the County of Waldo, for the Waldo, deceased,
praying for an allowance out of the pern
one at first and they did me some good.
I inyear 1900.
FOREIGN PORTS.
The following list of taxes on real estate of tate of said deceased.
creased the dose to two, then the improvement
non-resident owners in the town of Montville, for
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
Anjer, Aug. 21. Passed bark Adolph
the year 1900, committed to me for collection for all persons interested by causing a cop>
Obrig, Amsbury, Hong Kong for Baltimore. was more rapid. After 1 used that box I con- said
order
to be published three weeks sun.
on
the
of
25th
remains
town,
1900,
the
treatment
until
I
was
day
April,
cured. Nothing
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 22. Ar, bark Josephine, tinued
unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said in the Republican Journal, a newspaper pm
McLean, Baltimoie.
pleases me more than to speak a word in favor of taxes, interest and charges are not previously at Belfast, that they may appear at a 1
Black River, Jam., Sept. 29. In port, sch. Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is suf- Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami
Mark Gray, for N. of Ilatteras (to sail next
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had ficient to pay the amount due therefor, including County, on the 12th day of November, A 1*.
interest and charges, will be sold at public auc- at ten of the clock before noon ami shew
day).
Turk’s Island, Oct. 5. In port, bark Hat- right here in Belfast at Edmund Wilson’s drug tion at the North Ridge Meeting-house (so-called) if any they have, why the prayer of said
in said town, (the same being the place where er should not be granted
tie G. Dixon, Cook, to sail about Oct. 9 for store. Ask what customers report.
GEO. E. JOHNSON .1
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Fos- the last preceding annual town meeting of said
Baltimore; sch. Calumet, Coombs, for BosA true copy. Attest:
town was held) on the first Monday of December,
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.t sole agents for the 1901, at 9 o’clock a. M.:
ton, ready and waiting for wind.
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Rm
Chas. F. Boynton, California. No. of acres, 10;
United States.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within an
value, §80; tax on real estate, §1.68.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
the County of Waldo, on the 8th dav
Harvey Douglass, Knox. Foster lot; No. of
Oct.
12.
Sch.
Fernandina, Fla.,
Scotia, substitute.
acres, 25; value, §200; tax on real eatate, §4.20.
ber, A. D. 1901.
M. E. Daniels. Home farm; No. of acres, 50;
Meade, three days out of Cuba, has returnWILLIAMSON, Jr., administnii
ed to this port leaking and with loss of
value, $700; tax on real estate, §14.70.
the estate of A. Cutter Sibley, late <d I
M. E. Daniels. Isaac Stevens place; No. of
anchor.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, ha\m
6 ; value, $100; tax on real estate, §2.10.
acres,
Dutch Island Harbor, R. I., Oct. 10. Sch.
sented a petition praying for a license t*
Chas. V. Foilett estate. No. of acres, 2; value,
public or private sale and convey the whole
Florida, from Rockland, Me. for Providence,
taxes on lands of non-resident owners, §500; tax on real estate, §10.50.
real estate of said deceased, which is c.m
arrived here to-day with cargo on fire. She Unpaid
B.
Chas.
situated in the town of Thorndike, in the
Hustus, Burnham. No. of acres, 100; scribed in said
petition.
also has lost foretopmast and jib.
for the year 1900.
value, $300; tax on real estate, §6.30.
County of Waldo,
of
James
The
list
taxes
on
real
of
Ordered, That the said petitioner give m
Freedom.
estate
Oct.
off
Part
of
A.
Winter
following
10,
Libby,
Sawyer
Spoken.
Quarter,
bark C. P. Dixon, Savanna-la-Mar for Bos- non-resident owners situated in the towii of farm; No. of acres, 30; value, §150; tax on real all persons interested by causing a c«*p>
order to be published three weeks successi\
ton ; same date, 20 miles south of Cape Look- Thorndike aforesaid, for the year 1900, commit- estate, §3.15.
Alvab Maiden estate, Palermo. No. of acres, the Republican Journal, a newspaper pul !i>i
ted to me for -collection for said town, on the
out, sch. Flora Rogers, Fernandina for twenty-sixth day of July,
remain unpaid; 25; value, §100; tax on real estate, §2.10.
Belfast, that they may appear at a Prohat*- <
1900,
Boston.
T. B. Stevenson. Win. Stevenson farm; No. of to be held at Belfast, within and for said 1
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
Launched. Four-masted sell. Savannah, interest and charges are not previously paid, so acres, 110; value, §700; tax on real estate, §14.70. on the 12th day of November, A.D 1901. at
600 tons, was launched at Kennebunkport, much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient and
Mrs. C. L Wing, Monroe. Home place; No. of the clock before noon, and show cause i! am
have, why the prayer of said petitioner .Me., Oct. 8. She will be commanded by necessary to pay the amount due therefor, in- acres, 15; value, §50; tax 011 real estate, §1.05.
not be granted.
and charges, will be sold withOctober 14,1901.
interest
Montville,
cluding
Wm.
n.
Gould.
Vessel
will
tow
to
Captain
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jim
out
further
notice
at
auction
at
F.
A.
Town
CUSHMAN,
public
Portland to lit out.
A true copy. Attest:
House, in said town on the first Monday of De- Collector of taxes for tile town of Montville, for
Nassau, N. P., Oct. 12. Sch. Charles L. cember,
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Regi
the year
1901, at nine o’clock a. m. :
1900._3\v42
Davenport, of Thomaston, Me., Sproul,
Edward Hollis. Number of acres, 30; value,
from Port Spain for Philadelphia, lias arriv- $100; amount of tax due, $2.00.
STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held
Fred Cornfortli. Number of acres, 51; value,
ed here w ith cargo shifted and loss of some
IT
fast, on the 8th day ot Oetobei
Collector’s Notice and Advertisement of Sale of
sail and leaking in her upper works. Part $450; amount of tax due, $9.00.
Thomas J Gushee, guardian of Susan I
J. F. Prentiss. Number of acres, 27; value,
Lands of Resident and Non-Resident Owners.
an insane peison of Belfast, in said ('mu
of cargo will have to be dieharged. The
of
amount
tax
$2.00.
due,
$100;
ing presented his final account of adinium
cargo consists of 1,600 tons of crude asphalt.
Unpaid taxes 011 lands of resident and non-resi- of
Thorndike, October 15,1901.
the estate of his said ward for allowance
dent owners situated in the town of Prospect,
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 12. Sch. Dora AlliE. W. DYER,
3w42
in
Ordered, That notice thereof be gi\en.
the
from
of
for
the
1900.
Collector of taxes for the town of Thorndike.
County
Waldo,
son,
year
Boothbay, ice laden, which arrived
The following list of taxes on real estate of weeks successively, in the Republican J< m
at WTilmington, Del., this morning, reports
resident and non-resident owners, situated in the newspaper published in Bellast, in said <
was in collision off South Shoal lightship
Commissioners’ Notice.
town of Prospect, aforesaid, for the year 1900, that all persons interested may attend ai
with sch. Lucia Porter, from Belfast, Me.,
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1J
committed to me for collection for said town on
for Kings Ferry. The Allison sustained Waldo ss. October 14. A. D. 1901.
the 12th day of May, 1900, remain unpaid; and of November next, and show cause, it am
V e, the undersigned, having been duly appointnotice is hereby given that if said taxes with in- have, why the said account should not be a! m
damage to rails, tipper works and rigging
by the Honorable Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of terest and charges are not previously paid, so
on
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jude*
port side. The Porter carried away bow- ed
Probate for said County. Commissioners to re- much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
A true copy.
Attest:
sprit and headgear.
and examine the claims of the creditors of and necessary to
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Regismi
the
amount
due
therefor,
The schooner Mary Stewart of Bangor, ceive
pay
A. Cutter
late of Belfast, in said County, including interest and
charges, will be sold withfor many years familiar on the Penobscot deceased, Sibley,
whose estate lias been represented in- out further notice, at public auction at the school
NOTICE. The sunscri
Bay and river, is being stripped of her spars solvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to house in District
No. 3 in said town, on the first
hereby gives notice that he has been d l>
and rigging at Bangor, preparatory to being the order of the said Judge of Probate, that six Monday of December, 1901, at nine o’clock a. m.:
Administrator of the estate <d
appointed
towed to Hampden, where she will end her months from and after the 2d Tuesday in OctoHeirs of Woodard Pierce. One house, §450;
SILAS T. BURGESS, late of Palermo,
existence as a landing place for one of the ber, A. D. 1901, have been allowed to said credit- one barn, §125; one acre of land, §25; amount of
to present and prove their claims; and that we tax due, §7.71.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gr
residents. She was built in Bangor in 1855. ors
will attend to the service assigned us at the ofWm. P. Baird. One store, §200;,barn, §100; bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Rockport, Me., Oct. 8. The sch. M. C. fice of W. P. Thompson, in Belfast, Maine, No- wharf, §200: seven shops, §150; one engine and mauds against the estate of said deceased
Haskell finished loading a cargo of ice and vember 9th, A. D. 1901, and April 7th, A. D. 1902, house,
desired to present the same for settlement
§800; amount of tax due, §59.66.
sundries for St. Thomas, D. W. I., last Fri- at nine of the clock in the forenoon of each of
Ford Whitcomb Tyler & Co. Ten acres of land, all indebted thereto are requested to make p.i>
value seveuty-ftve dollars; amount of tax due,
day, from the Rockport Ice Co. Besides said days.
ment immediately.
WM. P. THOMPSON, 1 r„nirt5
the ice the cargo consisted of white pine
JOSEPH W. WHITTIER
§1.14.
A. C. BURGESS,
| Lomrs*
Anna B. Harriman. Fifty-seven acres of land,
Hallowed, Oct. 8, 1901.
lumber, shingles, about 3 tons of cabbages,
Joseph Williamson, Jr., Admr.
42
value one hundred and fifty dollars ; amount of
and
a
miscellaneous
assortapples, potatoes
tax due, §2.28.
MEETING OF CREDITORS.
ment of goods from piping for a windmill
O. B. GRAY,
to an air rifle.
Collector of taxes of the town of Prospect, Me. U. S. District Court. For the District of Ma
Charters. Schr. 345 tons, lumber, FerIn
October
Prospect,
Bankruptcy.
14,1901.—3w42_
nandina to Philpdelphia, *5.124: schr. 475
The first meeting of the creditors of Herb
For a few days will buy cider apples in bulk detons, lumber, Crandall to New York, $5.50;
W. Healey of Belfast, Maine, adjudged b;m
schr. 548 tons, lumber, Brunswick to New livered. Any sound natural fruit or grafted goes.
rupt upon his own petition, to prove their clan•
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks to the against him and choose one or more trust*
York or New Haven. $5.50; sch. 343 tons, Also buy all varieties winter apples delivered or
in cellars. See us before selling your winter many friends who rendered assistance to me and of his estate, will he held at the office of
to
New
Stonington,
paving blocks,
Me.,
PITCHER & LANCASTER.
my family during our recent bereavement, and to referee, Belfast,! Maine, on the 4th play of VYork, 70o; sch. 235 tons, fertilizer, Elizabeth- apples.
all who contributed flowers in memory of my
H. C. Pitcher,
vember, A. D. 1901, at 10 o’clock a. m.
port to Bangor, $1.05; schr. 433 tons, coal,
late husband.
C. W. Lancaster,
42tf
MRS. L. H. JIPSON.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON.
Philadelphia to Marblehead.
Iw42*
Belfast, Oct. 17,1901.
Referee for Waldo District.
Belfast, October 15, 1901.—42*
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Collector’s Mice of Sale.

Margaret

JOSEPH

Collector’s Notice of Sale.

—
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ADMINISTRATOR’S

1

CIDER APPLES WANT!

Card of Thanks.

